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ABSTRACT -1 . C-11 -. 1 

The dominant theme of this thesis is the teaching of Arabic in Malaysia. 
Emphasis is placed upon an examination of its aims and teaching 
methods within a historical context. The arrival and subsequent expansion 
of Islam in the Malay Peninsula and the correlation between this and the 
growth of the Arabic language are discussed in detail. The early methods 
of teaching Arabic and the corresponding objectives are covered 
generally, whilst the '! fondoq" and "madrasah" institutions and their 
contributions to the development of the language are detailed. 
Specifically, this research examines the teaching of Arabic at the national 
Islamic secondary school (NISS). The modem method and the 
communicative approach are compared with the methods used atfondoq 
and madrasah. 

The introductory chapter deals with the background to the study, and a 
brief general history of language teaching. The following chapter 
discusses the history of Arabic language and its position in Malaysia, 
including Arabic teaching activities both inside and outside Malaysia. 
Chapter two investigates the arrival of Arabic language in Malaysia and 
early methods and objectives of teaching. Chapter three addresses the 
teaching of Arabic in traditional education institutions fondoq and 
madrasah. Chapter four examines Islamic knowledge and Arabic 
language as a subject in the educational system of Malaysia. Chapter five 
and six consist of observations and surveys of methods of teaching 
Arabic in NISS and the smart school. 

It has been established in this research that the development of Arabic 
language in Malaysia occurred in parallel to the expansion of Islam in the 
twelfth century A. D. The change of method in Arabic teaching in Arabic 
countries in general and in Malaysia in particular occurred in the early 
1970s. The establishment of NISS in 1978 and the introduction of the 
"smart school" in 1996 led to a radical change in Arabic teaching 
methods. The necessity of a reform movement in the teaching of Arabic 
grammar has also been established. 
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TRANSLITERATION, VOWELS AND THE 

RULES OF APPLICATION 

A. Transliteration 

Many Arabic words were transliterated into Roman alphabet in this 

thesis. The Library Congress system (LC) is used for this purpose. They 

are as follows: 

Arabic Roman Arabic Roman Arabic Roman 

A, a R, r F9f 

Bb Z, z Q, q 
Tt S's Klk 

TH th SH, sh L 51 
1 012 M, m 

ij j-; o 1? 54 N, n 

KH kh jo Tt ww 

D, d 1ý Z, z -0 H9h 

DZ, dz 

GH, gh y9y 

B. Vowels 

Short vowel Long vowel Diphthongs 

A, a 

u9u 

Ã, ã 
I 

�tJ, ü 

j-AW, aw 

Ls - AY, ay 
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C. The rules of application 

Arabic letters, which may be romanised in different ways depending on 
their context: 

1. As indicated in the table, the letters j and 4 may represent: 
(a) The consonants Romanised "W/w"' and "Y/y" respectively: 

WaT 

'Iwa4 

Dalw 

Yad 

Ijiyal 

j Tahy 

(b) The long vowel Romanised U and I respectively 

0 

-) 
ýdrah 

33 Dzii 

lmdn 

J. Jil 
Fli 

xill 



(c) Diphthongs Romanised A Wlaw and A Ylay respectively 

r. ji Awj 

Nawm 

Aysar 

Shaykh 

4 'Aynay 

2. ýiII and j li when used as orthographic sign without phonetic 

are not represent in romanisiation, such as words: 
I Fa'alfi ,As 

li i uljika 

3. When a noun or objective ending in 0 (ta marbuta) is 

Romanised "t For example: " 
.1,, 

-4 = Maktabat, S 1-, ý--4 
Mir Icit 

4. Each Arabic word is Romanised based on its phonetic before 

vocalisation. For example, -A---U I), = 'Abd Alldh (not 

'Abdull, jh or 'Abdallah or 'Abdillih). 

5. Arabic words, which have been used as a borrowed word in 

Malay language will not be transliterated in Arabic. For example, 
Sultan Ismail Street, insteat of Sultdn Ismd'il, Umar instead of 

'Umar or Fatimah instead of Edtimah. Such words are written 
based on Malay phonetic and its spelling system. 
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INTRODUCTORY CHAPTER 

BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY AND A BRIEF HISTORY 

OF LANGUAGE TEACHING 

A. General Introduction 

Arabic is one of dominant religious languages such as Hebrew, Aramaic, Sanskrit, 

Greek and Latin that has survived as a living language. It has also enjoyed the 

greatest distributional and cultural power. ' As the language of the Qur'5n and the 

vessel of Islamic religion, Arabic is to a large extent familiar throughout the 

Muslim world especially in Indonesia and Malaysia (including South Thailand 

which is commonly known today as "Patani"). Historically, the arrival of Arabic 

in this region occurred concurrently with the arrival of the Islamic religion i. e. in 

the early part of the twelfth century. 2 As in other non-Arab nations, which had 

converted to Islam at the initial of emergence of the religion, Malays had to learn 

the Arabic language in order to read the Holy Qur'dn and for other purposes of 

worship, Arabic at that time was learnt through imitation and mimicry. ' As time 

passed, there was increasing need for improved abilities in order to read Islamic 

sources, which were generally written in A-rabic. Thus, a more effective method of 

learning was needed to facilitate this. Consequently, the "alphabetical method" 

began to be used. This method involved the learners in listening and repeating 

what the teacher said, students then simply wrote down what they saw in the 

Syyed Hossein Nars (1982 : 73) 
Abdullah Md. Din (1988: 09) 

3 al-Ijadid! (1966: 47) 
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textbook of Arabic alphabet. This was followed by the Palaqah (circle) method in 

the late eighteenth century, which remained in place until the middle of the 

twentieth. It was commonly known as the fondoq 4 system. This period was, 

generally speaking, a "golden age" of Arabic linguistics because it saw the 

production of many Malay Muslim scholars especially in the discipline of Arabic 

grammar. They were commonly referred to as "Arabic grammar scholars" (Van2i 

al-nahw) or they were commonly known as cDjý, ji - I. These learned people 

were considered brilliant writers and translators of Arabic works into Malay, They 

resembled Sheikh Daw5d al-Fatdn-i, 4-3 1-1- iI who was a well known 

productiVe scholar in the 19th century. He has approximately 50 Islamic books 

(kutub) to his credit. Among his many books is one: - al-durr al-thamTn which he 

wrote in 1816 C. E. Another prominent figure in this discipline was Ijaji 'Abd al- 

ýamad Mu4ammad ýdli4 (1840-1891 C. E. ), who wrote the well-known Islamic 
5 

ýI J-. 
J< book kifayat al-'awdm. 

The late twentieth century witnessed a decline in the fondoq system, which had 

major effects on an outstanding era of Arabic linguistics. The emergence of a new 

educational system after independence in 1957 gradually superseded the 'fondoq" 

system. The history of teaching and learning of Arabic in Malaysia entered a new 

phase of rapid change over the next two decades, when both the objectives and the 

methods of teaching and learning of the language shifted emphasis from"reading 

comprehension" to " oral proficiency" 

'Fondoq is originally from Arabic word which means "hut". 
Haran Mat Piab, Ismail Ahmad and others (2000: 403) 
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Although the decline of the "golden era" in Arabic linguistics occurred in 

Malaysia, the influence of Arabic on the Malay language is still clearly evident. 

The influence of Arabic on the Malay language took two main forms. Firstly, in 

the borrowing of Arabic vocabulary- words, expressions and concepts. This 

occurred in other languages, as in the cases of Somali, Maltese and Punjabi. 

Secondly,, in the adoption of the Arabic script for writing Malay, which is 

commonly known as Jawi writing. Such influences occurred in a number of other 

languages, for example Urdu, Turkish and Persian. However, Malay has proved to 

be the foreign language most influenced by Arabic, especially during the early 

period of the coming of Islam to the Malay Peninsula. Learned Malay people or 

'ulamd' translated Arabic books into Malay, not only word by word, but also 

following the style or diction of Arabic. Thus ensued some linguistic confusion 

and innovative syntax as Arabic grammar rules were transferred into the Malay 

language. 

In view of the closeness of the relationship between Arabic and Islamic religion, 

attempts have been made by individuals, Islamic movements and Govenunent 

Agencies to revitalize the vibrancy of Arabic language teaching in Malaysia. The 

first Malaysian Islamic Education Conference was held in Kuala Lumpur on 40'- 

7'hApril 1972. It was the suggestion of several Islamic movements, among them: - 

Angkatan Belia Islam Malaysia (ABIM) (the Malaysian Muslim Youth 

Movement), Jamaah Islamiyah Malaysia (JEM) (the Islamic Representative 

Council), Parti Islam se Malaysia (PAS) (the Malaysian Islainic Political Party), 

Persatuan Guru-guru Agama Semenanjung (PGAS) (The Association of 

3 



Religious Teachers of Peninsula) and others. There were many representatives 

from various associations and government agencies. Educators and individuals 

were also invited to take part in the conference. A resolution directed at improving 

the teaching of the Islamic religion and Arabic was taken and passed at the 

conference. It can be concluded that the late twentieth century was, relatively 

speaking, an era of revitalization of Islamic religion and Arabic language in 

Malaysia. 

This thesis attempts to describe the teaching and learning of Arabic in Malaysia 

_r__ - from a historical perspective in terms of when the language first arrived in the 

country, how Malay society first learnt it and what the objective of the leaming of 

this language was, The aforementioned will be linked v. 4th the theories and 

practices of the teaching and learning of the language in the modem era. 

B. Statement of the problems 

Before the selection of this thesis title, a number of issues have been determined. 

These issues are concemed with matters at four levels: 

(1) Academic level. 

(2) Social level. 

(3) National level. 

(4) International level. 

4 



At an academic level, teachers, school administrators and other responsible 

authorities, in the educational field and in society have shown much concern at the 

decline of the Arabic language in various types of schools and social institutionS. 6 

From the yearly educational reports of the general examination results, for 

example Penilaian Menengah Rendah (PMR) (the Lower Secondary Assessment), 

Sýd Pelajaran Malaysia (SPM) (the Malaysian Certificate of Education) and Sijil 

Tinggi Persekolahan AlIalaysia (STPM) (Malaysian High School Certificate) 
, it 

was found that the results in the subject of Arabic language did not fully achieve 

the main objectives. 7 According to the main objectives of the Arabic language 

syllabus, students are expected to acquire both basic and advanced skills in the 

Arabic language, covering areas such as listening, 
- speaking, reading and writing 

at secondary level. However the results of the examinations showed that the 

students' achievement was below expectation. 

2. At social level, Malay society during the last few decades has encountered 

difficulty in finding and appointing qualified personnel as religious leaders such 

as imams (a person who leads prayers, delivers khutbah in Friday Prayer),, 

Mu'adzdzin (a person who calls Muslims to perform five time prayers), jurunikah 

(a person who is responsible for conducting marriage rituals) and Qur"dn teachers. 

icient Arabic speakers. This has occurred due to a shortage of suitably prof 8 

' This problem was mentioned in the national mass media like magazines, newspapers 
and public talk by individuals and politicians. See Daily Newspapers Utusan Malaysia on 
05.06.19871, the Dian Magazine issued in November 1967 and others. 
' See for example the examination result report of Fallahiyah National Islamic Secondary 
School, Kelantan for year 1984,1985 and 1991. This report is available at the school's 
library. 
I Researcher interviewed a number of Muslim society leaders. They are Abd Muttalib, 
ftom Bachok, Kelantan who was interviewed on 24.7.00, Muhammad Kasim from Bangi, 

5 



I At national level, all Malays are Muslims who practise not only Islamic 

teaching but also embrace Arab culture. For instance, most of them choose to give 

their sons or daughters Arabic names such as Alrubammad 
, Saif al-DTn 

Ci-ý ýIIL111, Fdtmah al-zahrj'p 1-ýA-ý-J I L-i 
. This practice gives 

rise to problems for the clerical officials at various government agencies. The 

National Registration Department, which is responsible for recording births, 

deaths and marriages often encounters errors made due to misunderstanding 

between clerk and parent. A father may have said that he wanted to name his son 
n- 

Bukr j --- but the official wrote down the word Baqr No 

differentiation between the two words and was perceived by the 

clerk- Only a sound knowledge of the Arabic language could diminish the C) 
ýýe. nequency of clerical errors here and in other agencies. 

4. At international level, Malaysia is a Muslim country and as such has close 

relationships with Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Jordan and other Musilim countries. The 

Malaysian Foreign Ministry has encountered some problems in finding suitably 

fluent personnel who are qualified to hold specialised positions in Arab countries. 

The appointment of ambassadors, secretaries and other diplomatic officers is 

effected due to the relatively small number of people who ffilfil this required 

criteria. 

Selangor who was interviewed on 22.7.00 and Muhammad Abdullah, the imam of Islamic 
Teachers College who was interviewed on 21.7.00. 
' informal conversation between researcher and Malaysian ambassador to Saudi Arabia in 
April 1987. This ambassador is Hajj Ahmad. The researcher then was among the Arabic 
teachers who were sent by Malaysian government to attend the three-month Arabic 
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In addressing these problems, this study will be an important contribution towards 

revitalising the teaching and learning of Arabic language and placing it high on 

the agenda in Malay society. 

C. Objectives of the Study 

With an awareness of the problems and issues which are encountered by many 

parties, such as teachers, school administrators and social organisation leaders; it 

has been decided that this study should be based on the following objectives: 

1. To examine the development of teaching and learning of Arabic 

in Malaysia from the early times of its arrival to the present day. 

2. To look in general at the relationship between the Islamic religion and 

the teaching and learning of Arabic in the contextof the 

Malaysian educational system. 

3. To compare the learning of Arabic using the "traditional method" such 

as "grammar translation" and "direct method" with the modem method 

i. e. "communicative approaches"". 

language course at the University of al-Malik Saud, Riyad during the period February - 
April 1987. 
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D. The Importance of Arabic Language in Malaysia 

There are two main thrusts, which make this study significant. One is relevant to 

the situation in the country. The other is relevant to the Arabic language itself 

The former looks in detail at the teaching and learning of Arabic, which has a very 

close relationship with the Islamic Religion. It is recognised that Muslims in 

Malaysia today are facing a decline in the quality of Qur'dn recitationlo, mainly 

caused by a reduced ability in the understanding of Arabic in their school studies. 

In order to maintain the quality of Qur'dn recitation, they must have high 

attainment levels in Arabic for Qur"amc study purpose. Therefore, it is hoped that 

this study can help teachers, parents and those other authorities that are 

responsible for education and the improvement of Arabic language levels in 

Malaysia. 

Additionally, Arabic language has an important role in the achievement of the 

goals of "Wawasan 2020" or (Vision 2020). " There are eight objectives of the 

vision, which underline the relevance of language skills. These objectives are as 

follows: 

See Malaysian daily newspaper The Utusan Malaysia issued on 4th June 1996 and the 
study carried out by The Research Department Ministry of Education, Malaysia in 1985. 
" Wawasan 2020 or Vision 2020 is a strategic blueprint introduced by Prime Minister Dr. 
Mahathiir Muhamad in 1995 to accelerate and maintain the overall development of the 
country through maximum utilization of all available resources in the span of 30 yeus, 
without sacrificing the spiritual and moral values of the people. See the text of Prime 
Minister's address in June 1995. 
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Multi-lingual competence; 

2. Acquisition of knowledge; 

3. Excellence in international affairs; 

The establishment of science; 

5. Progressive and innovative society; 

6. A shining example to other nations; 

7. Cooperation and collaboration between institutes of higher learning 

around the world; 

8. Taking a leading role in the economic affairs of ASEAN, EAEG and in 

other developing countries. 

Bearing the above objectives in mind, effective strategies in the teaching of the 

Arabic language in Malaysia are vital for the development of a generation of 

people who will be proficient in Arabic and will understand current thinking and 

international issues. The media uses Arabic when reporting on political upheavals 

in the Middle East and those who lack the necessary linguistic skills will gain 

little or no insight into the complexity of the issues. Unless the area of Arabic 

language teaching is addressed, then the objectives of vision 2020 are 

unachievable. 

Many scholars such as James C. V. (1978) theorize that the study of a foreign 

language can facilitate the learning of other subjects. As for Arabic language in 
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Malaysia, it can be a foreign or a second language. 12 In this case, James C. V- 

stated in his article, entitled; Foreign Language In The School Curriculum 13 

"The development of any pupil can be helped as much by a foreign 

language and there is general agreement that the study of a foreign 

language makes a major and distinctive contribution to the educational 

experience of schoolchildren. By which it can bring understanding and a 

heightened self awareness"14 

The above quotation clearly suggests that the study of any foreign language can 

help students to exercise their intellect. The language student has the opportunity 

to explore the dynamics of a different social structure, whilst recovering a more 

objective view of his own society. Such experience is valuable in enabling the 

student to perceive his own culture through the eyes of a foreigner. 

This considering of awareness inevitably aids the student in the course of other 

studies. The skills involved in language study are diverse; e. g. listening, speaking, 

reading, writing etc; disciplines which, when mastered, can be utilised in other 

fields. Detailed study of the "mechanic" and intricacies of language serves to 

" There is a difference between "foreign" and "second" language. The former is a non- 
native language taught in school that has no status as a routine mediumof communication 
in that country. The latter is a non-native language that is widely used for purpose of 
communication, usually as a medium of education, government or business. English, for 
example, has foreign status in Japan, but second language status in Nigeria. 
11 This article was published in Foreign Language In Education edited by G. E. Peffen, 
Staples Prinfing Group, London, 1979. 
14 C. V. James, Foreign Language In Education, edited by G. E. Peffen (1979: 7) 

10 



improve cognitive as well as communicative skills, the benefits of which can be 

directed into other areas. 

It is widely acknowledged that Arabic is a most difficult language to learn. Given 

that educationalists generally agree on. the aforementioned positive aspects of 

language learning; then there may be a valid hypothesis that "if the student can 

master Arabic, then there is no doubt that this achievement will contribute to the 

ease of his mastery of other subjects". 

A large proportion of words and terms that are used in the subject of Islamic 

religion taught in schools are originally from the Arabic language. They are found 

especially in the fields of Islamic law orfiqh and Theology or 'AqTdah. Thus those 

involved in Islamic study, will be able to make their work easier through 

knowledge of the Arabic language. 

In this context, the Malay culture has been influenced by the Arab culture. For 

instance, the use of laqab, a system whereby names have suffixes which are the 

names of places or occupations or tribes, e. g. al-MakkT, al-MigT or al-tladl-h, al- 

NafidrT. at-OdsimT or al-ThaurT Some Malays in Malaysia have followed this 

style, especially during the past twenty years, 

in the same way, the Arab culture has a great influence on the Malay royal family, 

or as is said in the Malay language keluarga istana. For example, the word"king"" 

is sultdn, "queen" is sultdnah and the word "family" is qaribah. There are a great 
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many words in royal life that originate from Arabic. The above examples reflect a 

need for the Malaysian people to learn Arabic in order that they may function 

more easily within the modem social order. 

E. Some Literature Review 

considerable number of books, researches, articles and discussions have 

appeared, both inside and outside Arabic countries,, on the teaching of Arabic to 

non-Arabic speakers. An attempt to survey briefly the contents of some of these 

works was made; it covers three main aspects; 

1. Linguistics, 

2. Methods and approaches. 

3. Materials and Teaching Aids. 

E 1. Linguistics 

Arabic linguistics is the scientific study of the Arabic language, necessitating the 

employment of a scientific methodology and approach. It is difficult to determine 

when the study of Arabic linguistics began. It is believed that this discipline must 

have commenced before the emergence of Islam; however, the knowledge of this 

period is still limited'5. It is therefore proposed that this section will deal with the 

-1 - developinent of Arabic linguistics after the emergence of Islam until the present 

day. It will include grammar, phonetics, vocabulary and translation. 

" Bakalla (1984: 20) 
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1.1. Arabic Grammar 

Grammar is considered to be the "spinal column" in language teaching. This 

discipline appears to have been in existence as early as the mid seventh century 

C. E. during the period of caliph 'AITT ibn Ab-I Talib. Goldzieher (1966) states that 

Ab al-Aswad al-Du'al7i from Basra who was a partisan of Caliph 'Ali ibn Abli 

Tdlib entered his house on a certain day, one of his daughters said to him; "0 

Dad! rna aýwanu al-samdi This sentence according to its W. 

ending vocalization SO-), *1 ýý said by his daughter means : (what is most 

beautiful in the sky? ) He answered: "Its stars" 1-ýý but she replied, "0 

Dad! I do not mean what are the most beautiful objects in itV I was only expressing 

my admiration at its beauty. " He then corrected: "You must then say, "mil apsana 
.. " 

. 01 le 
.1e lb ee 

al-sama'a " f- I ý)"ý i L-4 . This sentence with the correct ending 

vocalization means (how beautiful is the sky! ). Having heard his daughter's 

erroneous use of the Arabic sentence, he then started to consider the importance of 

the rules of Arabic grammar. 

The following famous incident further inspired the creation of unified principles 

of Arabic grammar. New followers of the Islamic religion, who were non-Arabs,, 

read some verses of the Holy Qur'dn with wrong ending vocalization. The 

example illustrates the ambiguity and subsequent misinterpretation that may result 

from mispronunciation. (w-L*--A-J I ýý 
11- 1 11 

,ý14ý 
cj I 

vj 
11,1- 1) 
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The following is another famous story of mispronunciation of Qur"dn verses made 

by new followers: 

A_j 

"Anna Alldha barT'un min al-mushrikTn wa raslilihi " 

The reader pronounced the last word "'wa rasXihi " A--Jj-, Ajj instead of "wa 
., e 

rasaluhu ". This faulty inflection caused an essential alteration in the intended 

meaning. According to Arabic grammatical rules, if the reader read the last word 

of this verses "'wa rasfilihT" it means Allah is free from polytheists and from Flis 

Prophet because the kasrah vowel indicates that the word wa rasalihi has the 

same function with the word al-musbrikTn. If the reader reads waras; aluh; R with 

(lammah vowel, it means Allah and His Prophet are free from polytheists. These 

two incidents led Ab, 5 al-Aswad al. -Du'aff to set down the Arabic grammar rules 

to avoid future mistakes in Arabic language especially in the reading of the 

Qur'dn. 

During this period, the two Arabic grammar schools of Ba§ra and Kdfa emerged 

taking the names of the above mentioned towns. They were set up to develop and 

study the theoretical aspects of Arabic grammar; these being based on two 

essential sources namely the Holy Qur'dn and old poetry. There were many 

Arabic grammar scholars who obtained their early education within these two 

schools and they went onto produce valuable works in the field of this discipline. 

The most Important Arabic grammar work throughout the history of Arabic 
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linguistics is the one written by Abu Bishr 'Amr ibn 'Uthmdn, commonly known 

by his surname, S-ibawyh (d. 792 C-E). It is considered to be the first complete 

book of its type; a foundation upon which all other grammar books are based. 

S-Ibawayh was the founder of Arabic grammar, a Persian by origin who came to 

Basra in the middle of the eighth century to study law, but who then turned his 

academic skills to the study of grammar as a pupil of al-Khal-il ibn A-4mad al- 

Fardbidi (d. 786 C. E. ). Using fids legal knowledge as a model, S-1bawayh produced 

a strictly functional analysis of Arabic, embodying the results in a work known 

simply as "al-Kitdb" (the Book), which has remained the principle source of all 

grammatical science ever since. 16 This important book classified words according 

to function and established rules of vowel ending. Goldziher (1966) described the 

features of this "Book" as follows: 

"In 571 chapters it deals with all the details of Arabic accidence and 

syntax, with constant references to the works of his predecessors. It is the 

first full summary of the rules of Arabic grammar, a fundamental work, 

which served as a starting point for later development. The fact speaks for 

itself that, despite his non-Arab origin, the Arabs implicitly recognized 

him as the first systematizer of the rules of their mother tongue, and is 

constantly referred to as the greatest authority on this field in later 

literature. Its greatest advantage is its systematic elucidation of the moot 

and problematic points of grammar by quotations serving as textual 

evidence (shawdhid), 1050 in number, partly from the Qur'dn, and partly 

16 htt -LI com/arabicteacherffit 
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from ancient Arabic poetry,, in support of his propositions. His grammar 

was, of course, frequently commented on by later generation, the most 

imPortant being Sharp (commentary) of Uassdn al-Sirafi (d. 978-9 C. E. ) 

also of Persian extraction. " 
17 

Another important Arabic grammar work is Ajurrflmiyyah. The full title of this 

work is al-muqaddimah Li ibn Ajurrf4miyyah (The introduction of Ibn 

Ajurru-miyah). This book was written by Moammad AbiPAbd Alldh Ibn Davviid 

al-ýanhaji (d. 1323). Although brief, this work was a well-known Arabic text 

studied by people in Malaysia, Indonesia, Patani, and Brunei. (See appendix "N'). 

Unlike the "al-Kitib" of STbawayh, Ajurramiyyah contains the summary or 

abstract of the Arabic grammar science. Reviewed by Muhammad al-SharbInT al- 

Khat-lb in his book Nflr al-sajiyah fl' Pill araý al-Ajurrflmiyyah. Carter 

M. G. (1981), this work on Arabic Grammar was described as: - 

"One of the finest abridgments of the most comprehensive treatises ever 

written, I was asked by some of my friends to devise a commentary upon 

it which would unravel its terminology, elaborate its example, clarify its 

obscurities and lay open its inaccessibility, including with this some of the 

more appropriate and well defined principles that I have already set down 

in my commentary on Qatr al-nadC7. "18 

Goldziher (1966: 64) 
Carter M. G. (1981: 04) 
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Despite its brevity, the content is comprehensive. Its author demonstrates all 

Arabic grammar rules and gives a short example of each. Due to its economy of 

language, the book is easily accessible to non-Arab learners and it is used 

extensively in Indonesia and Malaysia as a valuable text of Arabic grammar. 

However; like other old Arabic grammar books, this book discusses in detail the 

definition of the rules rather than their application in the specific areas of writing 

and speaking. Traditionally, the Arabic grammar was taught as a discipline of 

-k-n-owledge rather than as an ancillary aspect in language learning. 

'Abduh al-Riiji4i (1990) distinguished between grammar as a discipline of 

knOwledge, which is usually called 'ilm al-na. ýw ;-II 4-r- and as a means 

for teaching, which is usually called al-nahw al-ta 7TmT 4-iI- -t IIj --.. 11 

(pedagogical grammar). The former means a branch of knowledge that is totally 

. 
r- - 

focused on the description of the language structures without any connection with 

its application. Thus, a person who learns Arabic grammar in this way penetrates 

deeply into this discipline, using the teaching and learning of Arabic grammar to 

develop intellectual abilities. Whereas pedagogical grammar allows grammar to 

be studied as a means of helping learners to understand the functions of Arabic 

words, thus enabling their practical use in the areas of writing and speaking. Al- 

Rdjiýl also distinguished between the principle of teaching and the principle of 

learning. The former principle produces learners who are masters in Arabic 

grammar, whereas the latter elucidates the sets of rules, facilitating an 

improvement of communication skills on all levels. 
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The aforementioned works are written by Arab scholars; yet a considerable 

number of Arabic grammar books have been written by non-Arab scholars. One 

of them is A grammar of the Arabic Language. John Richardson,, ESQ. F. S. A 

(1901). It is perhaps the oldest of its type written by a non-Arab scholar. 

Following its publication. other grammar texts emerged. Grammatica 

Criticalinguage Arrabica, written by Ewald in 1831 was followed by another 

written by an English scholar W-Wright from Cambridge in 1859. The authors of 

these books examined the technical rules in the same way that Arab scholars had. 

Their structures differed only in the first chapters where Arab authors would 

commence with the definition of speech ý N-SJ 1 followed by the 

divisions of speech. Non-Arab authors would start their books by introducing the 

Arabic letters and their transliteration into English, then they would follow with a 

description of Jumlah mujz'dah (useful/understood sentence) and detailed grammar 

rules. (Appendix "A" contains the example of the definition of ý ýLý ý ). 

However, Elder E. E. who wrote an Arabic grammar book in 1937 differed from 

other non-Arab scholars. His book was entitled Arabic Grammar: Inductive 

Method He used sentences to illustrate certain grammar rules; he then highlighted 

them through discussion, For example, lesson one deals with Nominal and Verbal 

Sentence x kU-=-J li A%a, w 
'I 14 

: 1, A, Ii. The author begins with the 

introduction of a number of sentences, which consist of nominal and verbal 

sentences, as follows: 
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I- What is this? This is a book. It is a small book y 1, < _j-A c US I : L. A ýIý. A L, 

2. Look at this big book, This big book is open ju,. i-S-l I ý-: j II<II ! 
-A s-J 

II 

____ ___ 

3. What is this? This is a copy book ! 
-. A 

LA 

4. Look at the copybook, is it small or big? It is small. ý-A JLA -i-J 
I 

vJ 
11 

j---A 

5. And this thing, what is it? This thing is a penciL The pencil is long. LrýJ ýI a-A j 
I 

f,. 
U L,.. LJ II!. 

-. A Y q.. -A 
L-4 

6. Is this a closed window? No. This is an open window. AI'., -I a-. % 3-A 

:- "� 

The author then made conclusions based on the above examples under the heading 

"Grammar". The conclusions are as follows: 

1. Arabic words are of three kinds: 

(1) VI which includes the noun, pronoun, adjective, participles and 

certain adverbs., as in: f-T., LIS 
-j ->. 44-s 41 L-A c 

which covers the verbal fonns, as in: I 

(3) 1 which includes various particles such as certain 

prepositions, conjunctions, etc., as in: ji 
J--A 44 
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2. There are two kinds of sentences in Arabic speech: 

nominal sentence) which begins with an For 

example, JLý -P-ý 
I 

,Ix (2) ý. ZLA" (a verbal sentence) which begins with a J--*-j 
. 

For 

example, ý-. -j LLS-1 II I-t ý,, -J 

Unlike the grammatical texts composed by non-Arab scholars in Europe, those 

available in Malaysia were less analytic in nature. However, there were several 

Arabic grammar books, which were translated into Malay language and they were 

used as important study texts. For example, Matan Ajurramiyah by Mu4ammad 

al-*anhaji and al-Madkhalfz 'ilm al-&rf (no author and no date). In the 1960s 

several Malay scholars who had completed their studies in Egypt had returned to 

Malaysia and written a number of Arabic grammar books to be used as text books 

in Arabic Schools. Similarly Hasan Idris, wrote al-Qjwa'id al-'Arabiyah Ii 

talamTz al-madýris al-thOnawiyyah, Fakhr al-Rdzi and Is4aq Mu4ammad Rejab 

wrote al-lughah al-'Arabiyyah wa qawji'iduhd. These two books are: 

Lii çj) 1 

L-A 

The way in which these authors described Arabic grammar, was however, slightly 

different from that of the translated versions which began with a description of 

nominal and verbal sentences instead of the description of a definition of zcspeech"' 

In other words, these books emulated Elder E. E (1937). <j I f-I-j 
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E1.2. Arabic Phonetics 

The study of Arabic phonetic led to the acknowledgement of well-known Arab 

and Muslim phoneticians such as al-Khal-Il Aýrnad al-Fardlildi (d. in 786 C. E, ), 

S-lbawayh 'Amr ibn 'Uthmdn (d. 796 C. E. ), Ibn Jinn! (d. 1002 C. E. ) and Ibn al- 

Tabbdn (d. 1165 C. E. ). This area of Arabic literature grew out of an immense 6. 

enthusiasm on the part of Muslims, for reading, understanding, and articulating 

the sounds of the Holy Qur'dn correctly19. In the course of time, phonetic analysis 

also involved other areas such as poetry, prose and Arabic speech. Thus, '1m al- 

tay . wTd2O concerned itself with its original purpose. In the late 1970s when the 

teaching and learning of Arabic began to be studied academically, as were other 

modem languages, the Arabic phonetic began to be regarded as an important 

discipline and it was felt that it should be studied separately from 'ilm al-tajwTd. 

Thus, a number of Arabic language scholars, among them lbrdhim An7ts (Egyption 

scholar), 'All al-QdsirnT (Iraqi scholar), Ismd'il Mahmfid al-ýTnT (Saudi scholar) 

and others started to introduce this discipline with the name of 'ilm al-aýwdt 

(Science of the sounds). This new discipline of the Arabic language 

was concerned with a study of the articulation organs such as tongue, lips, both 

hard and soft palates, larynx and their function in the production of speech 21 
. 

19 This discipline is known as 'ilm al-tajwTd 
211 ilm -al-tajwTd is a science which deals with the rules of Quran reading like the 

articulation of Arabic alphabets, the quality of length and the rules of pronunciation of 

one letter when it is followed by another letter. 
" See Clark John and Yallop Colin (1990: 0 1) 
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The discussion of "The Alifba Problem" under the topic of "Basic Difficulties of 

Arabic" by Mawil Izzi Dien22 is an example of the Arabic phonetic discipline. He 

pointed out that even for the expert in Arabic,, the accepted articulation of letters is 

disagreed upon widely. He mentions the debate concerning the places (locations) 

of articulation for different letters among the ancient scholars like Khalil AJýmad 

al-FarahTdi,, S-ibawayh, al. Qdll, Ibn Jinn! and al-Tab4an. For example, the 

disagreement in the location of articulation for letter ýOd zl-; z, 'ain and the 

letter alif ,111. Respected scholars could not reach a unified decision on the 

precise location of articulation. This, according to Izzi Dien, created difficulties 

among foreign students especially those whose native language was English 23 
. He 

cited as an example the letters ý! d -ý L-a and STn 
. To foreign students, 

there would be no differentiation between the two letters. For example, the word 

asir which means "difficulf' and the word 'a, ýTr which means 

4: 4" 

juice". Similar prOblem arises when foreign students say yara 
0) 

L--, --* which 

means (became) and Sara 
-) 

' which means (walked). Izzi Dien discusses 

another important point through the use sound monitors in the language in the 

4 language laboratory2 . 

Several Arabic language scholars have studied vocabulary and translation. 'Umar 

al-*idd7iq 'Abdullah from the University of al-Malik Saud, Riyad (1985),, wrote an 

" See his article entitled Arabic For Non Arabs published in Proceeding of the Leeds 
University Workshop July 1990, University of Leeds, Department of Modem Arabic 
Studies, 1992, PP. 31-46. 
" See lbid, P: 33 
24 Ibid P. 33. 
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article entitled The Teaching Aids For Language Lesson25. He discusses a method 

for teaching Arabic vocabulary, and proposes that the teacher should divide 

Arabic vocabulary into at least three categories; nouns, verbs and adjectives. For 

example: 

Nouns: < 

< Verbs: 

Adjectives: 

The teacher should then introduce the vocabulary to his/her students in the context 

of sentences rather than introducing them individually. Learned in isolation, 

vocabulary can become void of meaning and more difficult to assimilate. He 

suggests that the teacher should determine the vocabulary to be taught to his/her 

students at a certain level, then to list the words according to logical sequence. For 

example the names of days must come before the names of months. The names of 

things in the classroom must come before the items in shops and so on. 

E2: Methods and approaches 

Diane L. F, 1986 wrote generally on the methods and approaches of teaching 

foreign languages. He is of the opinion that these methods consist of both 

principles and techniques. He describes it as follows: 

21 This article was published in WaqaI nadawat Ta'fim al-lughah al-Arabiyah Li ghair 
al-Natiqin biha, second volume, Maktab al-Tarbiyah al-'Arabi Li dual al-Khalij, Riyad, 
1985ý PP: 171-219. 
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"First of all,. a method is seen as super ordinate, comprising both 

"Principle" and "technique". The principles involve five aspects of second 

or foreign language teaching: the teacher, the learner, the teaching process, 

the learning process, and the target language/culture. Taken together, the 

principles represent the theoretical framework of the method " 26 

The above quotation shows that the method ranks as one of the most important 

elements to ensure the success of the programme of teaching and learning of a 

foreign language. Moving to the subject of this study i. e. TASL/TAFL, 'All al- 

Ijadi-dT (1966) describes the development of methods in the teaching of Arabic 

throughout history. According to him, the first and the oldest method of teaching 

Arabic was the "translation method" which was based on the introduction of the 

Arabic alphabet in the traditional way. This was followed by the teaching of 

writing and reading and then the students were asked to memorise vocabulary 

together with its meaning in the native language. The important point to give 

attention to here is his comment on the said method, 

EI Materials and teaching aids 

in general, teaching and learning involves the hearing and vision of the learners. 

Therefore, any teaching aided by materials, visual or otherwise will help the 

teacher to conduct his lesson more easily and effectively. It is important to note 

26 Diane L. F. (1986: 17) 
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that used correctly, teaching aids effectively instil knowledge more profoundly to 

the pupils. There are a number of linguists and educationalists who discuss this 

topic and offer several suggestions. 

A close examination of the materials and teaching aids enables a wider 

understanding of the principles of second or foreign language teaching. Materials 

and teaching aids include suitable textbooks and other printed materials, which 

can be used by students for reference. 'Ali al-Qdsim-i and Muhammad Ali al- 

Sayyid (1991) defines textbooks as dictionaries, drill books, examination papers 

and teachers' guides and teachers' handbooks. 

Muhammad 'AIT al-Khfill divides the teaching aids into three categories: 

1. Audio-aids; radio and tape recorder; 

2. Visual-aids; cue cards and photographs 

3. Audiovisual aids; television, videocassette recorder (VCR) and films . 
27 

Ya4ya Daild (1980) gives a definition of teaching aids as any material, 

programme or machine used to help the teacher to improve explanation, It is 

understood that whatever means used by teachers or instructors in order to make 

the language lesson easier to understand, are called "teaching aids". Aziz Sultan, 

in his handout on the one-day course for Arabic teachers in Malaysia28 , said that a 

student could remember 30% of what he/she hears from the teacher verbally 

27 See Muhammad 'Ali al-Khuli (1982: 17 1) 
His handout can be found in the main library at Islamic Teachers Training College mi 

Bangi, Selangor. 
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without any aids or means, but he/she could remember 70% of information 

conveyed both verbally and visually. For example, in the case of a teacher who is 

giving directions to a shopping centre. If the students are simply told the location 

of that shopping centre and given directions to reach that shopping centre without 

any map or photograph, the students encounter difficulty. However, if the teacher 

uses a map or photograph as a teaching aid, a student is more likely to have a 

clearer mental picture. 

F. Methodology of the study 

In terms of the method, this research is classified as historical, as it deals with a 

collection of information about the history of teaching and learning Arabic in 

Malaysia in order to reach a conclusion concerning the trends, objectives and 

methods of teaching and learning Arabic in Malaysia from the early period until 

the present day. To obtain this information, several methods will be used. They 

are as follows: 

- Reading, examination and investigation of the available books, 

magazines, papers etc. at several libraries at institutions of higher 

education both in Malaysia and the United Kingdom. 

In Malaysia: 

I. University of Malaya, Malaysia. 

2. Malaysian National University. 

3. Islamic Teachers Training College. 
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4. Researches and Development Division, Ministry of Education. 

5. National Library, Kuala Lumpur. 

In the United Kingdom: 

University of Wales, Lampeter 

University of Leeds 

3. University of Exeter 

4. Library of Malaysian Students Department in London 

5. Library of Institute European Sciences Humanise,, Highmead, 

Lampeter. 

- Analysis of formal and informal interviews with teachers,, lecturers and 

individuals who are responsible for the teaching of foreign languages. 

All interviews were carried out in Malaysia. 

Observation of Arabic teaching at two Islamic State Secondary 

Schools and one National Islamic Secondary School. 

- The application of personal expenence as a student in traditional Islamic 

education atfondoq and madrasah. The experience of twenty 

years as an Arabic language teacher at schools and colleges. 
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G. A brief history of language teaching 

Since what has influenced the development of teaching foreign languages in 

general has directly or indirectly influenced the teaching of Arabic as a foreign 

language (TAFL), this section is an attempt to provide an overview of what has 

actually occurred in foreign language teaching in recent times, particularly over 

the past three hundred years or so. Latin was the dominant language of education,, 

commerce, religion, and government in the western world before French,. Italian 

and English gained importance as a result of political changes in Europe. From the 

seventeenth to the nineteenth centuries, the study of classical Latin and analysis of 

its grammar and rhetoric became the model for foreign language 
. 
29However, the 

history of foreign language teaching has entered a new phase of rapid change 

where its objectives have shifted from reading comprehension to oral proficiency. 

In order to give a clear idea about this topic, this section begins with a brief 

history of foreign language teaching in general before moving on to the teaching 

of Arabic as a foreign language in Malaysia. Later the discussion is directed to the 

difference between methods and approaches. 

In the nineteenth century the purpose of teaching FLs changed to "oral 

proficiency". This change occurred as a result of changes in human kind's life 

style in the world, following the advances in science and manufacturing which 

resulted in improved transportation, and population mobility. This has lead to a 

situation where much of today's world population migrate from one country to 

" Richards J. C and Rodgers T. S. (1986: 01) 
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another in order to find work opportunities. The social push/pull factors force 

them to communicate with other people who use different languages. 

The involvement of the United State in World War H also had a significant effect 

on foreign language teaching and learning. There was a need for a large number of 

people, who were fluent in foreign languages e. g. German, French,, Italian, 

Chinese, Japanese, Malay and others, to work as interpreters, code room assistants 

and in military services. This situation lead to the necessity for establishing a 

special language training programme with the primary method focussing on oral 

proficiency instead of reading comprehension 30 

GI. Language teaching innovation 

In the mid twentieth century, opposition to traditional methods and approaches, 

and the focus on reading comprehension, gradually developed in several European 

countries. Growth in the economy increased mobility and the recruitment of 

foreign nationals to serve the annies of the United States during World War 11, 

created a demand for innovation, which would provide a foundation for the 

development of new ways in teaching foreign languages" 

In the context of this innovation, new approaches to language teaching were 

developed by individual language teaching specialists, including C. Marcel, T. 

Prendergast and F. Gouin. C. Marcer a Frenchman who had made a close 

" Ibid, P: 44 
' Ibid, P: 05 
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observations of child language learning. He proposed that "reading be taught 
before other skills" (other skills were listening, speaking and writing). This meant 

that reading skill should receive priority in language teaching over grammar and 

comprehension. In fact, language learning theory provided the foundation for 

what came to be known as the "reading method"32 . This method was advocated by 

a few British and American educators in the 1920s. The principle feature of the 

reading method is that the goal of language teaching is deliberately restricted to 

providing training in reading comprehension only, where students are taught to 

read foreign languages with direct apprehension of meaning without a conscious 

effort to translate what they are reading33. 

The Englishman, T. Prendergast (1806-1986) was one of the first to record 

observations of children using contextual and situation cues to interpret 

utterances, and the use of memorised phrases and routines in speaking. 

Consequently, he proposed the "structural syllabus", where learners were taught 

the most basic structural patterns occurring in the language. This theory provided 

the principles and the concepts of "the oral approach and situational language 

teaching", which was developed by two British applied linguists; Harold Palmer 

and S. A. Homby in the twentieth centurY34 . According to this method, the main 

characteristics of language teaching are as follows: 

32 Jadwaýt A. Y. (1987: 115) 
" Ibid P: 116 
3' Handout prepared by Dr. Agius D. A. for M. A. students at Arabic Studies Department 
University of Leeds in 1994'1995. This handout is available with the researcher. 
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I. Language teaching begins with the spoken language. Material is taught 

orally before it is presented in written fonn. 

2. The target language is the language of the classroom. 

I New language points are introduced and practised. 

4. Vocabulary selection procedures are followed to ensure that an essential 

general service vocabulary is covered, 

5. Items of grammar are graded following the principle that simple forms 

should be taught before complex once. 

6. Reading and writing are introduced once a sufficient lexical and 

grammatical basis is established. 

Another linguist specialist, Gouin, 35 developed an approach to teaching foreign 

language based on his observations of children's use of language. He believed that 

learners would learn language easily if they were taught via the use of language to 

complete events consisting of a sequence of related actions. In other words, 

Francois Goum suggested the psychological method, which was based on the 

principle of association of ideas and on mental imagery 36 
. In order to get a clear 

idea of Gouin's theory, there follows an analysis of the famous "Gouin series" 

which includes sequences of sentences related to such activities as chopping wood 

and opening the door. Gouin used this method in his first lesson of a foreign 

language. He opened the door of the classroom, briefly announced his aim for the 

lesson to his students, and started the series of related actions. In other words, he 

tried to teach the vocabulary in English but he did not use the words in isolation, 

35 As quoted by Richards J. C. and Rodgers T. S (1982: 5) 
" Mallinson V. (1953: 11) 
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his actions proving appropriate context. He said a number of short sentences and 

stressed the vocabulary he intended to convey during the lesson. These sentences 

had links with each other. The vocabulary used was: Walk, draw near, get to, stop, 

stretch out, take hold, turn, open, pull and move. This method of teaching new 

vocabulary can be used in the teaching of the Arabic language in Malaysia. The 

present researcher will give an example of this method in Arabic Goum's 

teaching. The following are his sentences and vocabulary: 

I walk toward the door I walk 

I draw near to the door I draw near 

I get to the door I get to 

stop at the door I stop 

I stretch out my arm I stretch out 

I take hold of the handle I take hold 

I turn the handle I turn 

I open the door I open 

I pull the door I pull 

The door moves Moves 

The door turns on its hinges Turns 

I open the door wide I open 

I let go the handle Let g037 

37 TwbiS "Gouin's series" is mentioned in Richard J. C. And Rodhers (1986)T. S. P: 06. 
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The above theory became part of the principle of the "Situational Language 

Teaching" and the "Total Physical Response" method. 

As mentioned earlier, the investigation and examination of other foreign language 

teaching approaches can bring about improvements in TAFL. This method should 

therefore be accommodated in a new method of teaching Arabic as a foreign 

language. The teacher of Arabic should put the vocabulary he wants to teach in a 

particular lesson in a list and build sentences containing the vocabulary, then ask 

the students repeat them. 

The following is an example of this method. The teacher outlined a nuinber of 

sentences,. which contained the vocabulary he was going to teach. It is important 

to note that the examples of Arabic sentences given in this section are for non- 

Arabic speakers. For example the use of III with verbs bz-ý, -s 
1 ýJýJ 1 or 

with verbs as in J--`L are not 

particularly good Arabic usage. Such sentences should be as follows: 

J--; - .11 instead of J--& zI L-3 I i, Oi-ý I instead of j, -L: - 
I L-ý Iý Cýýj i 

instead of C-ý iUi. Such sentences appear in the following examples. 

ýj-. 1%c ýý 11 L-1 1 

L. A 
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The following is Arabic sentences and the vocabulary to be taught according to 

"Direct Method" 
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H ____ _____ IL 

U 

Sticking I am sticking a stamp on this envelope 

Asking I am asking the clerk where I should put my letter. 

Putting II am putting the letter in letterbox. 

G2. Improvements in language teaching 

During the period of innovation in foreign language teaching in the middle of the 

nineteenth century, language-teaching specialists had made many efforts to 

improve foreign language teaching in terms of method and approaches as has been 

mentioned, but these ideas did not receive widespread support or attention. The 

methods and ideas were not developed in a context of an established circle of 

education and there was insufficient organizational structure in the form of 

professional associations, journals and conferences, which could allow any new 

ideas to develop into an educational movement. At the end of the nineteenth 

century, a group of more innovative educators emerged. These like-minded 

linguists perceived the need for reform and improved approaches in foreign 

language teaching. These activities and their initiatives became known as "The 

Reform Movement", whose aims were to improve foreign language teaching. 
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As a result of this movement, a number of reforms in foreign language teaching 

came into existence. Richard and Rodgers (1986) said: 

" The discipline of linguistics was revitalized. PhonetiCS38 was established, 

giving new insights into speech processes. Linguists emphasized that 

speech, rather than the written word, was the primary form of language. 

The "International Phonetic Association" was founded in 1886, and its 

International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) was designed to be accurately 

transcribed. -"3 9 

The above indicates the many changes that had occurred in the field of foreign 

language teaching; including the establishment of the International Phonetic 

Association (IPA) and a change in goal for learning foreign languages, 

emphasising the prioritisation of oral skills. In this context,, Henry Sweet and 

Wilhelm Vietor in the late nineteenth century held a common view regarding the 

basis on which a new approach could be constructed. These principles were as 

follows: 

1. The spoken language is primary and this should be reflected in an oral- 

based methodology. 

2. New discoveries in phonetics should be applied to teaching and teacher 

training. 

" The scientific analysis and description of the sound systems of language. 
39 Richard and Rodgers (1986: 07) 
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3. Teachers should be familiar with the spoken language before presenting it 

in written form. 

4. Words should be presented in sentences, and sentences should be 

presented in meaningful contexts and not to be taught as isolated, 

disconnected elements. 

5. The rules of grammar should be taught only after the students have 

practised the grammar points in context, this means that grammar should 

be taught inductively. 

6. Translation should be avoided, although the mother tongue can be used in 

order to explain new words or to check comprehension. 40 

The emergence of the above principles clearly shows that the field of foreign 

language teaching had entered a new phase of change. Although these proposals 

or principles were not assumed to have the status of "method7', they at least 

provided general outlines of the methods or approaches, which emerged 

subsequently, for example, the Natural or Direct method. 

G3. Early methods of teaching Arabic 

According to Mahm5d Mursi Rdshid as recited by al-Had7idT (1966), the oldest 

method used in teaching Arabic language was the "Translation Method" .4' This 

opinion could be true because there is evidence to show that Arab poets during the 

pre-Islainic era 4-J-. A I-II used Latin in their poetry. 

" See lbid P: 08 
41 See al-ijadid! (1966: 05) 
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Imrra'ulqays for example, had included Latin words in his 

poetry e. g. the word al-sajanjTl II -%,;:?, -III I., which means a kind of fine 

cloth, Arandap which means black skin. Many more Latin and 

Persian words were translated 42 into Arabic. There were foreign settlers such as 

Shahan Marad,, the Persian who learnt Arabic through translation and composed a 

number of Persian Poems with several Arabic words in them. 

In the context of teaching and learning of Arabic in Malaysia, people first learnt 

the language through the translation of a basic vocabulary which was related to 

Islamic religion and furthered their practice of worship or SýI,. The names 

of ablution organs or For example: Face A---:?,. j 

hand ý ,; elbow ->--4 ; 
head ear cD 31; leg J---. ý. - -) ; and so 

on. 43 It is clear that the early method of Arabic language teaching and learning 

was the "Translation Method". At the same time grammar was studied as an 

individual subject in Arabic language study, which was known as the knowledge 

of syntax and morphology or it is commonly known among Malay society as 'ilm 

al-nabw wa al-sar Thus, the teaching and 

learning of Arabic in Malaysia in the early stageS44 was only in the form of the 

translation of Arabic words. At the same time people learnt how to read Arabic 

words using the "alphabetical method". This method was first used in the 

teaching of Arabic phonetics during the time of caliph "Abd al-Malik ibn Marwan 

42 Jaseem 'Ali (1996: 8 1) 
43 Mangan J. A. (1993: 153) 
' At the time when Arabic language first arrived in Malaysia. 
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when Nag ibn 'Aýim al-Laith7i (d. 750 C. E. ) who introduced the "dot" system for 

Arabic letters. 45 

In this method, the teacher reads the Arabic alphabet, which consists of twenty 

nine letters, 
., all of which are consonants" and students are asked to memorise 

them together with the number of "dots"' and their positions, top and bottom. 

Later, they learn the letters with vocalisations, or Zý I'Si. e. fatpah ýý 
ý 

kasrah S, (lammah A :a- and sukan ýD iS,. Students are 

then taught each letter with long vowels i. e a, i and u as well as doubled 

consonants or S ", ý. Upon their comprehension of the above stage students 

are taught the pronunciation of different Arabic word syllables such as: ýD L--4 

(bana) ýjý- ý,. (bTna) Cj (bfina) ý) " (Ona) (tTna) ýD 

(Tfina) and for the whole alphabet. The next stage a teacher taught his/her 

student how to pronounce the complete word with tanwTn and case ending such as 

t-A--ýL. n (td'ibun) (qalamun) (mistaratun) and so 

on. 
47 

Upon mastering the above exercise, students are required to progress further. 

They are required therefore, to read words together in a sentence. These words are 

usually taken from the Qur'dn. For example: 

" Jaseem 'All (1996: pp: 84,85) 
46 Cowan David (1958: 01) 
47 Qa'idah Baghdadiyah ma'ajuz 'amma (n. y. : 05) 
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--4 '% 1 
-1 '-l 1161, V ý-A 

I, 1, 
"-;, ýt I -)j 

I 
-ý 

ý-*, 
I ýJ-+j 

There are words, which are not taken from the Qur'dn. For example: 

-, 14C, 
j -) 

II 
ýrj 

14ý. ý -, <4 11 
--Lr, 

141L. A 

a 
C., _j y-<4 11 

j *ý ;, 11 

4a 

It is important to mention here that this method was also used in the teaching of 

Qur'dn reading and it was known as the "spelling method". This traditional 

method is known in Malaysia as: 

1S "s 
_____ _____ 

(See appendix "B"') 

Children are taught the names of each Arabic letter before they are introduced to 

the individual words of the short chapter or sFirah in the Qur'dn. The Fatipah 

chapter or 1iII was broken into individual sentences which 

were drilled many times in order to consolidate the pronunciation and recognition 

of word form to enable further application. The primary aim of this method was 

the teaching of word form rather than recognition of the individual letters. 
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The example of sfirat al-fatihah which is broken into sentences: IV 

A-Ju ý4-I 

J L4 I 

X 

&4-j 1 ý, I Ili 

The teacher teach students to spell each letter from each sentence using the terms 

of Arabic vocalisation such as: ýj j<,, Ii14ý, ', i 31 &ýaý1,1 

in Malay language. For example ýaý; o I (baris hadapan),, ý- - -, ;II (baris 

di atas) I (baris di bawah) ýj iS-I (baris mati). 
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CHAPTER ONE 

A BRIEF FUSTORY OF ARABIC LANGUAGE 

AND ITS POSITION IN MALAYSIA 

1.1. Introduction 

Historically A-rabic is a language spoken by a group of people originating from 

Arabia, an area which is located at the extreme Southwest of the Asian 

Continent, with the Red Sea on its West shore,, the Persian Gulf and the Gulf of 

Oman on its East, and the Gulf of Aden and the Arabian Sea on its South. ' 

However, after the emergence of Islam in the seventh century, the number of 

non-Arabic speakers converting to Islam began to increase, resulting in a need 

for these converters to learn Arabic in order to read and understand the holy 

Koran and the Prophet Traditions (Alidd7th), as well as other Islamic teaching 

resources written in Arabic. As a result, the language was not only spoken by 

Arab people in Arabia, but was also used by people from non-Arab nations who 

lived surrounding the Peninsula. The users of this language continued to 

increase as the Islamic religion extended beyond the Middle East, resulting in 

the present situation where this language is the first language for over 150 

million people living in Arab countries. It is used by several million more as a 

second or foreign language in all Muslim countries, such as Malaysia, 

Indonesia, Brunei, Pakistan and others. 2 

1 Stowell Gordon and Mason Edward J. (editers), The book of Knowledge: a Pictorial 
Treasury of reading & Reference for Young and Old The Waverley Book Company 
Ltd, London, (n. y. volume 1, p. 190. ) 
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As well as the use of Arabic increasing due to the spread of Islam, since the 

Second World War,, the situation in Arab countries has completely changed due 

to the discovery of oil. Accordingly, Arab countries have been involved in 

political, economic and social upheaval, which has resulted in a situation where 

the Middle East has come to the centre of the world stage to compete with other 

countries especially the developing ones. 3 As a result, the Arabic language is 

now not only used by Arabs and Muslims from other nations, but has begun to 

be used by non-Muslims throughout the world, especially after the Second 

World War when the United State of America,, the United Kingdom and other 

nations started to set up oil companies in the Middle East. As a consequence of 

this, more and more non-Muslim workers needed to enter the Arab countries 

and they of course need to learn Arabic. 

Thus it is clear that the importance of Arabic today is not only because it is the 

language of Islam, but also because it constitutes a means of communication at 

., 
this chapter will examine the perception of this international level. Therefore. 

language from different perspectives, which are: 

1. Arabic is one of the Semitic languages 

11. The influence of Arabic on the Malay language 

111, Arabic as a second/foreign language in Malaysia 

IV. The Jawi script which is used in the Malay language 

2. Crystal David, The Cambridge Encyclopedia of Language, The Cambridge 
University Press, London (. n. y. 316) 
3 Tilomson William Murray, The Teaching ofArabic In Universities: A Question of 
Balance, Department of Modem Arabic Studies, University of Leeds, (1994: 03) 
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The Islamic countries other than Malaysia, which use the A-rabic 

alphabet as their writing script 

V1. Arabic teaching activities in countries other than Malaysia. 

1.2. Arabic as one of the Semitic languages 

The Arabic language is originally from the Semitic group 4 which consists of 
Hebrew, Aramaic, Ethiopic and other old languages, some of which are now 

extinct such as Acadian, Amorite,. Moabite and Phoenician branched out. All 

these languages are closely related in structure and vocabulary. This relationship 

shows clearly in their alphabets, which consist solely of consonants without any 

vowel. Also their vocabulary originates from three roots and shows many 

similarities. For example, the word bait5 in Arabic, which is bitu in Hebrew,, 

bayth, in Aramaic and baitha in Moabite. Another piece of evidence showing 

these languages originate from the same group is seen in the vocalization 
6 

systems in these three languages. 

4 The "Semitic language", so named in 1781 by Scholzer because most of those who 
spoke these languages were from Shem, the son of Noah ci--i &--j ýI-. According 
to Torah, when the big flood destroyed all human beings and things at the earth, Noah, 
his three sons Shem, Ham and Yapith and what he brought in his Ark escaped from 
these his three sons. 
'This word means in English House 
' According to this system, Arabic, Hebrew and Aramaic represent in their orthography 
only some of their vowels. To indicate the missing vowel, special system of vowel 
notation were invented at a certain period in the history of each of these languages. in 
these systems, usually called vocalization system, signs which represent the vowels and 
some other phonetic and phonemic entities, are placed above, below, or within the 
letters. Thus for example, a dot placed beneath any letter, informs the reader of a 
Hebrew or a Jewish Aramaic text which is vocalized in the Tiberian tradition, that the 
consonant in question is followed by the vowel i. See Marg Shelomo, The Vocalization 
systems ofArabic, Hebrew and Aramaic: (1972: 09) 
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A study of the grammar of these languages also shows a clear connection 

between them. For example, the verb in Aramaic possesses two tenses. Firstly a 

"perfect" tense indicates completed action and corresponds to the English 

present perfect, simple past, and past perfect. This is also found in Arabic, e. g. 

al-fi'l al-md(fi-, alfi'l al-muýOri' and fi7 mugDri' maa kdna, or in Arabic 

writing: 

Hi �-i 

&JILL_, HH 

( cDl LLJ I J-x--L-J IAýI -r- J----;. ý 13 1tjt.; ý .II 

In addition to the above basic form,, the verb in Aramaic has two "derived 

conjugations" that is, modifications of the basic root to express modes of action. 

This is achieved by doubling the second consonant of the root, or by the 

addition of a prefix. Furthermore each conjugation can form a reflexive/passive 

by prefixing the element t- (hit, it) .7 This Aramaic grammar rule is also found in 

Arabic,, for example in section FVI al-mazTd wa al-mujarrad, or in Arabic: the 

Ljýý 6 3--ýLý J-;, --ý 
J--ý--A I 

ýýJ-A-j 
I J-V-iJl 

I; -1 1 UL -e 

Another example of the close connection between these languages can be seen 

when the names of the Jewish religion festivals are examined. All the names of 

these festivals are. in the Hebrew language but most of them are Arabic in 

origin. For example, the word "Sabath"5 which is in Jewish festival celebrated 

every Saturday. This word is originally from (, ýiaI in Arabic. Other 

' See Rosenthal Franz, A Grammar of Biblical Aramaic, (1963 : 42) and see also 
Hayyim Zeev Ben Studies In The Traditions of The Hebrew Language, 1954: 120. 
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Jewish festival names,, which originate from Arabic can be seen in the following 

table: 

Jewish/Hebrew Arabic English 

Rosh Hashanah 

Yom Kippur 

Midrash 

L>) 

c 

succot 

Tishrin ____________ �4 

New Year festival 

The Day of Atonement 

Search/to search 

To fall 

The month of September 

Source: See Cole Owen W, (ed) Five World Faiths, (1982, PP: 56-65) 

1.2.1. The Semitic group of languages 

Semitic is a word, which is derived from the biblical name "Shem" or Sam, who 

was one of the sons of Noah. A German scholar called Schlozer first used the 

term "Semitic" language in 178 18. Some linguists divide the languages of the 

world into three groups based on the fact that the prophet Noah had three sons: 

Sdm, Hdrn and Ydfith ((-LL-j L---lj 4ýI-6ý L---w ). When the big flood 

whipped up the earth planet, all kind of animals, trees and humans were totally 

destroyed. Those who were in Noah's Ark, including his three sons survived. 

Thus it is believed that all nations and their languages originate from these three 

sons. Each son of the Prophet Noah spread his own language and each language 

took its name accordingly, i. e. Semitic for Sam, Ijamita for ljdm and Ydfithah 

11 Imil Badi' Yacqilb, (1982: 98) 
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for Ydfith. 9 However; the last two languages could not be traced and it is 
believed that they are extinct. Crystal David (1982) described the Semitic 

languages as follows: 

"The Semitic languages have the longest history and the largest 

numbers of speakers. They are found throughout southwest Asia., 

including the whole of the Saudi Arabian Peninsula, and across the 

whole of North Affica, from the Atlantic to the Red Sea. The oldest 

language of the group, now extinct, dates from third millennium BC; 

they include Acadian, Amorite, Moabite and Phoenician. There was a 

vast literature in Acadian,. written in Cuneiform script". 10 

From the above quotation, it seems possible that the Semitic languages indeed 

originate from Noah's son Shem and his followers. The major language of this 

group is Arabic, which is spoken by approximately 150 million people in Arab 

countries as a mother tongue, and used by several million more as a second or 

foreign language outside Arab countries. It exists in both classical and colloquial 

fon-n. s. Classical or literary Arabic is the sacred language of Islam, and is used as 

a lingua franca of educated people throughout the Arabic speaking countries. 

While colloquial Arabic exists in many modem dialects, 
- not all of which are 

mutually intelligible. These include Algerian, Moroccan, Egyptian, Syrian, Iraqi 

and several dialects of Arabian and the Sahara. The language of Malta' 1 is also a 

See Ibid 108 
10 Crystal David (1982: 3 16) 
" Malta is a group of Islands which lies in the very narrowest part of the Mediterranean 
Sea, where the sea rout from Sicity to Tripolitania crosses that from Gibralta to the 
Suez Canal. The three islands of Malta, Gozo and Comino, together with a few rocky 
islets, have a total area about the same as that of the Isle of wight-about 122 square 
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development from Arabic. As well as this, Kiswahili is also a good example of 
the African country whose language is influenced by Arabic or Semitic 

languages 12 
. 

1.2.2. Homeland of the Semitic nations 

Much research has been carried out to investigate the homeland of the Semitic 

nations. Researchers have reached an agreement that all Semitic nations came 
from one homeland, However, the researchers have different views on the 

location of this homeland where these nations used to live in- Some of them said 

that the Semitic nations used to live in the south-west of Arabia, which is known 

nowadays as Yemen. 13 Their contention was based on the fact that the soil in 

Yemen is very fertile. This advantage made Yemen a very suitable place for 

society to develop, especially for primitive tribes. Other reasons, which support 

this view is the historical facts. According to some historians, the oldest area 

populated by humans was the Arabian Peninsula, which includes Yetnen,, 

suggesting that most nations were originated from people emigrating from 

Yemen. 

miles in all. The language of the Islands, though it has similarities to Arabic, is believed 
to have come down from the tongue of Phoenicia and Carthage. It has in the course of 
time absorbed many European words. See The book ofKnowledge, volume 5, p. 98. 
12 Less than fifty years ago, many linguists particularly from the West and the Middle 
East had established the ideas that Swahili language was of Arabic origin. Their 
contention was based on the fact that the name "Swahili" originates from Arabic and 
that the'Swahih language itself has a lot of words of Arabic origin. It was because of 
these linguistic facts that some believed the language to be an "Arabic Pidgin" or an 
"Arabic dialect". See Ibrahim Bosha The influence ofArabic Language on Kiswahili, 
Dar es Salarn University Press, Dar es Salam, 1993. 
13 See Imll Badi'(1982: 32) 
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Another piece of research by 'Ariffn 'Abdul RashTd (1962) stated that the 

homeland of the Semitic nations was the South of Iraq. The reason for this view 

is based on the Torah, which stated that the first part of the earth to be populated 

and developed by the prophet Noah's descendents after they had escaped from 

the big flood was Babylon, which is located in the South of Iraq. This view is 

supported by the fact that the soil in this area was very fertile and there is also an 

ancient history. Further evidence supporting this argument is the existence of a 

number of Semitic words,, which mention the name of civilisations,, animals and 

plants, all of which have a connection with this country. For example, the word 

"Babylon" itself is Arabic in origin because this word consists of two separate 

meanings: Bab means door and Ilu means god. So in Arabic, this become (Bib 

ildhý, which means in English "God's door". 14 

1"-%,. 15 
Other scholars argue that the original homeland of the Semitic nations was 

Syria (Shdm), saying that there were many Semitic tribes liVing in this area 

throughout ancient history. Some historians view that the original homeland of 

the Semitic nations was Armenia 16 as there was a belief that the mountain where 

Noah anchored his ark was probably in this region. 17 

Of all of the above possibilities, the case arguing that Babylon was the first 

homeland of the Semitic nations seems to be the strongest, especially when the 

See Jadwa Ayoob Y (1987: 78) 
See for example ImIl BadV (1986: 110) 
Arminia. is one of the constituent Republilics of the Soviet Union, laying South of 

the Caucasus, part of the larger kingdom of An-nenia, most of which was under Turkish 

rule from the l6th century. See The Reader's Digest Great Encyclopadic Dictionary, 

Oxford University Press, London, 1962, P: 57. See also Encyclopaedia Britanica, 

volume 2, page 377. 
17 See Imil Badi' 1986: 37 
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earliest known documents of the Semitic nations are studied. The earliest known 

documents are Babylonians and dated from 2250 B. C. Thus making Babylonian 

one of the oldest languages. Aramaic, on the other hand,, did not emerge until 

2000 B. C., whereas Canaanite emerged in 1500 B. C. and Sabatean in 250 B. C. 18 

Thus it seems likely that Babylonian, the language of the Eastern group, is the 

oldest language of the Semitic language. At that time Babylonian was situated in 

a very strategic place on the bank of the Euphrates River. Babylonian has a long 

and imPortant history of old religious and races. G, Stowell said about Babylon: 

"The date of its foundation is doubtful, but it was certainly among the 

oldest of cities,, for it is mentioned in records now about 4000 years 

old. But it had existed long before that, though it was little more than a 

village, and played but a small part in the history of the region. 

Babylon began to grow in importance when, some time after 3000 B. C. 

the Euphrates River changed its course, deserting the town of kish to 

-J, 19 flow past Babylon' . 

In conclusion, the first homeland of the Semitic nations could well have been the 

Babylon. This conclusion is based on three points; (1) Almost all the great 

civilizations originated in river valleys, were nourished by trade, and came to 

maturity in cities . 
2" This fact supports this conclusion because the Babylon is 

" See Encyclopaedia Britannica, volume 20, The University of Chicago, Chicago, p: 

316 
Stowel G. (ed. ) n. y. Volume 1. P: 335. 
The Reader's Digest: Great World Atlas,, The Reader's Digest Association, Landon, 

Sydney, Montreal and others (n. y. : 128) 
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situated on the bank of the Euphrates River. (2) The Babylon was a place where 

a number of prophets, such as Abraham, Yiinus Idds and others were sent down 

by Allah to guide the people there. Noah and his Sons could have been among 

these prophets. (3) There are many Babylonian words, which are connected to 

the Arabic language; even the word "Babylon" itself according to Jadwi (1988) 

is Arabic in origin. 

1.2.3. Position of Arabic among Semitic languages 

It is agreed that the parent of Semitic language is divided into two divisions: (1) 

Eastern,, which consists of Babylon and Assyrian, (2) Western, which consists of 
A -- 

, Nramaic,, Canaanite and Arabic. Thus, the Arabic language is one of the 

Western Semitic languages, and is divided into two groups (a) Southern, (b) 

Northern- The Southern Arabic is subdivided into a number of languages i. e. 

Sabaean, Hadramian, Qitbanian and Ethiopic. While the Northern Arabic is 

a divided into two groups: (1) extinct A-rabic and 

, k--- (2) surviving Arabic ý 
1,1 ,II 3--j I. 

It is important to emphasise that Modem Arabic is derived from Northern 

Arabic and from the group termed above "Surviving/Remaining" Arabic or it is 

Z-ý-J 14 The group of languages said in Arabic tenn 

termed above "extinct" Arabic is 
-no 

longer in use today and could have included 

the Thamudean and Dhyani languages. Surviving Arabic is divided into a 

number of dialects, which can be brought together into two 21 dominant dialects 

-21 lnffl BacW (1982: 30) 
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al-lahajijt: tlydz and Banu Tamim dialeCt. 22 Im-11 Bad7l' Ya'qflb (1982) described 

the evolution of the Arabic language as follows: 

; L-L-U iD 

I 

1 

I-J- 4 

i At 

LJ-4ý 
S 

aL L4 LA 

23 

1.2.4. Arabic dialects 

As mentioned in the previous section of this chapter, "Surviving" Arabic 

branched out into different dialects. Thus it is important to define the word 

"dialect" or it is called in Arabic A-1 111 
, 
in order to distinguish it from 

"language" which is commonly called in Arabic " I". A language is a 

distinct form of speech and is the way people externalise or express the needs, 

22 See Ibid P: 37 
23 Inin Bad! ' (1982: PP: 113,114). An English translation: It is known that the main 
Semitic languages were divided into two groups: Eastern and Western. The former 
includes Babylonian, Acadian and Cuneiform. While the Western includes Aramaic, 
Canaanite and Arabic. The latter (Arabic) is divided into Southern and Northern. The 
Northern is divided into Sabaean, Hadramian, Qitbanian and Ethiopic. While the 
Northern is divided into Distinct language and surviving language. 
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which they have inside. To express these needs they use a commonly understood 

vocabulary and pronunciation. Whereas a dialect is one form of a language, 

usually used by people from one region. Thus one language could have several 

dialects. 

The Oxford compact English Dictionary (1996: 270) gives two definitions of 

this word: (1) a form of speech peculiar to a particular region. (2) a subordinate 

variety of a language with non-standard vocabulary, pronunciation or grammar. 

While The Oxford English Dictionary says: Manner of speaking, language,, 

speech especially a manner of speech peculiar to, or characteristic of a particular 

person or class. 

The above two definitions convey the same meaning of this word in general. 

That is to say that the dialect is a form of speech where the people in different 

region use different vocabulary and pronunciation. While the language is kind of 

speech or the way people extemalise or express their needs, which are hidden 

inside their mind using the standard vocabulary and pronunciation. In order to 

understand more detail about the Arabic dialect, let us examine the definition of 

"dialect" given by Ghanim (1985: 15,16) as follows: 
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This translation is as follows: A dialect, according to new academic terms, is a 

complex set of language characteristics associated with a certain society or 

group of people, and these characteristics are shared by all members of that 

society. The society or a group of people who use this dialect exist among other 

groups of people who used different dialects; however the different dialects all 

share the sarae external sense of the language, which enables the different 

groups to communicate together. 

According to al-Ghanim a dialect is a form of speech used by certain tribes or 

groups of people and apart from them, there were other tribes who used other 

dialects, but they can all communicate with each other because the main features 

or external sense of their language still the same. From these numerous dialects 

the language would be formed. 

Returning to the discussion of how the Arabic language branched out from the 

Semitic language groups, al-GhanIm stated that by the time the Arabic language 

broke off from the Semitic language group, it was in the form of a single dialect 

used by a small society in a limited area, but it was not long before the sPeakers 

of this dialect had increased in number spreading through the Arabian Desert 

and eventually evolving a number of dialects. Subsequently, it was from these 

dialectS that the Arabic language developed. 24 

24 See al-Ghanim Salihah Arshad Ghanim (1985 -. l6) 
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The important point to be made here is that a number of Arabic dialects were in 

existence several centuries ago. Thus, one of the important tasks of this study is 

to attempt to identify the dialect from which the Arabic language of today 

developed. In fact, this is connected to the emergence of Islam because the 

Arabic language of today is the language of Islam and the Qur1n, the holy book 

of Islam, which was revealed in Arabic language. So, in order to identify the 

original dialect of this language, a close investigation of Arabic dialects before 

and after Islam is important. 

Historically, there were many Arabic dialects used by Arab tribes before the 

coming of Islam. Generally speaking, each tribe had its own dialect and the 

members of these tribes were very proud of their individual dialects. To clarify 

this matter,, Versteegh K. (1984) stated: 

"It is generally held that before the period of the Islamic conquests, 

which started after the death of the prophet around 630 C. E., the Arab 

tribes in the peninsula spoke different dialects. Apart from their own 

dialects, the Arab tribes shared an intertribal, more or less formal, not 

directly comprehensible variety of Arabic, which was used for poetry, 

prophecies, gnomic sayings, etc. This intertribal language was 

frequently called "poetic koine" and is believed to have evolved from 

one of the dialect groups, but not without incorporating features from 

other dialects, as well as many archaisms. , 25 

25 Versteegh K. (1984: 10) 
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Looking at what GhanIm and Versteegh have said about Arabic dialects, it can 

be concluded that the Arabic language can be divided into two eras, i. e. before 

and after the coming of Islam. The former was in the form of dialects spoken by 

different tribes and the latter is in the form of a language. 

In this context, some researchers for example Ayoob Y. Jadwai (1988)26 had 

divided the Arabic language into three phases: (1) Old Arabic, which 

commenced c. 959 B. C. to c. 267 B. C. These dates are based on the discovery 

of several Arabic proper names found in documents recording the history of 

Assyrian wars during the years 853-626 B. C. These names are Aribi, 

Arubu, Aram and Naharain, all of which can be identified as Arabic in origin. 27 
. 

(2) Middle Arabic, which commenced c. 266 B. C. to 500 C. E. These dates are 

based on the discovery of one line of Arabic script found with the Thamudic 

texts on the stele of Hedjra and some Arabic graffiti together with Nabatean 

script on the temple of Ramma in Sinai. 28 (3) Arabic, which started after c. 500 

C. E. . and continues its development to the present day. The last phase of Axabic 

language is the combination of Arabic before Islam or during the Jahiliah period 

and during the Islamic period. 

"' See his Ph. D thesis entitled Teaching of Arabic as a foreign language (TAFL): a 

study of the communicative approach in relation to Arabic, University of St. Andrew, 
1988 
27 For more detail see "Arabiyya" in Encyclopaedia of Islam (1960: 562) 
" See Ibid 562 
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Looking at the development of the Arabic language from ancient times until the 

present day, some similarities can be found in the development of the English 

language, which also underwent several stages before reaching its present form. 

Jadwai (1988)29 tried to compare the development of Arabic to that of English in 

the following table: 

Old English Old Arabic 

Anglo-Sexon: Mid. 5"' Pre-Hedjra: c. 959 B. C. to 

To 12t" century C. E. c. 267 B. C. 

Middle English Nfiddle Arabic 

Northumbrian-Mercian- West Hedjra-Namara-Temple Rinma 

Saxon- c. 1150-1400 To c. 500 C. E. 

Modern English Arabic 

From the early 15'ý' century Muhammad and Jahiliya recorded 

To the present day Speech: c. 600 C. E. to the present day 

It seems to me that the final phase of the Arabic language needs to be 

subdivided into a further two phases: (1) the Arabic language before the coming 

of Islam and (2) the Arabic language after the coming of Islam. This is due to 

the fact that there are dialect differences in the Arabic used before and after 

Islam. One difference is in style or diction or it is commonly known in Arabic 

language as Y-ý-J ýVI. Arabic before Islam was more poetic in style or it is 

called compared to the Arabic after Islam. Another 

29 See lbid P: 67 
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difference is that during the Jahiliyah period many dialects were being used, 

whereas during the period of Islam the official dialect is Quraysh. This is 

because the holy Qur'dn was revealed in the Quraysh dialect, as this dialect was 

the purest and most eloquent compared to the other Arabic dialects of that time. 

Because of its eloquence and purity, some scholars classify the Quraysh dialect 

as a language. One of these scholars is 'Abd al-Sdlim Makram who describes the 

way the Holy Qur'dn was recorded during the period of Caliph 'Uthmdn. 'Abd 

al-Salim Makram said that the language used by Zaid bin ThAbit to write the 

Holy Qur'dn then was the "Quraysh language". The main point to be made here 

is the Quraysh dialect was considered by "Abd Sdlim Makram as "language" 

instead of "dialect". The following is his quotation: 
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This translated as follows: As for the language that Zaid ibn Thabit used to 

write, 'the maý4af during the period of Caliph 'Uthm,; In was the Quraysh 

language because the Holy Qur'dn was sent down by Allah in the language of 
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Quraysh. And the prophet PUH, who was the most eloquent of all the Arabs, 

was from the Quraysh tribe. And the Quraysh come from the decedents of 

Ismail, who are more eloquent than the descendents of Ya'rab ibn Q4tdn from 

Yemen. 

And verily 'Uthi-ndn (R. A. ) said to those tribes of Quraysh: "when you all differ 

in opinion from Zaid bin Thdbit about what to write in the Holy Koran, please 

write according to Quraysh tongue". It is true, the Holy Koran was revealed in 

their tongue. 

The above clearly reveals that Makram considered the Quraysh dialect as a 

separate language rather than a dialect. Of the many dialects, the most dominant 

was Quraysh, whose tribe originated from the prophet Ismd'il. Quraysh is also 

important because it was chosen by Allah to be the official dialect of the Holy 

Qur'an. The evidence for this is found in the Holy Qur'dn itself 
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This translated into English as follows: In the name of Allah, the Most 

Gracious, and the Most Merciful. For the familiarity of the Quraysh. Their 

familiarity With the journey by winter and summer. Let them worship the Lord 
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of this house. Who provides them with food against hunger, and with security 
30 against fear ( of clanger). 

This verse implies that the Quraysh tribe was special and had many advantages, 

and due to this Allah sent down the Holy Koran in its tongue. 

As well as Quraysh, there were several dialects, which can be divided into two 

major groups: (1) The dialect of H. ijdz (2) The dialect of Ban! Tarnim, which had 

many subgroups, such as Banii al-'Anbdr, Bani! YarbW and Banii Tahiyah. 

1.3. Arabic as a living language 

It is generally held that there are only five ancient languages throughout history 

that seem to have had an irresistible influence as transporters of human culture 

and civilization. These are Classical Chinese, Sanskrit, Greek, Latin and 
A -- 31 
Juabic. Among these five languages, Arabic is the only language that has 

remained a liVing language up to the present day, and as such, it has enjoyed the 

'0 The interpretation: The Quraysh was the noblest of Arabian, the tribe to which 
belonged the holy prophet himself They had the custody of the Ka'bah, the central of 
Arabian, and their possession of Makkah gave them a triple advantage: (1) They had a 
commanding influence over other tribes (2) 'Meir cntral position facilitated trade and 
intercourse, which gave them both honour and profit (3) The Makkah territory being by 
Arabian custom inviolable from the ravage of war and private feuds, they had a secure 
position, free from fear of danger. This honour and advantage they owed to their 
position as servants of the sacred shrine of the Ka'bah. They owed it to Allah. Was it 
not therefore right and fitting that they should adore the one True God, and listen to his 
message of unity and purity, brought by His Prophet. In those days of general 
insecurity, their prestige as custodians of Makkah enable them to obtain Covenants of 
security and safeguard from the rules of neighbouring countries on all sides; Syria, 
Persia, ' Yemen and Abyssinia-protecting their trade journey in all seasons. See The 
Holy Qur', qn, English translation of the meaning and commentary, under the auspices 
of the Ministry of Haj and endowments, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (1992: 2015). 
3' Halijah Harun, Malay language lecturer at MPL Bangi, Malaysia, She said this during 

an interview with her on 20-7.00 
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greatest distributional and cultural power. As a language that has approximately 

150 millions users throughout the world, the Arabic language is today 

considered,, in modem linguistics, as the third most important and widely used 
language in the modem world after English and Spanish, in terms of 

international application and geographical area covered, after English and 

Spanish. 32 When considering the medieval and modem use of the Arabic 

language it can be said to be unique. Unlike any other language. Arabic has 

assumed the role of an international language in two contexts (1) As a cultural 

heritage shared by all Islamic nations, who have utilized Arabic for centuries to 

record the great contributions eminent Muslim thinkers have made in the fields 

of science, literature and the arts. (2) As an official international language in the 

United Nations. 

The significance of Arabic is not only due to linguistic reasons but also because 

Arabic is the language of one of the main religions of the world and the 

language of the Holy Koran. The relationship between Arabic and Islam is as 

close as the body and soul, they are inseparable. First and foremost, Arabic is 

the language of worship of some one billion Muslims throughout the world, a 

little less than quarter of the human race, i. e. approximately 22% of the world 

population, and it is also the language used by the muazzin (persons who call to 

perform the five time prayers a day). Muslim children all over the world learn to 

read the Holy Qur'dn at a very young age and even memorize some of its verses 

for the purposes of their prayers. The latter must be said in Arabic, no matter 

what their national language may be. Moreover, most Muslims everywhere, 

'2Both inayatullah (1976: 01) and Sharaf (1979: 13) gave the above view as quoted by 
Jadwai(1988': 71 ). 
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especially in Malaysia, Indonesia and Brunei,, know, understand and use 

everyday simple Arabic phrases to greet their friends and to express their 

feelings etc. The example of these are: - 
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Since Arabic is the spiritual language of communication with God for all 

Muslims, it possesses a tremendous linguistic and religious attraction for 

Muslims, which can be seen inexplicable to non-Muslims. For example, a 

Muslim in Kuala Lumpur, Sabah, Jakarta Nairobi and London all use the same 

language of worship as a Muslim in Makkah, Medina and Cairo. Thus the 

teaching of Arabic in most non-Arab Muslim countries and communities has 

taken on such great importance in recent years. In many of these countries and 

communities, Arabic has been introduced in schools and universities not as a 

foreign language but as a second language. The differences between "foreign" 

and "second" language will be analysed in another section of this chapter. 

The Arabic language took on the role of an international language during the 

emergence of the newly independent Arab states of North Africa and the Nfiddle 

East emerged. Arabic is the official language and the mother tongue for about 
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150 million Arabs in 21 countries. These are spread over an enormous 

geographical area, stretching from Mauritania in the west to the borders of Iran 

and from the Russian steppes to the south of the Sahara. Arabic is also spoken 

by many large groups of Muslims bordering these Arab states, such as those in 

Soviet Central Asia, Southwest Iran, the northern region of Malt, Niger, Nigeria 

and Chad. In addition, there are also many Arabic speaking minorities spread all 

over the world, on all five continents. These include immigrants, businessmen,, 

diplomats, lecturers and students. 

1.4. Status of the Arabic language in Malaysia 

As with other nationalities in Muslim countries such as Turkish, Pakistani,, 

Bangladeshi and Persian, Malays started to learn Arabic following the 

introduction of Islam to the Malay Archipelago, as Arabic is the language of the 

Qur'jn and ffadiTth. Today, Malays continue to learn Arabic language for 

religious, political, economical, and cultural reasons. Educational changes,, 

which happened in the late 1970s have also contribute 33 
. (This topic will be 

discussed in detail in chapter two). Hence, the Arabic language enjoys different 

types of status in Malaysia, This Will now be mentioned briefly. 

33 Islamic Education Department Ministry of Education (1992: 01) 
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1.4.1. Arabic as an early script for Malay language (Jawi Script) 

There is no evidence to show that the Malay language has its own alphabet. 

Crystal David (1982?: 203) for example, did not mention the original Malay 

alphabet when he described the world's alphabets. Also Harmsworth's 

Universal Encyclopedia (n. d. ) did not mention the original alphabet of the 

Malay language 34 
. On the contrary, there is considerable evidence to shows that 

the Malay language has used the Arabic alphabet as its writing script since 

centuries. For example, Marsden William F. R. S. (1812), Leydon John (1810) 

used an Arabic alphabet or Jawi script in their Malay-English and English- 

Malay dictionary. Lewis M. B. (1965) stated that the Malay script is called Jawi 

i. e. an adaptation of the Arabic alphabet. 

The reason for the use of the ten-n "Jawi" to lable this kind of writing, is a 

matter for controversy. Wilkinson R. J. (1959) stated that the word "Jawi " refers 

to the name of a tree, as well as a special type of rice. Berasjawi or Beraspulut 

in Malay (Glutinous rice)35 . However, Hashim Haji Musa (1999) disputes 

Wilkinson's interpretation of this word. He said that the meaning of this word as 

given by Wilkinson has no connection with the meaning of Jawi in this context. 

Masdern, as quoted by Hashim Haji Musa (1999: 09), is of opinion that the 

word Jawi can be connected with the word al-Jawah, o-j I -. 11. which was 

mentioned by the well-known Muslim traveller In Baýdtah during his world 

journey in fourteenth century CE. It refers to the country of Java or Jawa as it is 

called by people in Malaysia and Indonesia. This opinion is supported by the 

34 See Hrmsworth's Universal Encyclopedia (md. volume 1, PP: 300-309) 
35 Ms statement was quoted by Hashim. Haji Musa (1999: 08). 
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statement of 'Adil Khalaf (1994). He said that the word al-Jawah,, which was 

mentioned by Ibn Battutah, means the country of Java and the surrounding 
36 islands, including the Malay Peninsula 

. In this context, Omar Awang (1995) 

agreed with Marsden's opinion and he stated that the word Jawi is used by 

Arabs to refer to the Malay language when written using the Arabic alphabet. In 

order to get a clear idea about this matter, Al-Edrus (1995) stated: 

"The tenn. Jawi is the adjective form of the word Jawa. Denoting 

. &'L 
t1jereby the people or things coming from the Island of Jawa or Java, 

which to the Arabs denoted either Sumatra or Java, although more 

. 
C.. 

frequently referring to Sumatra. The Arabs, particularly the people of 

,, 37 Mecca called all people who came from that region Jawi people. 

From the above statement, it is clear that the word Jawi is derived from Jawa, 

the historical name of the island, This would closely connect the term to the 

coming of Islam to the region because, as previously mentioned, Java and 

Sumatra were the first areas to accept Islam. 

Very little is known of the exact date when the Arabic alphabet was adapted for 

use in Malay writing. However, it is believed that this adaptation occurred after 

the thirteenth century C. E . 
38. This assumption is based on the discovery of stone 

inscriptions in Terengganu, in eastern Malaysia in 1303 C. E., which were 

36 See 'Adil Khalaf (1994: 12) 
11 AI-Edrus (1995: 52) 
39 See Hashim Haii Mus (1999: 08). 
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written in Malay using the Jawi Script. 39 
. Another example is the discovery of a 

Malay inscription in Acheh in 1380 C. E. This inscription was a mixture of 
Sanskrit and Arabic and it recorded the death of a Muslim Malay princess from 

the royal household that ruled the state of Kedah on the Malay Peninsula and 
Pasai on the Island of Sumatra. To support the above fact,. let us examine the 

statement of Edrus (1995). He said: 

"There is no clear evidence as to the date at which this usage started. 

Earlier sources refer to a powerful Malay kingdom of Zabag, but many 

Arab writers of the later classical period make reference to the name 

Jawah in their writings when referring to the Malay Archipelago and 

its people. For instance, Ibn Battfitah in his book al-Riplah noted that 

on his voyage to China in 746/1345, he stopped at Pasai, Sumatra, and 

refered to the people of the Island of Sumatra as al-Jawah 'y . 
40 

In general, Arabs especially those from Mecca, use the word Jawi to refer to all 

the inhabitants of the Malay Archipelago. Apart from this, Jawi also appears in 

other contexts. For example ki0b Jawi means religious books written in Malay. 

Masukjawi means to be circumcised. Whilst lughat Jawi refers to the Malay 

language itself From my own personal experience, both Arabs and Malays 

living in Mecca use the word Jawi to refer to Malaysia, Brunei, Patani or 

Indonesia. It is clear then that the word Jawi is still used to refer to these 

coun ies. 

19 Intemet, The Evolution of the Malay script and language (I 998: PP: O 1-03) 
" Ibid P: 52) 
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However, the jawi writing is no longer seen as an important element in Malay 

writing today since it was displaced by Latin script decades ago. This 

unfortunate event occurred after some notable Malay scholars and colonial 

officers had made a study of the Malay orthographic system. Consequently, the 

British introduced an alphabet based upon Roman characters. 

However, in recent times many attempts have been made to revitalize the jawi 

writing, supported by new education policies. These concentrate on learning 

Islamic knowledge and Arabic language. One of these attempts is the 

introduction of the Islamic knowledge textbooks into both primary and 

secondary schools, which are written in thejawi script ensuring that the students 

become familiar with the jawi writing. For the same purpose, the government 

also encourage people to read and write injawi 

1.5. Examples of countries which use Arabic alphabet outside 

Malaysia 

As mentioned earlier, Arabic is a living language, which is spoken by more than 

150 million people in the Arabic speaking countries and by more than 5 million 

people outside Arab countries who use Arabic as a second or foreign language. 

These countries include Iran, Turkey, Pakistan, Indonesia, Brunei, Malaysia. 

The influence of Arabic however, extends beyond the writing systems 

themselves. It would be useful to mention those countries that use the Arabic 

alphabet as a basis of their own writing. The some of these countries are as 

follows: 
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1.1. Iran 

Iran was formerly known as Persia. Historically, this country had a very close 

relationship with the Arabic language. A considerable number of Islamic 

scholars including the prominent Arabic linguist S-ibawayh, were originally 

Persian. More recently issued the term Iranian. Thus, undoubtedly, the Iranian 

language has been heavily influenced by Arabic language. It is recognized that 

Arabic language is an important element in the Persian language4l. Arabic is 

actually a compulsory subject for all the arts students in Iran up to the highest 

level of stud Y42. 

The influence of Arabic on Iranian has had a major impact on its vocabulary and 

writing. Iranian has used the Arabic alphabet for its writing script for many 

centuries up to the present time. 

1.5.2. Turkey 

Like Persia, Turkey also has a close relationship with Arab countries and its 

language. It has territory in both Asia Minor and Europe, and was formerly part 

of the Ottoman Empire, which became a republic in 1923 43 
. Turkish used to be a 

language, which used the Arabic alphabet for its writing script. As in Jawi 

writing in the Malay language, Turkish also adapted the Arabic alphabet to 

41 See Seyyed Hosssein Nars (ed) (1982: 90) 
42 See Ibid P: 90 
43 See The Reader's'Digest Great Encyclopaedic Dictionary, Volume 2 (1962: 954). 
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transliterate its particular sounds and spelling44 . However, when this country 

was declared a republic in 1923, a countrywide change occurred one result being 

the substitution of Latin script for Arabic alphabet. In this context,, Turkey was 

the first Islamic country to substitute the Latin script for the Arabic one to 

prohibit the use of Arabic in the calls for prayers and to sever all relations 

between Turkish and Arabic to the extent that Arabic words have been 

eliminated from Turkish or reduced to the minimum possible. 45 

It is important to stress that the situation in Malaysia is different from that in 

Turkey, Jawi writing still being used widely, particularly in religious affairs. 

1.6. Universal activities and programmes of Arabic teaching 

From the late 1940s, the interest in teaching and learning of contemporary Arabic 

has been steadily growing. As a result, the real search for the new methods and 

approaches in this field began under the auspices of the Ministry of Education of 

Egypt where a number of positive activities and programmes including 

conferences, seminars, workshops, discussions, radio broadcasts and intensive 

courses were initiated WorldWide46. 

'See Barker W. B. (1854: 03) 
45 See lbid P: 90 
46 See al-ijaclid7i (1966: 74) 
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Among the activities and programmes are as follows: 

1. The Madrid Conference, which was held at the Arabic Institute of 

Madrid for Islamic Studies in September 1959. 

2. Introduction of classes for foreigners in the Ministry of Teaching for 

Higher Education in Egypt in 1960. 

3. Experimental Arabic classes at the University of Melbourne in 

Australia from 1963 - 1965. 

4. The Teaching of Arabic by radio, which was launched by Radio 

Cairo in 1964. 

5. "In Service Course" for Arabic language teachers held by The 

International Association of Arabic Schools outside Arab countries. 

These courses were held in the Philippines in 1980, in Sierra Leone 

and Kenya in 1981, two courses were held in Malaysia in 1982 and 
47 1984 
. 

These activities marked an important turning point in the field of teaching Arabic 

for non-Arabs. The period since the late 1970s,, has witnessed an ever growing 

concern with the teaching of Arabic for non-Arab speakers. 

is the term now frequently used. This phenomenon 

is even more evident with the establishment of a number of institutions for 

teaching Arabic to non-Arabic speakers in the Arab countrieS48 . Among the 

important institutions or colleges, which deal specifically with teaching Arabic 

for non-Arab, speakers are: 

See Madkour (1995: 119) 
See lbid : 77 
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1. The Khartoum International Institute in Sudan under the patronage 

of the Islamic Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation 

(ISESCO) 1974. 

2. The Centre of Arabic Studies, American University, Cairo, which 

offers a Master degree in Arabic Literature as a Second Language 

1974. 

3. The Institute of Arabic Language, University of al-Malik Saud in 

Riy54, Saudi Arabia, 1975. 

4. The Institute of Arabic Language, University of Umm al-Qurd in 

Makkah al-Mukarramah, Saudi Arabia, 1979. 

5. The Institute of Arabic Language, University of al-Imam 

Muhammad Ibn Saud,, Riy54, Saudi Arabia, 1981. 

In addition to the above institutes and centres for Arabic language studies, a 

number of conferences, workshops and seminars, were held at several places. 

These are as follows: 

1. The workshop, which was held in Damascus in 1973. It is under 

supervision of the United Nation Educational, Science and Cultures 

Organisation (UNESCO) 

2. The International Conference on the Teaching Arabic to Non- 

native Speakers, which was held in Riyd4 in March 1878. The 

lectures and seminars at this conference revolved around the 

following topics: 
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a. Materials and Methods; 

b. Teachers selection and training; 

c. Learning problems and difficulties; 

d. Successful learners' characteristic and attitude. 

3. The workshop on Specialised Books for teaching Arabic for non- 

native speakers, which held in Rabat, Morocco, March 1980. 

4. The number of workshops on the teaching of Arabic for Non-native 

Speakers held in Qatar in 1982, in Medina 1981, in Amman, Jordan 

1978 and in Malaysia in 1983; 

5. Conference on "The Teaching And Translating Arabic: Issues and 

Prospects" which was held in London at the School of Oriental and 

Africa Studies (SOAS) in December 1991. 

6. Intensive Course of Arabic language at National Arabic Language 

and Culture Institute at Ohio State University (OSU) for Secondary 

School of Foreign Language and Social Studies. This course is to 

develop and use methods and techniques to assist teachers in 

integrating Arabic language in 1995; 

7. Summer Arabic Institute in Alexendria, Egypt. A collaborative 

project between North-western University and The University of 

Alexendria. 

8. The Intensive Arabic Language Summer Course in Fez, Morocco. 

The courses are managed by the American Language institute in 

Fez (ALIF). The language course offered are intennediate, 

advanced and upper advanced levels. 
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9. Intensive Course for Modem Standard Arabic at New York 

University. This course focuses on developing all four languages 

skills: listening, speaking, reading and writing. 

10. The Arabic course at International Islamic University in Malaysia. 

This course is open to those who are interested in learning Arabic 

for social, commerclal and political purpose. The frequencies of the 

class are twice in a week. 

As a result of the above conferences, seminars and workshops, a number of textbooks 

for the teaching of Arabic for non-Arabic speakers were also published. Among them 

are: 

This textbook is used widely today in schools, 

colleges and higher institutions, which offer Arabic as a foreign language. It follows 

the new method and approach in modem Arabic teaching. This textbook consists of 

six volumes. 

2. L--, w VI"I', '% I. This textbook consists of two volumes. It displays a new 

method of teaching Arabic grammar and morphology. The learners are exposed to a 

number of conversation and passage, which are related to their daily life activities. 

I. 
I. As its title suggests, this book includes many social 3. Z-. L-. j 

topics, which are directly connected with learners' experiences and it is expected that 

learners will be able to use material immediately in their life. For example, the 

conversation at a bus stop, taxi station, airport and so on. 
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4,1 -A ij jIjIII. This book displays a relatively new 

discipline of Arabic language teaching in a modem context. As a matter of fact, this 

Arabic science emerged and developed in the early time of Islam. For example, Ibn 

A--r- L -, .-IIý Jinn! discussed this discipline under the title ' 

5. ý, F-l I ', ',. This recently published Arabic book has been devised to help children 

learn Arabic in a simple way in order to read the Glorious Qur'dn and later understand 

it. For an accurate pronunciation, an audio-tape contains readings of all Arabic letters 

and words in its three series. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

THE ARRIVAL OF ARABIC LANGUAGE 

IN MALAYSIA 

1. Introduction 

Arabia, the great peninsula at the extreme southwest of Asia, is the cradle of the 

Islamic religion and the original land of the Arabic language. It is historically 

and geographically divided between a mountainous area in the northern part, 

which is bounded by Syria, and a coastal area in the southern part, with the Red 

Sea on its west shore. The Persian Gulf and the Gulf of Oman is on its east, and 

the Gulf of Aden and the A-rabian Sea on its south. The Arab people living in 

the coastal area,, in places such as Yemen and Hadharamaut, have developed 

lives as sailors and have been involved in foreign trade for centuries. Trade 

routes have long existed between the Arabian Peninsula and India, China and 

the Malay Archipelago', in particular Kedah, which is located in the northern 

part of the Malay Peninsula. This commercial link between the Arabs and the 

Malay Archipelago undoubtedly played an important role in spreading the 

Islamic religion, and at the same time encouraged the expansion of the Arabic 

language in that locality, which included the Malay Peninsula. This chapter 

1 The Malay Archipelago "world" which existed before the arrival of colonialism was the home 
of people of Malay racial stock. Their Lingua Franca has always been Malaysian with it's ocean 
of innumerable local languages and dialects. The region embraces the present day Brunei, 
Indonesia, Singapore, South Thailand and the Philippines. Since the Second World War, it has 

commonly been known as South East Asia. 
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aims to give a general idea of the arrival of Arabic language in Malaysia. The 

discussion will focus on the early methods of the teaching and learning of 

Arabic among the Malays in Malaysia, through a close examination of several 

institutions, which were responsible for its spread. These are madrasah (the 

Arabic school), mosque and. fondoq institution. To begin with, the background 

of the Malay Peninsula in ten-ns of its geographical, historical, traditional 

beliefs, culture and language will be described, these elements being 

inextricably connected to the development of Arabic language in Malaysia. 

2.2. A brief description of Malaysia 

As its title suggests, this thesis is concerned with the development of Arabic 

language in Malaysia. In any discussion involving a country or place, a 

description of the location is of paramount importance so that all aspects of 

study can be viewed within a relevant geographical context. A geographical 

perspective follows: - 

2.2.1. Geographical 

Malaysia is geographically divided into two parts,, West and East. The former 

was originally called "the Peninsula" or in Malay " Semenanjung Malaysia". 

The latter, East Malaysia, commonly known as "Malaysia Timur " in Malay. It 

is conqmon known today as "Sabah and Sarawak ". The Malay Peninsula 

consists of nine Malay states and two strait settlements. Ifistorically, these nine 
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Malay states had individual titles in the Arabic language. It is believed that the 

tendency to give a title to each state was copied from the Arabic custom of 

giving a title to Arabic states or places,, for example Baghdad,, which received 

the title of "D5r al-sal5m" ý I-) I -ý. This title was given by al-Manýdr the 

second Abbasid caliph. 

The Arabic names for the nine Malaysian states are as follows: 

States The Arabic title 

Johore Dar al-tazTm 

Kedah Dar al-amiin 

Kelantan Dar al-na'Tm 

Pahang Dar al-mamiýr 4X 

Perak Dar al-ri(lw5n 

Perlis Indra kayangan 

Negeri Sembilan Dar al-khuýfiý J-12J 

Selangor Dar al-I! Mn ý) I 

Terengganu Dar al-im5n ýj 1 .0 'ý I 
-) 

Iý 

*This state is an exception. However, it was given its title in the Malay language 
i. e Indra kayangan, which means the highly regarded state. In fact, these words 
are Sanskrit in origin. 

TT- 

However,, the two strait settlements: Malacca and Pulau Pinang did not receive 

an Arabic title. This is because the British colonial rule extended over both strait 

settlements, thus,, they were not considered as Islamic states. Before 1965 

Singapore was a part of Malaysia. The Malay Peninsula is separated from Sabah 
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and Sarawak by the South China Sea. Accordingly, the people from these two 

areas of Malaysia are of different races and have different cultural patterns and 

customs as well as different social values. The majority of people who live in 

the Malay Peninsula are known as Malay people or Orang Melayu, whereas 

those who live in Sabah and Sarawak are known as Natives of Bomeo or more 

commonly today, Orang Sabah and Orang Sarawak-. 2 (People of Sabah and 

people of Sarawak) 

Being situated on a peninsula, which faces the Indian Ocean on one side and the 

South China Sea on the other-, Malaysia holds a strategic geographical position 

on the South East Asia trade route. It used to be an important spice trade centre, 

with Muslim traders from Yemen and Hadramaut frequently calling at its ports 

to trade in spice and cloth. This resulted in the existence of Arab people in this 

region. 

2.2.2. Historical 

Before the coming of the Arab Muslim traders, this region was ruled and 

dominated by Malay-FIindu and Malay-Buddhist Kingdoms such as 

Langkasuka, Srivijaya, Majapahit, Singhasan and Kedah Tua 3. These kingdoms 

had a strong influence on Malay people, not only in terms of culture and belief, 

but also in terms of language i. e. Sanskrit. However, after the arrival of Arab 

Muslim traders, this situation gradually changed. Subsequently, Islam 

influenced the people in many aspects of their l1fe, especially their language, 

2 Chong Mei Sui and Faridah Ibrahim (1984: 82) 
3 Badli Hisham (1998: 11) 
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which changed from Sanskrit to Arabic. To understand the existence of the Arab 

colony, which was responsible for the spreading of Arabic through the Malay 

Peninsula,. it is necessary to make a close examination of the Arab colonies in 

the whole of the Malay Archipelago. 

According to Chinese sources, as early as the year 674 C. E., a settled colony of 

Arabs and Persians was to be found on the western part of Sumatra Island. 4 

Some scholarS5 have theorised that the number of Arab traders settling in the 

region increased due to the disturbance that occurred in Canton in the year 879 

A. D., when many traders were killed by rebellious Chinese. Accordingly traders 

began migrating to Kalah Bar6on the western coast of the Malay Peninsula, and 

to Champa in North Vietnam. From Kalah Bar,, some of these traders went to 

Palembang, reaching the eastern coast of the Island of Java by the eleventh 

century. Moreover, when commercial relationships between China and Western 

Asia were revived in the year 979 C. E., the ports in the Archipelago were still 

visited by these traders. This was due largely to important geographical and 

climatic factors, as the Archipelago is located half way between Western Asia 

and China and yet it is the place where the monsoons meet. This position is 

most advantageous to the Malay Peninsula. Another contributing factor was the 

richness of jungle resources such as incense wood, camphor, sandalwood and 

spice, which encouraged Arab traders to explore in the region. Thus, by the end 

the tenth century C. E, large parts of Sumatra Island were known and visited by 

Arabs and Persian traders who arrived on the eastern coast of the Malay 

Peninsula between the seventh and the thirteenth century C. E. 

4 Today became a part of Indonesia. 
5 They are like Al- Attas (1969) and Omar Awang (1985) 
6 This place is believed to be the state of Kedah today 
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During the same era, many Arab Muslim traders weýre to be found in 

Palembang, Lamuri and Kalah Bar in the Malay Peninsula. The existence of 

these Arab traders in the above places is indicative of the existence of Arabic 

language in this region. In addition,, there is other evidence that the Arabic 

language was used in both speaking and writing in this region at that time. Stone 

inscriptions in Arabic have been found in many places in South East Asia 

including the Malay Peninsula. Discoveries have been made in Champa in 

North VietnaM7 dating from 1039 C. E., Pekan, Pahang in 1020 C. E. and in 

Kuala Berang, Terengganu in 1303 C. E. The latter are both situated in the 

Malay Peninsula. One of the gravestones discovered in Champa was inscribed 

with beautiful KOT calligraphy ý, J j--S--J1 I- -ý i. It is believed that the people 

who inhabited Champa during that time belonged to the Malay-Polenesia race. 

They converted to Islam due to dawah (missionary) effort undertaken by Arab 

Muslim traders. 
8 

2.2.3. Hindu and Buddhist influence 

Malay traditional beliefs are connected to the study of the development of 

Arabic in Malaysia because most of their rituals used Arabic words. It is 

important to note that the Malay society had long been influenced by Hindu and 

Buddhist customs before the coming of Islam in the early twelfth century. It is 

therefore; any discussion about Malay traditional beliefs would not be complete 

without reference to any Hindu and Buddhist influence on the Malay society. 

7 Hashim Haji Musa (1999), 23 
8 Fatimi (1963: 44) 
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Historically, there have been Hindu and Buddhist influences in the Malay 

society since the first century B. C. through the establishment of regular trading 

contacts with the world beyond Southeast Asia, specifically China and the sub- 

continent of India. Although Chinese contacts started as early as Indian 

contacts,, or ever earlier,, it was the Hindu and Buddhist elements of the Indian 

culture, which had a major impact on the region. 9 

This dominance of Indian influence can be most clearly seen in both religious 

and political areas, with the existence of Hindu-Buddhist states in the Malay 

Archipelago. From the first century to the fifteenth century C. E., the Malay 

Archipelago went through a Ffindu period. The Langkasuka kingdom, a vassal 

state of the Funan Empire based in Indochina, was already established by the 

second century,, in the north of the Malay Peninsula. A good example of the 

Hindu influence on the Malay society is the custom of the enthronement 

ceremony for the king or Menjunjung duli. 10 The word "duh " is commonly 

used to mean a king who has the power to rule the country, (there are kings who 

have no power to rule). These powerless kings inherit their title and are termed 

Irdraj .a Py in Malay. "Raja" is the title given to brothers and sisters of the ruling 

king, who holds the title "Ah". He is normally the oldest living son of the 

previous king. However if the late king had only daughters, then the first 

d4ughter would be the ruling queen. Those non-ruling children used the title 

king or "raja" in front of their names like "rajaAhmad" (king Ahmad) or "raja 

Zainab " (king Zainab). It is important to note that the title "raja" (king) 

9A lecture given by Ustaz Usman Muhanunadi on 12.6.96 at Malacca. His handout can 
obtained in MPKB library. 
Abdulla Hj. Ishak, (1999: 43) 
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received by persons who do not rule the country is a "nickname" ý., i only. 

This kind of raja or king is without Daulah. (power to rule country) The 

important point to be made here is the word Daulah originally came from 
Afs -) 

Arabic word 

In the enthronement ceremony, certain ornaments or decorations are designed 

according to the Indian style. For instance the use of yellow colour for the 

carpet and ceiling where the ceremony takes place, and also the big yellow 

w-nbrella,, which is used when the king and queen are walking. These customs 

are still practiced to the present day. 

Thus it can be seen that Hindu and Buddhist influences occurred not only 

among the lower classes of the Malay society but also among the elite people 

such as the royal family. This was the situation at the time Islam arrived in 

Malaysia and these customs are still practiced with little change. 

2.2.4. The Islamic influence 

The previous sections have dealt With the Hindu and Buddhist influences on the 

Malay society in the early period, and can be related to the coming of the Arabic 

language to this region. This section deals with the Islamic influence on the 

Malay society in order to examine the subsequent changes and their relevance to 

the religion. 
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The Malay Archipelago was not only important as a trade area, producing raw 

matenal,, but also as a transition area on the international trade route between the 

East and the West. Being situated between the Indian ocean and the China sea 

and thus forming a division between two regions which were geographically, 

anthropologically and economically distinct, the Malay Peninsula and the 

Indonesian Archipelago were destined from time immemorial to play an 

important role as a transition area. Not only were they transit countries for the 

products of East and West; they were also a meeting ground for merchants 

coming from either direction. Even the opposing wind systems met here, the 

monsoons of the Indian Ocean on the one hand and the trade winds of the China 

Sea on the other. The above location of the Malay Peninsula enabled Muslim 

traders from the Middle East, especially from Yemen and Hadramaut, to travel 

easily to this region. This resulted in the affival of Islam. 

For the first time in history the Malay world was drawn into a historical 

movement which stretched right across the continents of Africa and Asia and 

which in turn linked it with the history of Western Europe. This happened long 

before the arrival of the Portuguese around the beginning of the 16'hcentury. 

The coming of Islam was greatly influential to Malay beliefs and customs and 

also the development of Malay education. Before Islam, educational activities 

were only available to the prosperous elite group, but With the influence of 

Islam, they were extended to the general public. In Malacca, for example, all 

educational processes non-nally took place in the palace. The palace was also the 

meeting place for intellectual activities and occasionally functioned as a library. 
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It was reported that a considerable number of Arabic books such as Hikiyah 
0 

AmTr tlamzah SO A. -I The story of Amir Ijarnzah, Hik4dyah), 
00 

Mubammad Hanifiyyah I<, 
6 (The story of 

Muýamrnad Ijanafiah) and so on were kept there. " 

2.2.5. Malay traditional beliefs 

Malays traditionally believed in animism 12 
. It has been observed that the 

Malays, especially those who were aged, firmly believed in a host of spirits 

including ghosts or hantu, watchers or penunggu and unseen lords or penggawa. 

According to their belief, places such as houses, roads also big trees, forests, 

hills and rivers have their protective watchers or lords. In addition to the belief 

in animism,, the Malays also believed in dynamism 13. Actual observations, 

however, reveal that both dynamism and animism often appear side by side, and 

indeed are so often inextricably interwoven. In the Malay Archipelago, these 

two beliefs embrace a faith in a spiritual presence which dominates a certain 

place or thing, as stated by Samuel M. Zwemer: 

" It is clear from the beliefs of the non-Mohamedans of Malaysia 

that all things, organic and inorganic, were credited the 

possession of SOUI.. )ý14 

Pengasoh Magazine Bil. 53 (1975 : 16) 
Animism is defined as belief that all things have a soul or spirit, which has an independent 

existence. Briefly, animism can be said to be all soul Edward B. Taylor quoted by Edrus 1995: 
11. 
13 Dynamism means everything in the world has the soul which possesses the energy and 
strength to bring about good or ill things. 
14 This statement quoted by Edrus (1995: 12) 
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The belief in existence of soul (liwa),, the breath of life (ruh) and the spirit of 

physical life (badi), which influences the lives of people, can be traced through 

myths, legends and the stories of extraordinary men. These are based on the 

experience within the local society. Myths consist of stories about Gods and 

goddesses who had supematural powers. They became the sources of the 

systems of beliefs and religion. Legend on the other hand,, consists of stories 

ni... UDOUtgraves, sacred places, trees and earth demons or is related to the breath of 

a well-known person connected with a certain place. When the stories have a 

particular significance in the lives of people in a society, they became 

legendary. 

As a consequence of animism, traditional societies firmly believed in the 

presence of their dead ancestors' spirits. This faith ensured that their living 

descendants would preserve the customs and beliefs that had been bequeathed to 

them. The frightening feeling, which was generated by this firm belief in the 

great magical powers of the ancestors, gave rise to the worship of ancestors. The 

ancestors were believed to be the images of the gods and were held in such high 

esteem, that almost all people's activities were centred on the worship of their 

ancestors. 

Ancestral worship was pivoted to community activity and thus instrumental in 

the preservation of equilibrium. The latter was dependent upon the intensity of 

worship of its members. Health or disease, good or bad harvest, prosperity or 

calamity, all were dependent upon the ancestors' decision. Contact with the 

ancestors was maintained through rites and other religious media and 
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consequently these phenomena, influenced the evolution of a belief in the power 
15 

of Bomoh 
. One of the famous rituals, - which can be related to the Bomoh , is 

Menghalau Hantu, which means "to drive away the bad soul", this being 

deemed responsible for the bringing of bad luck or calamity. This ritual usually 

starts with the bomoh,, who leads the ritual, sitting close to a man or an object 

from which the bad luck will be driven away. He (bomoh) begins by evoking 

the spirits of dead ancestors. The evocation consists of phrases, which contain a 

mixture of words from Sanskrit,, Malay and Arabic. For example, the ritual 

generally begins with: "Assalamu alaikum, likum nak salam, salam menyampai . 

kepada nenk awal guru yang mula ". This phrase means: I would like to greet 

my ancestors and the first man from whom I have learnt this formulaic saying 

Assaldmu 'alaikum. Later, he supplicates supematural spirit and makes the 

desired request. In a further ritual, the bomoh says "Aku nak pesan tinggal 

gemanat nak taruh, jangan sapa dok kosek bolek diatas sifat anak adam serang 

diri sorang senyawa ". These phrases translated as: - mean in English, " Al- 

salam alaik-um". I am greeting my ancestors and my first teacher. I am going to 

give a message and I will have trust in you to look after this individual as a son 

of Adam and I hope he will not be disturbed and become ill. 

Based on the above example of the bomoh ritual, there are several words which 

are Arabic in origin. For example: 

-, Al-salam 'alaikum, ý -N-11-i I 

- Awwal, Ji I 

- Gemanat, which is derived from the Arabic words Amdnah, I-I 

" Bomoh is translated in English as Shaman, i. e. the person who act as intermediators between the 
unseen power and the people in the society. 
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- is derived from Arabic word 

Ismu is derived from Arabic word ý-I 

- huntu setan is derived from 

- Jin tanahjembalang bumi, the word Jin is derived from 

The existence of Arabic words in Malay traditional belief clearly shows that 

Malay society has used Arabic words for many centuries. It is important to note 

that the Malay society as has been mentioned, has long been influenced by 

Hindu and Buddhist custom and when Islam emerged; Malays began to use a 

combination of Hindu and Arabic vocabulary. 

2.2.6. Pluralism and ethnicity 

Malaysia is a multiracial, multireligious country in which Islam is dominant 

both politically and culturally. It is administratively and geographically divided, 

comprising the Peninsula of Malaya and the Borneo states of Sabah and 

Sarawak. The population of the nation as a whole includes approximately forty- 

five percent Malays'., thirty-five percent Chinese, ten percent Indians, and five 

percent others. 16 The small minority of Arabs are among the last five percent. 

Most of them live on the west coast of the peninsula, especially in Malacca,, 

Johore and Singapore where they are concentrated in urban areas and are 

involved in clothing and book business. They are, historically descended from 

Arab Muslim traders who came from Yemen and Hadramaut in the early 

thirteenth century. 

16 Esposito John L. 1987 : 178 
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In order to obtain a clear idea about the above matter,, let us examine what 

Abdullah Munshi, 17 
one of the prominent Malay linguists wrote in his book in 

1846 entitled 417kdyah Abdullah Munshi (The anecdote of Abdullah Munshi). 

This work is considered to be an important source of Malay literature, and at the 

same time it is considered to be a proof of the strong influence of Arabic on 

Malay language. The following sample is from his text: - 

"Sebermula adapun moyangku laki-laki itu seorang Arab negerinya Yamen 

dan bangsanya Uthmani dan namanya Shikh Abdul Qadir maka adalah 

pekerjaannya itu menjadi guru daripada ugama dan bahasa maka yaitu turun 

dari Yemen kebawah angin maka singgahlah ia ditanah Keling dalam negeri 

Nagorla lalu mengajarlah orang-orang disana dengan beberapa lamanya. 

Dalam hal yang dimikian maka diperisterikan oranglah akan dia Hatta maka ia 

pun mendapat empat orang anaklaki-laki ... ... ... .. maka anak-anaknya itu pun 

turunlah kebawah angin ini " 

The English translation: As for my grandfather, he was Arab in origin. His 

country was Yemen. His tribe was 'Uthmdn7i. His name was Shaykh 'Abd al- 

qddir. As for his occupation, he was a teacher of Islamic religion and language. 

He sailed from Yemen to the country, which is under wind'8. He stopped over at 

one place named Keling in the country of Nagola. He stayed there for 

" His name is Abdullah Munshi. He was a prominent Malay linguist in nineteenth century. Was bom in 
Malacca in late eighteenth century. 
18 The terms used by people in the past which means the country that located in the East i. e. India, 
Indonesia and Malay Peninsula. 
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sometimes. He was married there and had four sons........ They sailed to a 

distant country in the East and stayed in Malacca. 

The above statement shows the presence of a group of people on the west coast 

of the Malay Peninsula especially in the area near to Malacca and Johore,, who 

were of Arab descent. They are commonly known as Jawlperanak-an, which 

means "'people of Arab origin". That is to say, people whose mothers are Malay 

and their fathers of Arab origin. They can easily be recognised by looking at 

their faces or by the prefix Sheikh or Syed in front of their names. 

2.3. The arrival of Arabic language in Malaysia 

It is not easy to determine the exact date when the Arabic language first arrived 

in Malaysia. This is due to the absence of any historical record of the subject. It 

is however, presumed that the Arabic language first arrived in Malaysia in 

53 IH/I 136 when a learned Arab named Sheikh Abdullah ibn Sheikh Ahmad 

Al-Qaumiri came to the Malay Peninsula and converted the ruler of Kedah'9 

named Maharaja Derbar H (King Derbar H) to Islam . 
20 The arrival of that 

learned Arab and the incident of the conversion of the Kedah ruler to Islam 

could offer evidence of the arrival of the Arabic language in the Malay 

PeMnsula. The arrival of an Arab trader named Shahdb al-Ashraq in the Malay 

Peninsula in 996FF1601A. D. adds to the evidence. He visited the queen who 

ruled Kelantan 21 named Wan Kembang. During his conversation with this 

" One state located in North part of Malay Peninsular 
20 Al-Attas (1970) and Harrison (1966) as quoted by Abdullah Ishak (1985.123) 

2' Kelantan is one -of Malay states located in the East part of Malay Pemnsula. 
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queen, he addressed her as "Syidati" 4---L Iý- the title addressed to a person 

who has high status in society. The queen loved this title and asked people to 

address her accordingly. Subsequently, the queen's name became "Siti Wan 

Kembang". 22 

Based on the above two incidents , it can be assumed that the Arabic language 

first arrived in the Malay peninsula in the early 12'h century through Muslim 

traders from Yemen. This coincides with the opinion of Abdullah Md. Din 

(1987) who said that Islam came to South-east Asia, including Malaysia in the 

2 th century. These historical facts mention only the arrival of Arab Muslim 

traders who propagated Islamic religion and invited people to be Muslims, but 

fail to indicate their significance in the promotion of the Arabic language. These 

facts serve as evidence to show that the Arabic language had arrived in the 

Malay Peninsula from the 12 th century onward with the influx of Muslim 

traders. 

In addition to the above facts,, there is considerably more evidence to show the 

existence of Arab Muslim traders in the Malay Archipelago including the Malay 

Peninsula,, far earlier than has been mentioned. In support of the above idea, Al- 

Idrus (1995: 22) stated: 

"Literary evidence of the existence of Muslims in the Malay 

Archipelago since the Umayyad period (660-750 C. E. ) and the 

Abbasid period (750-909 C. E. ) is found in the fact that foreign Muslim 

22 Word siti originated from Arabic word 
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merchants (Po-sse) were recorded as being actively involved in the 

trade of this region. According to G. F. Hourani the earliest mention of 

Persian voyages comes from Chinese sources, which refer to the ships 

of the "Po-sse ". The first mention is in 671 C. E. , when the Chinese 

pilgrim I-Ching embarked on a "Po-sse " ship at Canton and sailed 

south to Bhoga (Palembang), the capital of Srivijaya in Southeast 

Sumatra. ý, ý-23 

In the support of the above point of view,, Abdullah lsýdq (1995) said that the 

discovery of a gold coin in Kelantan (the north-east coast of the Malay 

Peninsula) bearing the words al-julfis Kelantan ýýý 1 577 

M 181 C. E. and the name of the king who ruled Kelantan, al-Mutawakkil bi- 

, 4115h A---U L-3 aI, indicate the presence of an Islamic state in Kelantan 

from a relatively early period. This Islamic Kingdom continued to exist until it 

was conquered by Sultan M4miid Shdh (893 H/1488 C. E) of Malacca in 1490 

C. E. 

Further proof of the early introduction of Islam and the use of the A-rabic 

language in this part of the Malay Peninsula are the Arabic inscriptions found in 

Pekan,, Pahang dated 479 H/1086 C. E. Another inscription dating back to 702 

HI 13 02 C. E. was found at Kuala Brang, twenty miles up to the Terengganu river 

on the north-east coast. That inscription was in Malay language using the Arabic 

alphabet, which is known as Jawi writing. 
24 It is generally recognised that Arab 

" AI-Edrus (1995: 22) 
24 Jawl writing is the Malay language writing using modified Arabic alphabet. It is 
believed that this kind of writing is the first to know in Malay language history. Malay 
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traders who came from Yemen and Hadharamaut were responsible for the 

spread of Arabic in this region. 

It seems clear that the existence of such historical elements can serve as a strong 

proof of the existence of Arab people in the Malay Peninsula for many 

centuries. It can be proved that the arrival of the Arabic language in the Malay 

Peninsula dates back to the 7 th or 8thcentury C. E. Based on the above points, it 

can be concluded that from this era onwards, people in this country, become 

increasingly more familiar with the Arabic language. The question now is how 

they first learnt this language because it is certain that these Arab people did not 

know the Malay language and vice-versa. The following section will discuss the 

44 way" in which they communicated and the subsequent initiation of learning 

techniques of the Arabic language. It is interesting to note that the using of the 

word "way" instead of "method" here has a significance related to the 

differences between "method" "approach" "strategy" "technique" and "way" in 

foreign language learning. This will be discussed in another chapter. 

2.4. Early ways in which Malays learnt Arabic language 

Let us say that one day a merchant ship from Yemen had just anchored at a 

Malay Peninsula port and suddenly, an Arab trader walked out from the ship 

and made his way toward a Malay who was standing on the beach. He wanted to 

ask him something. That Arab merchant did not know the Malay language 

likewise that Malay did not know Arabic. Try to imagine what would happen to 

language did not have it's own alphabet. The detail of this matter will be discussed in 

the further chapter. 
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these two people in their efforts to understand each other. This section describes 

the way in which Malays first leamt the Arabic language. Of course we have no 

direct knowledge or records. However, even in the absence of all kinds of 

evidence , it does not mean that there is no way at all to surmise how they first 

communicated with each other. For this purpose, let us examine various 

opinions and assumptions given by several linguists and scholars. Therefore; 

this research will be carried out by means of several informal conversational 

interviews with four Malay linguists from different institutions in Malaysia. 

They are - 

1. Dr. Hasmah Hj. Omar, a professor in Malay linguistic from the University 

of Malaya 

2. Halijah Harun, a lecturer in Malay language at Islamic Teachers Training 

College in Bangi, Malaysia. 

3. Abdullah Yusof, a teacher of sign language at a special education class at 

one secondary school in Kelantan, Malaysia. 

The interviews were administrated verbally and spontaneously in order to leave 

interviewees free to add further comments or display their reactions relating to 

the matter. Such an unstructured interview does not have the methodological 

disadvantages of questionnaire, structured interview etc. all of which offer 

constraints of both time and spontaneity. 
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2.4.1. According to Halij ah Harun, Interview I 

The interviewee was Halijah Harun. 25 
. After introducing myself and asking 

permission to sit with her to consult on matters concerning the teaching and 

learning of language, I asked her how Malay people first leamt the Arabic 

language from Arab traders who came to the Malay Peninsula. In her response 

to this question, she said that they first learnt Arabic from Arab merchants who 

came to the Malay Peninsula using gesture language. 26 She told the story of how 

the king of Kedah was converted by a learned Arab. She started the story by 

saying: 

"By the time Muslim Arab traders first came to this region, the person 

whom they first met was the one from the elite group, a community 

chief, or penghulu, royal family and the ruler or raja. The coming of a 

learned Arab named Sheikh Abdullah ibn sheikh Ahmad to Kedah in 

1136 A. D. was a good example of how the Malays first leamt Arabic 

language from Arab traders and missionaries. He was said to have 

visited the king and inquired of him what the religion of this state was. 

The king replied: " My religion and that of all my subjects is that 

which has been handed down to us by the people of old. We all 

"A lecturer at the Linguistics Department of Islamic Teachers College, Bangi. The present researcher 
had an interview with her on 18.7.00 at the College 
26 A clear distinction must be drawn between sign language and gesture. To sign is to use the hands in a 

conscious, 44verbal" manner, to express the same range of meaning as would be achieved by speech 
(especially by grammar. By contrast, gesturing is far less systematic and comprehensive; there are in 

fact very few hand gestures, and these are used in an ad hoc way to express a small number of basic 

notions. Every one can gesture; but few have learned to sign. A similar point can be made about facial 

expressions and body movement. 
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worship idols" Then has your highness never heard of Islam,, and of the 

Qur'dn which descended from God to Muhammad, and has superseded 

all other religions. Leaving them in the possession of the devil?. "I 

pray then, if this be true" said the king,, "to instruct and enlighten us in 

this new faith". Sheikh Abdullah then embraced the king and instructed 

him to read the creed. With the will of Allah the king was converted 

into Islam successfully" 

Despite lack of evidence as to how this conversation took place, Halijah Hairun 

stated that it can be assumed that the persons involved in such a conversation 

used gesture language and facial expression to convey some meaning followed 

by words in their individual native language. 

2.4.2. According to Abdullah Yusof, Interview 2 

This interview used the same method as the first one. After asking permission to 

enter the staff room at his school,. I was welcomed by a colleague, as he was still 

teaching a class. It was not long after I had seated myself that he appeared, and 

I introduced myself telling him the purpose of my visit. His name is Abdullah 

-27 Yusof . According to him, the gesture language is the use of body movement 

like hand, head, eye and face. For example we use our finger to express a 

number,, we use our face to show our feeling i. e. happiness, sadness, anger, like 

and dislike. This body movement is followed by the words or sentences. By 

doing this, people whom we speak to will understand and they will respond to 

27 He is a teacher of dumb children at Special Education School in Kelantan, Malaysia. He was 
interviewed by researcher on 4.4.00. 
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our speaking by using the same movement. It is important to note that people in 

the world,, no matter what races they are or which part of the world they come 
from have something in common i. e. feeling and the meaning of the simple 

body movement. So, the Arab people who had just come to the Malay Peninsula 

were being able to communicate with the local community. However the first 

stage of their communications was limited to matters concerning the basic 

Islamic teachings. These generally related to the number of bows in 

prayer, the number of days in a week, the number of Islamic traditional 

measures like ýd' tl - (Litre) and so on. In the same way Malay people first 

learnt Arabic words through realia, fruits,, vegetables and so on. These things 

also had connections with the Islamic religion. He added, even in our daily 

communication we always use gesture language in order to make emphasis on 

what we are speaking about, but we do so unconsciously. For instance, we move 

our head to show that we agree when we are asked to do so. 

2.4.3. According to Lokinan, Interview 3 

Another linguist i.. e. Lokman from Johore Bharu 28 is of the opinion that the 

early way Malay people leamt Arabic language from the Arab traders through 

Pidgin language 29. He mentioned that after Arab traders and the local 

community had assimilated some common vocabulary via "gesture", they would 

try to make sentences using the abstract words by mixing language between 

Arabic and Malay in their communication. 

28 Having interviewd on 7.4. oo at his house 
29 A pidgin is a system of communication which has grown up among people, who do not share a 
common language, but who want to talk to each other, for trading and or other reasons. Pidgins have 
been variously called "makeshift", Marginal, or "Mixed" languages. They have limited vocabulary 
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There was another method used by Malays to learn Arabic during the early 

period of its arrival in Malaysia. This has proved to be more effective and 

therefore more widely known. This method is known as "Menadah Kitab 30,, 
or 

(Listening to the book). Through this method, each student who had zero 

knowledge of Arabic was issued with his own kitab or book written in Arabic. 

The learners would sit in a circle in front of a teacher or Tok- Guru. Once the 

teacher found his students were ready to pay attention to the lesson,, he started 

reading the book. Each student would listen carefully to what the teacher read 

and his explanation of the content of the book in Arabic. These students did not 

seem to understand what the teacher explained but they continued to listen 

persistently. In the course of time, they gradually understood what the teacher 

was explaining and then they translated it into Malay. According to AI-EdruS31, 

this early way of learning Arabic language can be called Menadah method, 

which means, "listening carefully". He added, this method was continuously 

used until the twentieth century, but most of the books used during that time 

were written in the Malay language. Thus, this method is also called Kitib 

Jaw i 
32 Method. 

A useful label for this early way of learning Arabic could be the "absorptive 

method" because the students absorb knowledge of the Arabic language from 

30 The word Menadah is to put something like cup or bucket under tap which is being turned on in 
order to collect the water or to hold a cup while someone pours the water from such ajar or kettle in 

order to collect the water from these container, 
31 ou In his Ph. D thesis entitled 1he role ofKilab Jawi in the development of Islamic th ght in the Mal 
Archipelago With special reference to Umm al-Barahin and the writings on the Twenty Attributes, 
1995: 108. 
32 Kitab Jawi means Islamic books written in Malay language using Arabic characters with some 
adoption of certain letters. This kitabjawi were usually translation from Arabic book. 
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the teacher or Tok Guru. To produce a validation of this idea, an observation 

was made at a traditional institution of Islamic and Arabic language teaching in 

1997. The name of this institution is Fondoq Sekam, which is located in a small 

town in Patani,, South Thailand where the present researcher was one of the 

students at this institution during the period of 1964 to 1967. This Fondoq 

institution was administrated by a traditional learned Malay 'Uamd' ;J41 

named Haji Wan Ali bin Haji Wan Yaaqub. He was a former student of an 

Islamic school in Mecca i. e. Madrasah al-, Yaulatiyyah 

. The number of students at this institution then was approximately 150 

persons, 50 of which were Thai Muslims coming from the Middle of Thailand. 

Their native language was Thai. They had no knowledge of either Arabic or 

Malay language. The system of study in this institution was Menadah Kitab 

(listening to the teacher who explained the content of book or text). This system 

of Islamic study used to be practiced during the time of the Prophet to teach 

Islamic knowledge to his companions. This was known as the Palaqah system. 

The lesson took place three times a day; in the early morning i. e. immediately 

jr prayer at 8.00 a. m. until 12.00 and the last session was after Fa 

immediately after Maghrib prayer ýý I All the sessions of the study 

were conducted by Tok Guru (super teacher) in Arabic and Malay depending on 

the kitab (text book). If in Arabic like Matanjjrfimiah A-4-4 j_ý-ý 
I ýj-L-A 

, 
so 

the teacher's explanation was in Arabic, but if it was in Malay language like 

Manyah al-muplIT A 
1, 

', . 4, so the teacher's explanation was in Malay, 

As for the fifty students who knew neither Arabic nor Malay, they attended the 

lessons purely to listen to the explanation given by the teacher. During the first 

one-year, they did not understand even one word, but in the second year they 
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understood 20 percent of the lesson and in the third year they could understand 

30 percent of the lesson. Their ability to understand the lessons continually 

increased year by year to the extent that they were be able to understand all the 

content of the text or kitib and later they mastered both Malay and Arabic 

language. 

The most important point to be made here is that the listening to the explanation 

given by the teacher and looking at the text (kitdb) can be considered as a 

method of learning of Arabic among the Malay people in the past. This way of 

learning Arabic can be called the "Absorptive" method or Menadah in the 

Malay language. 

The other old method of leaming Arabic used by Malays as stated by Hasmah 

. Omar 33 was the "translation method" (the translation from Arabic into the 

Malay language). In order to get a clear idea about this method, an investigation 

into the interlingual34 relationship between Malay and Arabic language needs to 

be conducted in tenns of Arabic influence on the Malay language. So, this 

section deals with the above matter in order to see the extent of Arabic influence 

on Malay language. 

33 She was a Professor in Malay linguitic at University of Malaya. She was interviewed by present 
researcher on 18.7.00 at University Malay, Kuala Lumpur. 
34 This word used by professor Hasmah in her book Malay in its sociocultural context, Dewan Bahasa 
dan Pustaka, kuala Lumpur (1987: 22). 
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2.5. Influence of Arabic on Malay language 

When talking about Arabic influence on Malay language, what is really means 

is the influence of Arabic vocabularies and Arabic grammar. The fon-ner is 

concerned with Malay words, which are borrowed from A-rabic language. In an 

examination of Malay books, especially the ones which were written in the early 

times of the coming of Islam, one would find a great many Arabic words to be 

accommodated to the Malay sound. However they were still of an Arabic origin 

in their spelling, sound and usage. This kind of Arabic influence on the Malay 

language is called Arabic loan words in Malay usage. It is therefore; proposed 

that this section starts with the following heading, and later the discussion will 

deal with the Arabic grammar influence on the Malay language. 

2.5.1. Arabic "loan" words in Malay usage 

Arabic loan words are used by Malay speakers to cover a wide range of 

subjAwAs, especially in rituals of religion, Islamic law and another fields of 

knowledge like science and architecture. It is also used in daily communication 

such as greetings, feasts and festival as well as in the expression of feelings and 

sentiments. 

As mentioned in previous sections in this chapter, all the eleven Malay states 

have Arabic words as a title. For instance Kelantan is Dar al-NaTm, 
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Terengganu is Dar al-iman, Selangor is Ddr al-Lýsdn and so on 
3 5. It is not only 

the states that have Arabic names,, but also the rulers have Arabic titles at the 

end of their names. For example Sultan Ahmad Muazzam Shah 

Yusof Muhibbu al-dTn Shah *L-, ý Lýý. ýJ I -, -a and so on. 

It is important to note that every Malay is a Muslim and their proper names are 

overwhelmingly Arabic which of course is a result of the Islainisation of the 

country and the influence of Arabic language.. For instance, lbrdh-im bin Munlir,, 

'Abdul MunTr bin 'Abdul Fattdý. 

C: I ', iIIý -- This influence appears in the names of roads in Malaysia. Most 

roads in Kuala Lumpur, the capital of Malaysia,, were named after Arabic 

people. For example Jalan Sultdn Abdullah ( Sultan Abdullah Road), Jalan I 
Masjid Jjmi' (Mosque Road) and so on. The same Arabic influence is found in 

the name of some villages like Banggul Judah (The Jeddah hill), Besrah (This 

village was named after one town in Iraq i. e. Basrah) and so on. 

One of the important aspects to be included in this discussion is the Arabic 

influence on Malay language in educational tenninology or in other words in 

academic usage. According to traditional Islamic teaching, the book used for 

this purpose is called kit5b instead of (book). That is to say that Malay society 

distinguished between kitah and book. It was used during the early period of the 

coming of Islam especially before nineteenth century. During that period, any 

book of knowledge, geography, history, mathernatic etc. was called "book", 

whereas any book of Islamic religious knowledge was called kitdb. In the 

35 See page 3 of his chapter. 
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Islamic primary and secondary schools whether they are aided, private and fully 

supported by government, male and female teacher are called Ustdz and 

UT stdzah. 

In another development, Arabic words have been assimilated into the folk-lore 

of Malay literature. The examples of Arabic words, which are used frequently in 

Malay literature are occasionally found in Malay proverbs such as: 

1. Biar lambat asal selamat (Let it be slow but safe) 

2. Seperti dakwat dengan kertas (-)w L-1- J. -J (Like the ink on paper) 

3. Muafakat bawa berkat 
-)--j 

(Deliberation is blessing) 

4. Ada fulus sem ua lulus ( If you have money you can do 

everything) 

5. Raja berdaulat Jý( The ruling king ) 

Other than proverbs,. one can find many Malay idioms, which are used in every 

day conversation among the Malay society. Most of these show the extent of 

Arabic influence. For example: 

1. Adat resam a, ýI- (custom and tradition) 

2. Fikir masak-masak (Think carefully) 

3. Hilang akal J--! --z (To lose one's head) 

4.. Ikhlas hati 'A (Sincere) 

5. Mencari nafkah ý 'a iI (To earn a living) 

Men inggal dun ia (To pass away) 
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These examples suggest clearly that many Malay words were borrowed from 

Arabic origins. In addition, Malay was deeply influenced by Arabic language in 

other aspects, like grammar and sentence structures etc. Although most educated 

Malays use many English words in their daily speech, they are not yet 

completely assimilated into Malay and their circulation is limited to urban 

society. That is to say that the Arabic influence on Malay words is more 

profound than that of English. In fact, Arabic words have come to Malay 

Muslim society with the coming of Islam and the assimilated Arabic loan words 

will continue to increase in Malay language and literature with the awakening of 

Islam, whose radiance has filled the world. 

3.5.2. Arabic grammar influence 

It is agreed that most of the religious and historical texts in the classical Malay 

literature have been translated from Persian and ArabiC36 
. All of these important 

works were written in jawi37 script. The oldest Malay jaw, manuscript is the 

translation of the Islamic religious work Aqd'id al-Nasaji' (the faith of Nasafi) 

v; ý. ;IIN1,1 ý 38 
. Dated 998/1590. In addition to this oldest Malay 

translation work,, there are many Malay manuscripts preserved in the Cambridge 

and Oxford libraries,, which date from the later years of the sixteenth and the 

first decade of the seventeenth century. They are like Bustdn al-sal, ýtTn (The 

Garden of the Kings). This book was translated by Miruddlin al-Raniff in 1679 

" See for example Harun Mat Piah and others (2000: 392) 
37 jawi means Malay language writing using Arabic alphabet with the adoption of some letters to 
accommodate with the Malay sound. 
38 Up to the present day, there is no any scholar or any researcher who can trace the translator of this 

oldest work . 
Any way the copy of it can be found at the famous researcher S. M. N. Al-Attas in Kuala 

Lumpur. The sample of this work can be seen in the book Sejarah Perkembangan Tulisan Jawi, by 
Hashim Haji Musa, Dewan Bahasa Dan Pustaka, Kuala Lumpur (1999: 5 1). 
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and Sirdý al-mustaqTm (The straight path) which was translated by Abdul Raof 

Singkli in 1680. All the above works were without doubt the outcome of 

industrious effort undertaken by some traditional scholars or Vamd' including 

those mentioned above. These learned Muslim or 'ulamd' carried out their 

--I - works by translating Arabic books into Malay language. 

The main point to be made here is all these Malay translation books were 

influenced by the Arabic language. That is to say that the translators did not 

only translate the Arabic books into Malay language word by word, but also 

they did it according to Arabic grammar rules. It is to the extent that if one read 

the Malay translated books one would feel as if one had read an Arabic book in 

the sense of sentence structures, word order and grammar function. In other 

words, all of Arabic language writing styles was transferred in the Malay 

translation books. For example, in Arabic, verbal sentences begin with verbs. 

So, the translator translates the Arabic verbal sentence in Malay by putting the 

verb before the noun and furtherniore. 
) the translator includes an additional word 

to indicate the tense of the verb in such a way that if the verb is past tense, the 

translator put the word "telah" (already) to indicate that the verb is past, if the 

verb is present tense, the translator put the word "sedang" (now) to indicate that 

the verb is present. Besides this, the translator also put the word Oleh (by) to 

indicate the subject of the verb and the translator put the verb akan (over) to 

indicate the object of the verb. In case of a nominal sentence,, which consists of 

subject and predicate, the translator put a certain word to indicate the subject 

and predicate. The followings are two examples of verbal sentences and 

nominal sentence. 
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I-1 -1-4j J---S i: (Zaid ate rice). This is a verbal sentence using the past 

tense verb. To translate this sentence, the translator wrote: Telah makan oleh 

Zaid akan nasi. The words, which are underlined show the function of Arabic 

-gra mar. U--M 

2. týl 11 ,II: (The house is big). Bermula rumah itu ialah besar. 

This is a nominal sentence. The words, which are underlined indicate the 

function of grammar i. e. bermula to indicate "subject", ialah to indicate 

predicate. 

Some translators did the translation works by writing Malay words exactly 

under each Arabic word. The following is an example of translation work from 

the Arabic book 'Aqjid al-Arasaji-. 

10 

'peý 

I L--4 14x4 

ep 

4]b ______ III 

/ 
xp7 // / 
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t. kj 

Engliýh Tfanslation 
i 

Praise be to Allah,, The Cherisher and Sustainers of the world, the reward at 

hereafter for those'who fear Allah and Allah's blessing is for His messenger 
-I 

Muhammad and for his family in whole. Sheikh imam which is big, learned, 

active and fearer,, the star of Islamic religion, the leader of imam and scholars, 

imam for Mecca and Medina and the Mufti (a jurisconsult, empowered to give 

formal legal opinion (fatwa) on matters submitted to him) 
'39authorised person 

to describe the hukum in East and West Abu Hafs Umar bin Muhammad bin 

Ahmad al-Nasafi may Allah encompass him With his remission and may Allah 

place him in affluence of FEs Paradise. 

Having examined the above examples of Malay translation works , it can be 

concluded that the early method of leaming Arabic in Malay Peninsula during 

the early time, was via translation. In fact, this method is still used in some 

traditional Islamic institution like fondok, sekolah Arab and other places. These 

two Institutions will be described in detail in the following chapter. 

" See for example Roff William R. (1967: 67) 
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In order to support the above opinion, let us examine what Hasmah Hj. Omar 

stated in her paper work entitled Translation And Language Development40 
. 

She stated: 

"Actual translations really started with the translation from Arabic to 

Malay. The history of Malay translation of Arabic texts began with the 

translation of the Holy ayat of Qur"dn, especially those read out in 

prayers. These could have been followed by the translation of the 

du'd'. The holy ayat in their translation version in Malay do not seem 

to have variations. This lack of variation also applies to a great extent 

to the du'j'. All this goes to substantiate the fact that since the holy 

ayat in the Qur'dn never has a variation,, so must it be with the 

translated version. -,, 
41 

The statement is clear evidence which shows that Malays first learnt A-rabic 

through translation, beginning with the translation of verses from the Qur'dn 

and later on followed by the translation of supplications or other things, which 

were related to the Islamic teaching and Arabic language like Islamic law, 

Sufism and so on. The translators first wrote their works by hand. They used the 

classical Jawi writing, whose spelling system is somewhat different from the 

Jawi writing of the present day. 

As for the Arabic influence on Malay, it can be seen through the style of writing 

used by translators. For example, the translators usually began their works With 

40 Paper submitted to the International Conference on Translation, Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka, Kuala 
Lumpur, 13-15 March 1984, published in the Proceedings of the Conference, by the Malaysian 
Translation Association, 1986. 
41 See ibid, P. 24 
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a solemn praise of Allah to whom all praise is due, the sole God of all Muslims. 

This is followed by the ýelawdt (blessing from Allah) and prayer for the 

Prophet and his Companions who helped in the spread of Islam. They conclude 

in all humbleness,, using such words such as al-faqTr ild A115h, (a servant who 

needs Allah's protection all the time), and acknowledging their weaknesses and 

limitations of knowledge asking the readers to correct any mistake found in their 

works and lastly in asking Allah's forgiveness for any weakness on their part by 

using Arabic expressions such as Wa Allih A'Iam bi al-, Yaw5b wa ilaihi al- 0 
marji'u wa al-Ma'jb ( Only God who knows the truth and it is to him we 

return 42 
. This style of writing books or works is Arab in origin. 

Another style followed by Malay translators when writing, was the inclusion of 

their countries or towns of birth or occasionally their sects or Madzhab at the 

end of their names such as Dafid ibn 'Abdullah al-Fcq5nT al-Shafi'T ( Daud, son 

of Abdullah from Patani and the follower of ShjfVT sect). The following is an 

example of traditional introduction of Malay author" s name in the jawi book 

(kitabjawi) entitled: ciLa-1-4-i I 

q. -A 

_____ IS ___ ____ S _LJ II 

All these traditional introductions of author's names are from Arab origin. 

As mentioned above,, the Malay translation works have been influenced by the 

Arabic language in terms of sentence structures and grammar fimction. Now, let 

42 Please refer to the example of translation works in previous page. 
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x 

us investigate the Arabic influence on Malay translation works in terin of usage 

of Arabic words which resulted in the pollution of the Malay language or in 

other words,, many Malay words were translated from Arabic and have been 

used with wrong meanings. This is because the translators translated some 

words according to Arabic usage without adapting them according to Malay 

language style. Hasmah Hj. Omar stated 43 in her paper work: 

"As such, Arabic elements, systems and structures have been admitted 

into the Malay language without incurring any comment from the 

Muslim Malay speech community. In fact, if present day linguists were 

to term such admissions as "interference" or "pollutants" they would 

be deemed as heretics". 44 

From the above quotation, it can be understood that the elements,. systems and 

structures of Arabic language were admitted in Malay language through 

translation activities. This resulted in the pollution of the latter. The followings 

are the examples of translations which led to the wrong usage of Malay 

language: 

1. The translation of A--jj Li 

Malay translation: Aku berlindung dengan Alldh dari syaýtdn yang direjam 

English translation: I seek refuge with Allah from the cursed devil. 

If we examine the semantics of the word dengan as in the above translation, we 

find that the tTanslation is not correct. The word dengan is a literal translation of 

43 lbid, P: 22 
44 Hasmah Hj. Omar (1994: 24) 
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the preposition "bi " in Arabic which literally means "with", but which may be 

translated by pada. The first translator of this word while giving it a literal 

translation, chose the meaning dengan (With) for bi. The translated version can 

more easily be understood by a Malay speaker if it sounds as follows: "Aku 

berlindung pada Allah dari syaitan yang direjam ". 

The same mistake in translation which led to pollution of Malay standard 

language can be seen in the following translation of one., ffadTth (prophet saying) 

as followed: 

Berbukalah atas buah tamat (Break your fasting on the 

dates). This literally translates as the Muslims being encouraged to sit on the 

dates when they want to break their fasting. Such a sentence of course sounds 

amusing because ffadlTth (prophet saying) intended the breaking of the fast by 

eating the dates, not using them as a chair. 

This above situation occurred as a result of wrong translation of an Arabic 

preposition, which has contextual ambiguity, For example, the Arabic 

preposition can only be translated as atas (on) in the kind of sentence 

like; Buku itu ats rneja (The book is on the table). 

There is another good example to show further miss-translation of Arabic 

prepositions. It is like; This 

sentence was translated as follows: Atas pelajar bahawa hadir syarahan. The 

literal 'translation in English is ( On student to attend to the lecture). if we 

examine the semantic of 'Ald which was translated as "atas " (on) in the 
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above translation,, we find that it is not the correct translation because the word 

in this context means, "has to". So,, the best translation of the above 

sentence in Malay language is "' Pelajar wajib hadir syarahan " (The student has 

to attend the lecture). 45 

The above patterns of Malay translations were strongly influenced by Arabic 

style and Arabic grammar structure. It is therefore; the activity of translation, 

occurring in the early era of the arrival of Arabic language, which was one of the 

methods of teaching and learning Arabic language during that period in 

Malaysia. 

45For more information about various "meaning of preposition", please see chapter six. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

TRADITIONAL EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS 

(FONDOQ, AND AIL4DR, 4SAH) IN MALAYSIA 

1. Introduction 

As was mentioned in chapter two, the arrival of the A-rabic language in Malaysia 

began around the early twelfth century. Several methods of learning the 

language have also been identified. So, at this point one may ask, how this 

language becarne so widely spread throughout the Peninsula? To answer this 

question, a close examination of two well-known educational institutions 

namely 'fondoq" and "madrasah" would be advisable. However,, in a study of 

these two institutions,, it is essential to make a thorough investigation of Malay 

informal educational institution as this element has a very close relationship 

with the emergence offondoq and Madrasah. This chapter therefore begins with 

a discussion of the early Malay informal educational institution, which was 

believed to be a casual factor in the establishment offondoq and Madrasah. The 

discussion will then move to an analysis of the above two institutions. It has 

become very common for researchers and scholars, whether they are locals ý or 

foreigners2- to relate their discussion of the development of Islamic religion in 

this country with these two institutions. 

1 They are like; A. L. Idrue, 1995, Ismail, I. H., 1990, Hj. Ismail, A. R. B. 1993, Che Pi Saad 1989, S. N. 
A. 1-Attas, 1982. 
2 Thy are like Fatimi S. Q. 1963, Winsteadt, R. 0.198 1, 
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11.1. The Origmal model of fondoq 

Althoughfondoq may not flourish in those Middle Eastern countries, we should 

realise that the fondoq system which has developed in the Malay Peninsula, 

Indonesia and also Patani,, actually follows a model of the simplest type from 

early Muslim education in the Arab world. It has perhaps existed since the 

period of the prophet Muhammad. It is well-known that, before the prophet 

pronounced for Islam publicly after receiving wah 111 .T 
(divine revelation), he 

previously formed a secret education group, which initially met in a cave 

outside the city of Mecca. When the new Muslims increased in number to about 

forty, this gToup moved to a house belonging to al-Arqam (Abu 'Abd Alldh) b. 

Abi al-AkTam for about four years. They were called cj,. ýJj Y CD L-AJ I 

(al-s5bqi7n al-awwalfln), which means the first people who received his 

message. Ninety percent of its members were below thirty, and forty five 

percent under twenty years of age. They later became pioneers for the growth of 

the great civilization of Islam in the Arabian Peninsula and North Africa, 

holding positions as religious and political leaders and army commanders. For 

example, the four caliphs within the period of orthodoxy, the developers of 

Basra city, the founders of the teachers' institution in Iraq, and the 

commandants who conquered several provinces as "liberators" and "land 

reformers". were all members of this group. They were educated by the prophet 

through a form of educational system which was rather similar to the fondoq 

system in the Malay tradition. This system was well-known as h. alaqah (circle) 

in the medieval period of Islam, and it existed among the fondoq schools in the 

Malay Peninsula and in other neighbouring states. Later, the prophet of Allah 
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left Mecca for Medina, where he built a mosque which was known as al-Quba' 

;ý14iII---. All activities pertaining to Islam centred on that mosque. In his 

effort to spread the religion of Islam, he established Islamic teaching in the 

mosque, whilst his followers who came from every comer to leam Islam with 

him, erected their tents surrounding the mosque. This characteristic without any 

doubt may be found in the fondoq system. However, slight changes and 

additions have been made in order to suit the physical aspects of local 

environments, etc. 

3.1.2. How the fondoq model came to the Malay peninsula? 

The previous section revealed that the system offondoq, in Malaysia is a copy 

of the Palaqa system from Mecca, which dates from the early times of Islam. 

The question here is how did such a system come to this country? As we know, 

among the five Islamic religious pillars is the performing of Hajj (pilgrimage to 

Mecca). The pilgrimage activities played an important role in introducing the 

fondoq system to the Malay Peninsula. Some Malay pilgrims went to Mecca, 

not only to perfect their holy tasks, but also to spend some years in Mecca to 

deepen their Islamic knowledge from notable 'ulamd' (learned person) who 

taught all Muslims who came to Mecca. They also took the opportunity to share 

their experience and lessons acquired on pilgrimage with the surrounding 

Islamic world of North Africa and Egypt. This was broadly similar over most of 

the Islamic world, although of course aspects varied In detail from place to 

place. 
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The number of Malay who went to Mecca to perform Hajj increased when Arab 

traders who lived in Singapore systematically organised the pilgrimage to 

Mecca. Roff (1967) stated this situation as follows: 

"The pilgrimage industry and associated activities in Singapore were 

largely in the hands of the Arab community. Recruitment of 

prospective hajj was carried out by pilgrim sheikhs, or brokers, who 

working independently or on behalf of Meccan sheikhs arranged 

passages for a premium from the sMpping agents, escorted the pilgrims 

to Mecca,. and there passed them over to the highest bidding Meccan 

sheikh or to the sheikh on whose behalf they had been acting. Itinerant 

recruiters operated also from Singapore throughout the peninsula and 

archipelago. -, -) 

The above quotation shows that there were many people who went to Mecca 

during that time and among them were students. These students went to Mecca 

not only for the Hajj but also for study. Some of them took this opportunity to 

go to Egypt and spent some years there to continue their studies and on their 

return to the Malay Peninsula, they formed a nucleus of Malay intellectuals in 

the villages. Through their efforts thefondoq institution developed. 

' Roff William R (1967: 3 9) 
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3.2. Infonnal. Malay traditional educational institution 

Much has been described in previous chapters concerning the pre Islamic 

perio , when the culture and social system of the Malays was coloured by three 

major elements, namely animism, Hinduism and Buddhism. During this time,, 

there is no clear evidence to show that a formal educational system existed in 

the region. However; there were several informal learning centres, which were 

established in the king's palace. 4. In order to provide a background to this 

discussion, a knowledge of the Malay education during the pre Islamic era 

would be useful. 

3.2.1. Education in the pre Islamic era 

Most researchers and scholars such as Is4dq 'Abbds (1967) Winstedt (1966) 

Cullick, (1989) agreed that the ma or learning institutions which existed during i 

the fifth and sixth centuries in this region,. were centres for the study of the 

Buddhist religion. These were established at the end of the sixth century in 

Sumatra, where one thousand of the students were priests. They studied 

theology and Buddhist philosophy. After completing their studies, most of them 

became Buddhist leaders in Sumatra and the effects of their work continued into 

the early years of the eleventh century. This fonn of education occurred in the 

Malay Peninsula before the coming of Islam. Of course this informal education 

had nothing to do with the development of Arabic language. However, this kind 

of education began to change when Islam arrived in the early twelfth century. 

Roff WMiamR. 1967: 337 
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3.2.2. Education in the Islamic era 

Soon after the introduction of Islam in this region, Islamic knowledge and basic 

Arabic language had become widespread, especially in rural areas. Muslim 

missionaries who came from the Middle East conducted the teaching of these 

two subjects voluntarily during this early period. They were easily accepted by 

the local upper class, and were often appointed as religious advisers to the rulers 

or to other community leaders at the village level. It is interesting to note that 

the position of these missionaries, who were commonly known as orang alim 

(learned person) among traditional Malay society, was not disputed. With the 

wisdom and abilities that they possessed such as reading the Qur'dn, Ijadith 

(Prophet tradition) and other skills in the Islamic knowledge, they were highly 

respected and they were always invited to all social activities such as the birth of 

a child,, the puberty ceremonies of sons and daughters, wedding parties or 

funerals. They were also invited to attend the Islamic occasions such as 

thanksgiving prayers, which were held at some of the events. The main 

objective of the invitation of the ', ýIim person is for him to recite the prayer and 

conduct the ceremony. It can be concluded therefore that the learning of Islam 

traditionally began in the Malay villages and became normal practise. The 

children would be sent by their parents to the teacher's house and in certain 

cases the teachers were invited to their homes to instruct in Islamic knowledge 

and basic Arabic. Sometimes parents themselves acted as teachers. 
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It can be said that the name of the early educational institution in Malay society 

existed in parallel to the mosque or Surau This early informal educational 

institution was commonly known as a Qur'dnic class. Gullick (1989) theorised 

that: - 

"The basic intellectual preparation of Malay youth, in general, was 

instruction at a Koran class. They leamt by rote certain Arabic 

formulae,, then studied the alphabet as an assort of guide to reading 

Arabic prayers and text. They would in time succeed in being able to 

read the Koran and the principle prayers from end to end"6 

3.3. Fondoq institution 

Before venturing further into this topic, it is essential to clarify the real meaning 

of the word fondoq and to determine whether it is the name of an old Islamic 

educational institution or the name of the traditional Islamic study system. The 

importance of this identification arises because some local and foreign 

researchers tend to describe the fondoq as an old system of Islamic study. They 

describe it as a small house in which the students stayed during their study. 

Several opinions about this matter will be investigated. To begin with, the 

description of fondoq given by Chepi Saad (1989) will be investigated. He 

stated: 

Surau as people of the wastem coast called and Balaisah as people of eastern coast called, It is a 
small building which is made of wood or in present day it is made of half wood and half semen. It is 
used to perform five times prayer but not Friday prayer, It is also used by religious teacher to teach the 
basic Islamic knowledge and Arabic language. It can be found in almost all small villages. 
' Gullick (1989: 297) 
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"The first category schools established in the early twentieth century 

were also called 'fondoq". Fondoq may be translated "hut". fondoq is a 

place where the students live during their studying in this fomdoq 

school. Thefondoq were built around the teacher's house. The subjects 

taught were purely religious ones. The teacher used Malay language as 

the medium of instruction but most of the books are in Arabic, which 

have been translated from Arabic into Malay language. The students 

were sitting down on the floor around their teacher with crossed legs; 

every student had his own text book, and the teacher reads that text and 

explained it from word to word, there is usually" only one way 

communication. -)i, 
7 

From the above quotation, it can be understood that the 'fondoq", according to 

Che Pi, has possibly been an old institution for studying Islamic subjects. He 

described it as a "first category" of schools which was established in the early 

twentieth century in Malaysia. He also described the way in which students 

learnt in this institution sitting crossed-legged or duduk bersila, with no desk at 

which to work. They held their individual text in their hands. The teacher read 

this text and explained it in Malay language. 

Hj. Ismail, A. R. B. (1993) described thefondoq giving emphasis to the system of 

the teaching and learning of A-rabic language. He stated: 

Che Pi (1989: 53) 
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"The teaching and learning of Arabic language in this system is the 

oldest form of Arabic institutions in Malaysia. The education during 

this time took place in the home and mosque and it emphasised the 

reading of the Qurdn, moral teaching, religious knowledge and Malay. 

The teaching and learning of Arabic in this system falls into three 

types; the teaching and learning for children, which usually takes place 

in the home and mosque. This type of Arabic teaching focused on 

reading the holy Qur'dn and basic knowledge of Islam"8 

The above description of the fondoq seems to be different from that given by 

previous researchers. Ismail focused on the way in which Arabic language was 

taught as well as the area of language such as grammar. Therefore, the fondoq,, 

according to Hj. Ismail, is the system of teaching and learning of Islamic 

religion and Arabic language rather than the consideration of it as a school 

institution. Thus., it is not appropriate to use the termfondoq school. However, in 

Malay culture, it was very common to use the terms fondoq system or fondoq 

School during the period of twentieth century. As for the period before twentieth 

century, this Islamic educational institution was called only "fondoq " without 

the addition of "school" or "system". To summarize, Malay society before the 

twentieth century did not use the terms "fondoq school" or 'fondoq system ". 

Parents' usage of the word is evident when asked about choice of educational 

establishment; they replied that they would send their son to 'fondoq " instead 

of saying to 'fondoq school "or '! fondoq system". This usage clearly shows that 

the word 'fondoq " is understood to mean the place where children or 

'Hj. Ismail, A. B. (1993: 15) 
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adolescents receive education. However,, the above two researchers agreed that 

students sat in a circle in front of the teacher during their lessons and that they 

held their text or kitdb. The teacher used the same text; read it, then followed his 

reading with an explanation in native language. 

The main point to be made here is that the way in which people learnt Islamic 

teaching and Arabic language in the past at the so called 'fondoq", has 

something in common with the "Palaqah " system which occurred during the 

very early time of Islam. During that era of the Prophet, his companions used 

this system and lessons then took place in mosques. In fact, the fondoq in 

Malaysia also used the same system. The earliest Islamic teaching was imparted 

in mosques built by the Malay community in their localities9. The subjects 

taught were limited to basic Islamic law or fiqh, Qur'dn and basic Arabic 

language to enable the Malays to read the Qurdn. At the first stage,, the study 

activity was attended by children, adolescents and adults who lived surrounding 

the mosque, but in the course of time this study activity started to gain attention 

among the people who lived far from the mosque. The activities were attended 

by two kinds of people; those who lived surrounding the mosque and those who 

lived far away from it. The latter faced the problem of finding accommodation. 

To solve this problem, some people who owned land near to the mosque were 

willing to give permission to those who live far away to build small houses or 

huts for accommodation during their study. So, in the course of time many such 

dwelling were built around the mosque and teacher's house. 

9 A. Rajaguru and Fan Yew Teng (1994: 03) 
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This pattern became wide spread in other localities. Eventually, it became even 

more Widely spread throughout the Malay Peninsula and Patani (Southern 

Thailand). This kind of study centre was not only found in Malaysia but also in 

Java and Sumatra where its name differed. 

Gullick J. M. (1989), described Fondoq as a residential fondoq school. 10 This 

accords With the proposal by Izzi Dien' 1 that the Fondoq School in Malaysia 

resembles a "residential school" of today, where the students stay at what could 

be called a "hostel" instead of staying with families in their homes. As a result,, 

the students do not encounter daily difficulties of transportation to or from 

school every day. In addition, this situation brings them peace of mind and 

facilitates study. Cullick J. M. stated: 

"A minority of Malay boys who have completed their basic instruction 

at a village Koran class, went on to pursue further and more intense 

studies at a residential fondoq School. The building of such a school 

included student quarters, buildings where teaching public prayer and 

other religious activities take place and the house of the guru and other 

teachers and of the families and single individuals living in thefondoq. 

Teaching, praying and other communal activity takes place either in 

the mosque or more often in school building (Madrasah) -)-)12 

10 See Gullick J. M. (1989: 297) 
" My supervisor proposed this idea within his correction of my research paper on the topic: Teaching 
Arabic at Fondoq School in Malaysia in April 1999. 
12 Ibid P: 297 
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Looking at the above statement, it is clear that the Fondoq has something in 

common with ffalqah system, which was found during the early period of Islam 

in Mecca and Medina. These two systems of teaching and learning share a 

common method where the teacher sat in one comer of the mosque and taught 

the fundamentals of Islam,. Islamic society, morality and Arabic language. In 

order to clarify the similarity between Fondoq and Halaqah, let us examine the 

description of tfalaqa 

3.3.1. Ualaqah (Circle) system and its relationship withfondoq 

It is believed that the word , ffalaqah ýaI- has been used for the meaning 

of a teaching and learning system since the early period of Islam when the 

Prophet taught his companions the basic Islamic teaching. It was then followed 

by those companions who came after them. Abdul Ghaffar (1997) stated: 

"The Halaqah, meaning circle, took its name from the original 

seminary of Suffan in Medina where the prophet of Islam taught 

Muslims the fundamentals of Islam and the principles of Islamic law, 

Islamic society and morality. As this school was situated in one comer 

of the mosque and people used to form a circle round the prophet. 

Therefore; later on, as Islamic education developed, there used to be 

more than one circle in different part of the mosque and teachers took 

their classes in this circle" 13 

" lbid P: 73 
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The above offers clear evidence that the Palaqah was a system of study, which 

took place in the mosque. Of course this system shares a common method of 

teaching and learning with that found in the fondoq system. So, the latter is an 

offspring of the fonner. In order to clarify the relationship between b. alaqah 

system, found in Mecca and Medina and the word fondoq, it is necessary to 

examine the Malay style of educating children, especially those living in rural 

areas. 

As has been mentioned earlier 14 
, the Malay boys who had completed their 

studies at village's Qur'dnic class moved elsewhere to pursue more advanced 

studies. Winzeler Robert L. elaborated upon this system in Malay society 15 
. He 

stated in his essays. 

"Boys who go to fondoq traditionally do so after they have completed 

elementary religious study. Students live in ones, twos or threes in 

small individual or double huts or in similar fashion in sections of 

longhouse. Among other things, students occupy themselves with the 

lessons given by the teacher on one or another subject or with 

practising reading and chanting, studying texts or commentaries, 

helping one another, or in some cases teaching younger children" . 
16 

14 See Gullick's quotation on page 122. 
15 The essay was published in Kelantan Religion, Society and Politics in A Malay State, Edited by Roff 
William R., Oxford University Press, Kuala Lumpur, 1974. 
" Roff Wiffiam R. (ed) (1974: 266) 
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Interestingly, the boys resided in ones, twos or threes during their study in this 

traditional religious institution. Hut means fondoq 6ýIi in Arabic. So,, 

when the parents were asked about their sons,, they would say: 4c-our sons are at 

fondoq " or literally in Malay language: Anak saya duduk- di fondoq. In the 

course of time,, the word 'fondoq " became a common name to refer to the place 

where Malay youths received their further religious education after they have 

finished basic tuition in their villages. 

In conclusion,, the halaqa (circle) was the old system in which Islamic 

knowledge was imparted and taught in mosques throughout Mecca, Medina, 

Basrah, Kilfah and Baghdad before the emergence of the modem school systems 

in 1109 A. D. 17 Meanwhile, fondoq was the old system in which Islamic 

knowledge was imparted in the Malay Peninsula. The main difference between 

the two is that fondoq is a form of residential education, wheres Palaqah is non- 

residential. The practice of sitting around the teacher in a circle in the fondoq 

system could well be seen to have been borrowed from the Halaqah. 

3.3.2. Thefondoq organisation 

It is important to note that the fondoq institution can be considered as a formal 

tTaditional Malay educational institution where the Islamic teaching and Arabic 

language were taken beyond the elementary level. Qur'dnic class took place in 

the teacher's house, the mosque and the surau. At the same time, it also played a 

role as community centre, which made a considerable contribution to the 

" See article by Namir M4ammad 'All Daurah al-madrasah fi al-dawah da A 1-Llah 
published in al-manhal 1980, al-Riyad, Saudi Arabia. 
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progress of local society, particularly in the area of religion. The establishment 

of fondoq institution was generally initiated by the local community when a 

person who has obtained his education from Mecca and following travel in 

other Arab countries has subsequently returned to his village. It has been custom 

in Malay society, for such a person upon arrival at his home, to receive a very 

warm welcome from the local community. He would be highly respected and 

sought after as a suitable husband for the daughters of community leaders. The 

Malay fathers were eager to marry off their daughters to religious men, or in 

Malay language orang ahm so that they would learn to be pious women. 

With reference to the organisation of fondoq institution, the person returning 

from Mecca or other Arabic countries after having finished his study, usually 

devotes his life to educating the youth in his village, guiding them in the pursuit 

of goodness. To begin with, both the youth and adults are taught the principles 

of Islamic teaching at his house. When the number of pupils or requiring 

instruction increases, the community constructs a small building called a Surau 18 

situated close to the instructors home. This will be the centre of study, In the 

course of time,, the young students whose parents live some distance from the 

centre, start to build small huts for accommodation. This avoids the necessity of 

daily travel to attend class. The reputation of the centre spreads by word of 

mouth, eventually attracting seekers of knowledge who hale, not only from the 

surrounding villages, but from far-flung areas and even neighbouring countries. 

In order to acquire knowledge effectively from the teacher, students have to 

leave their own villages or countries to spend several years of their lives at this 

" Surau is a place to perform prayers other than mosque. 
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institution. With regard to management, some fondoq have committees, with the 

teacher acting as chairman and other dominant people in the village as members 

of the committee. The committees were not very active; and members never had 

a formal meeting. The committees did not have secretaries or treasurers and 

there was no specification of duty among the committee members. The 

committees normally had informal meetings just to discuss small matters, e. g. 

how to get donations and when to hold the ceremony of Alfaulid al-Rasul (the 

Prophet's birthday ceremony) and others. 19 

3.3.3. Status offondoq teacher (gurufondoq) 

In local Malay society, there is a distinction in terms of name and status between 

teachers of religion and those who teach other subjects. The former are called 

tok guru or guru fondoq whereas the latter are called Cikgu. The word "tok 

guru" is difficult to translate in English, as there does not seem to be an exact 

word for it. To the Kelantan dialect, word "tok " is a title given to a. person who 

has special position and is highly respected in Malay society. For example, 

"imam" (person who responsible for religious affairs) is called tok imam, 

": penghulu" (person who responsible for social affairs in one locality) is called 

tok penghulu "Guru" means teacher who teach subjects other than religion. 

Teacher who teaches religion is called tok guru. According to Malay custom, it 

is very impolite to call one who teaches at fondoq "Cikgu", or "teacher" and 

people never call one who teaches at ordinary school "tok- guru". This 

distinction occurred because of the different status between the teachers as 

'9 Interview with a fondoq teacher in South Thailand, Husin Wador. The interview took place 
on 20'h August 2000. 
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perceive by traditional Malay society. Winzeler Robert L. (1974)20 state about 

this matter: 

"The status of guru in local Malay society rests upon a complex set of 

belief and values. In particular they are traditionally Viewed as the 

religious figures who most clearly embody in their learning and modest 

and devout personal life style the virtues, wisdom and power of Islam. 

In some cases gurus have the popular reputation of being berkat or 

blessed. There is a considerable amount of popular folklore about the 

mystical powers of such figures, particularly about those of earlier 

times about how people who spoke against them were suddenly 

affected by invisible forces or about how some sinful activity such as 

animal fighting was prevented because the animal were brought too 

near the presence of the gm. 

The above statement clearly describes the position of guru fondoq (fondoq 

teacher). Guru is the one who is highly respected, to the extent that no one 

speaks against him. This high status in society enables the guru to make 

decisions in all matters. As a consequence, fondoq teachers usually acted as 

advisors to dominant people in society. In addition, fondoq teachers can be 

called ustiz 31 ', -I or mu'allim -IxA or Sheikh C' ý:, - and the man 

who teaches English or other subjects is called "teacher" or " Cikgu". 

" Husin Wador (Fondoq teacher) gave the same idea about this matter. 
21 Roff William R. (1974: 267) 
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This phenomenon reflects the influence of Arabic language on not only Malay 

language but also on the Malay culture. One does not call a man who teaches 

English or subjects other than Islamic knowledge "ustdz" or "mu'allim" 

Incidentally, the words "ustdz" or "mu'allim" mean teacher. In this context, as 

early as 1920s, long before Malaysia became an independent country, it was 

very rare for young Malays to become English teachers, but they were in fact 

very anxious to be Islamic religion teachers. They were aware that whoever 

became a religious teacher, would obtain high respect from the society. It is not 

surprising to find that during the eighteenth century there was a belief amongst 

traditional Malay society that learning English language was forbidden, known 

as Pardm 22 
. This resulted in a situation where Malay youth, especially those 

from rural areas refused to go to English school. Instead most of them went to 

fondoq to study religion. 

3.3.4. Fondoq curriculwn and kutub (books) used in it 

As mentioned earlier,. the fondoq teacher (guru fondoq) is the one who has a 

special influence in Malay society and he is a powerful person in the fondoq. 

Thus,, the guru is totally responsible for planning the curriculum and for 

recommending the books, which he prefers his students to use. The term 

"curriculum" is however rarely used in the fondoq system. This is because the 

fondoq system tends not to summarize the basis and objective of its educational 

programme explicitly. The effect of this is that most people at present believe 

that some aspects of teaching are not in line with "real" Islamic teaching. This 

22 See Majallah than (June 1967), Majallah Pengasoh (August 1968) and interview with Malay 
dominant leader (Penghulu) on 29t" Agust 2000 at Kota Bharu, Kelantan) 
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matter possibly derives from the modest features offondoq, which are regarded 

as suitable for the purpose of its establishment, that is,, the principle teacher or 

(tok- guru) instructs his students merely to learn the way of worship (ibadah) and 

pays no attention to such objectives as the obtaining of degrees or posts in the 

social hierarchy or official bureaucracy. 

The curriculum of fondoq education actually took the form of instructional 

practice, spiritual guidance, and learning efficiency. These are regarded as a 

unity in the fondoq educational process. Outside the lessons, many activities,. 

which possess educational value, are conducted in the fondoq, for example 

training students how to live modestly,, to be independent and to make decisions 

together. Self-defence training is also taught especially silat (a kind of Malay 

martial art) 

In brief, the knowledge taught in the fondoq institution can be divided into two 

branches; 'ulfini al-sharVah ý ot IIý j-Lx- and Arabic language. The 

latter is divided further into two main branches i. e. syntax q-II and 

morphology . Detailed discussion of Arabic language in fondo, q will 

appear in the following section. 

3.3.5. The teaching of Arabic language mfondoq 

The central concept to be highlighted in this section is the way in which 

language was taught in this institution. As was mentioned earlier, the purpose of 

the emergence of such an educational institution was to teach Islamic knowledge 
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which was to be found in Arabic books. In order to understand this clearly, let us 

look at the example of a student on the first day of studies at fondoq 23 
. Having 

finished basic Islamic classes in my village, I was sent to a fondoq in Patani, 

Southern Thailand to continue and further my study of Islamic religion. On the 

first day at this institution, I was asked to sit on the floor (atas bala together r) 

with other students for the morning class, which took place after "fajr" prayer. I 

was told that the lesson,, which was going on then, was fiqh (Islamic law), but 

the text or kitab in the students hands was written in Arabic i. e. fatli al-qarTb 

Before tok guru (fondoq teacher) read and explained the 

content of the text,, he asked one of the senior students to read the text from a 

certain line. During his reading, the tok guru sometimes corrected the mistakes 

made by the student in terms of vocalization. After he had finished reading, the 

tok guru asked him to explain the Prab ý-: j 1->--r- 'I I of one line of the text. The 

example was as follows: 

I SO 

_pý 
'I I t's ý, I C)ý 'a j1 .4 

1- 11 : 4-Lr- sj Ig 1ý II so 

_____ ___ L ___ 

After that student had explained the position of the Prdb in the above sentences 

with some corrections from tok guru, he (tok guru) began to read the text line by 

line, and then translated it into Malay language. The students listened carefully 

to what the tok guru read and translated. This reading and translation were 

followed by direct and detailed explanation in Malay. The aim of these activities 

23 This explanation is based on researcher's personal experience when he was a student at one fondoq 
in Patani in 1967. 
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was to enable learners to vowel the text and to take notes of the meanings and 

explanations of words, phrases and sentences. One of the techniques peculiar to 

tok guru'S explanation was the emphasis on deliberating Arabic pronouns 

->ý 
1 The tok guru normally marked every pronoun found in the text 

and explained its position and to what it referred. An example of this practice as 

follows: 

_4_HJ L3 L 

I__i I LJ I ii I 

The word is the verb. It is present tense 

According to Arabic grammar rules, each verb has its "doer" I; i. It 

did not appear in this sentence 1-3 Ja--! -ý I. So, the "doer" must be a 

hidden pronoun 111,, -a I I. This hidden pronoun is referred 

to as ;-141. In the same way, the tok guru explained the detailed grammar 

rules during the lesson. 

He then explained it in Malay. As a new student, I listened and tried to 

understand the explanation. After approXiMately one hour, the lesson finished 

and the students returned back to their huts. 

The second lesson was after Dzuhr prayer 11 1- 10 I' -N--. It was held at the 

same place. This was an Arabic language lesson. The text used was the well 

known old grammar book i. e. al-kawdkib al-durriýyah fl' sharp matan 
AiA (ý-L--4 

A-. ý Ajnýmiqýyah IjI*, rý., i Aj The topic 
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to be learned was (The three cases 

of nouns). The example of the text found in the book was as follows: 

1 ý7j 
_)-J 

ý) J--L-3 1J'11-. 2 1J ý) J--: 
ý IJj1 

J--3 1jjI 
J-J IjA4- I% II(.., 

--A _j 
L: jL, N-r- 

- ___ Li H 

L+J I 
LS. A -A I- N--r- jsj 
- _9 

ýý 
- -ý lk--4 -,. 

ý 13 

The tok guru read the above content of the text and explained it in detail in 

Malay language. The example of tok guru's explanation was as follows: 

Bermula isim itu ad tiga keadaan, rufunasab dan jar. Bagi rugu'ada empat 

alamat iaitu dhammah, waw, waw dan nun dan alif dan nun. Alamat nasab itu 

ada empat iaitufatah dan alifdan ya dan nun dan kasrah. 

The English translation 

The sign of nominative in most singulars and broken plurals is A, -; - I. In 

the simple nominal sentence such as Lýý, j--la I both iýI, and 

are in ý7j 
->. -J I ý-J I- and are said to be (nominative case). In a 

verbal sentence such as the subject is It is 

because it is "the doer of the action" ; hence the subject of a verbal 

sentence is called J--r- Ii The sign of ý, -- *, I in most singulars and 

broken' plurals is In the sentence Lj SII lj--J I the 

object of the verb is ý-: j I ', "I. It is in an accusative case. 
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Having examined the above examples of teaching and learning activities at this 

fondoq institution, it can be concluded that the position of the Arabic language 

in the fondoq system was as a medium of instruction of Islamic knowledge. So, 

the students received the lesson in Arabic language. Students receive a strong 

basis of the Arabic language with a detailed knowledge of its grammar rules. 

3.3.6. Method of teaching infondoq institution 

Students who attend the fondoq institution have at least completed the basic 

learning of Islamic knowledge in their own villages. This stage is actually very 

useful for every child, particularly for those who aspire to pursue their studies at 

the fondoq institution. The method and teaching system of thefondoq is slightly 

different from the leaming system that they had initially encountered. If they 

were taught individually by a teacher, it would be unusual. In thefondoq system 

this method is rarely practised. So, those who were really successful at this level 

would study most effectively in thefondoq. 

Some local researchers like Wan Zahidi (1983), Ishak. Rejab (1979), Abdullah 

Ishak (1995) and others, tended to call the method used in fondoq, Halaqah. It 

seems that halaqah is not really a method because the halaqah is merely the way 

in . which students sit during the lesson as it takes place. The teachers are free to 

use any method during their teaching because the method, according to Richard 

Jack C. and Rodgers Theodore S. (1986) is an overall plan for the orderly 

presentation of language material. In the light of this definition of "method", the 
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halaqah (circle) is the way of sitting during the lesson. It has nothing to do with 

the way a lesson is presented by the teachers. So, in this context, it could be 

viewed that the method used in fondoq institution is the same method as 

described by al-Ijad7ld7i (1966) as ýI, 1 124 or it could be called in 

English "listening" where the students only listened to the teacher reading and 

explaining the text. 

This method involved the reading of passages of the Arabic texts by the tok guru 

(fondoq teacher), followed by his translation, description or explanation of 

grammatical analysis (Pr5b) morphology (taý7-Tj) and semantic 

interpretation and finally deductive conclusion. This method is not only used for 

the study of Arabic but also for the study of other religious knowledge. 

3.4. Madrasah (Arabic School) 

As previously mentioned, the earliest system of the study of religion and Arabic 

language in Malaysia was Palaqah. The institution at which this system is used 

is calledfondoq. In the early nineteenth century however, a new system of study, 

which is known as "school" system, gradually superseded the Palaqah system. 

This resulted from the reform movement in the system of study in the Middle 

East, especially in Mecca and Cairo. Although the reform movement occurred in 

those countries much earlier, due to the great distance between the two 

countries, (there being no formal relationship such as diplomatic relations or 

24 This word was used as a method by al-Hadidi (1967) when he described the old method of teaching 
Arabic language in Arabic countries during the early era of Islam. See al-Hadidi ýýI. "AI< 't, " 

IýIýi1 11 (1966: 46) 
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educational connections between the two regions) the reforrn movement did not 

reach this country until the early nineteenth century. A considerable number of 

Malaysian students, who had completed their religious studies at various 

institutions,, using the new system of study in Cairo and Mecca,, returned to their 

homeland. They were the actual pioneers of the change in the method of 

religious teaching and Arabic from the halaqah to the "school" system in 

Malaysia. 

3.4.1. Definition of "Madrasah") in the Malaysian context 

Madrasah is a genuine Arabic formation from the root word of darasa 

which means to "study". According to Arabic morphology I ý-ý when 

It the root word darasa cix-) ý was changed to become madrasah 

meant the place where people study or learn knowledge. So, the general 

meaning of this word and as it is used in Arab countries, is "'school" in English. 

However, in Malaysia and her neighbours e. g. Singapore, Patani, Indonesia and 

Brunei,, the word madrasah has various meanings depending on the 

context. In the context of the place of worship, it means a small building other 

than a mosque, for performing the five time prayers. In the context of the place 

of study it means a school where people learn Islamic religious knowledge and 

the Arabic language commonly known as "Arabic school" or sek-olah Arab as it 

is- called in Malay language. 

Toward the early nineteenth century, several factors contributed to a questioning 

ier, the change in the system of and rejection of thefondoq system. As stated earli 
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study in Middle East especially in Cairo and the establishment of the famous 

Islamic school in Mecca i. e. Madrasah al-Saulatiyyah L: PJj-=J I in 

1872 25 has been a major factor in the decline of the fondoq's popularity among 

Malaysian people. Other factors that led to this change were the economical and 

political improvements in Malaysia. 

It is useful to note that the coming of the British colonial in the same period also 

contributed to the momentum of this reform movement. The interference of the 

British colonialist was not limited to political affairs but it also extended to the 

economic and educational policies. There is however, still a difference between 

the school system of religious and Arabic language study, which are commonly 

known as Arabic Schools and that of the British school in tenns of concept, 

curriculum and syllabus. In order to clarify that difference, let us examine the 

statement of A. Raj aguru and Fan Yew Teng (1994),. as follows: 

"All the educational policy makers in the Malay states were 

"Paternalists". Following the passing of the Education Act in England 

in 1870,, the Woolley Report on education was presented to the Straits 

Settlements LegislatiVe Council in Singapore. This led to a spectacular 

growth in the number of Malay vernacular schools in the Straits 

Settlements during the late 1870s and early 1880s'. ) . 
26 

" See article al-Madrasah al-Saulatiyah wa jihC7d qurn min al-zaman by Mas'ud Salim 
Rahmah Allah published in al-Manhal magezine, December 1988, al-Riyad. P: 152 
26 Rajaguru and F. Y. Teng (1994: 04) 
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The above statement clearly shows that the school system, which was introduced by 

the British Colonial to be implemented in the Malay states, has been geared toward 

the establishment of secular education reflecting the English system after the passing 

of the "Education Act 1870 -)1,27 

. The British government then encountered the problem 

of diverse religious belief, seen as the greatest barrier to the complete stipulation of 

elementary education. Consequently, an "Education Act 1870" was passed in order to 

reduce the province of the church over education and the state affairs 28 

3.4.2. Rise of Madrasah m Malaysia 

There is no evidence to show the exact date of the development of this kind of 

institution in this country. However, according to Abdul Rahman Chik (1990), the rise 

of this new institution in Malaysia can be traced back to the year 1866. However, he 

offers no detail of this historical fact29. However, according to Khoo Kay Kim as cited 

by Abdul Rahman Chik in his paper work (1990)30, the first Arabic school in the 

Malay Peninsula was found in Limbung Kapal in Kedah. This Arabic school was 

founded by Haji Wan Sulaiman bin Wan Sidik. 

Later on in 1915 another Arabic school "al-Mahad al-MupammadT' was built in 

Kota Bharu,, Kelantan. This school was financed and administrated by the "Kelantan 

Islamic and Malay custom Council". Then followed the establishment of the Arabic 

school al-Mashfiriyah in Penang in 1916. One year later another Arabic school al- 

27 See Marphy J. (1972: 10) 
28 See Ibid P: 11 
29 See his paper work entitled Ta'lim al-lughah al-'Arabiyah fi al-madaris al-diniyah al- 
tabi'ah li hukumah wilayah Kelantan. This paper was presented in the Seminar of the 
development of Arabic language in Malaysia on the period of 25-28 August 1990, P: 02. 
" See Ibid P: 02. 
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117'U-di was built in Malacca in 1917 and a further school was established in Penang in 

1935. Madrasah al-Sulf5n Zainal ', ihidTn al-'Arahi ah was built in Terengganu in I yy 

1936. 

In general, the madrasah (Religious and Arabic School) in Malaysia can be divided 

into three categories on the bases of finance and administration. 

I. National Islamic secondary school (NISS). This type school is fully 

financed and administrated by the Federal Government. 31 

2. The state Islamic secondary school (SISS). This type of school is 

fully financed and administrated by the state government. 32 

3. The free Islamic school (FIS). This type of school is commonly known as 

a "private school". And is financed and administrated by individuals or 

Free boards or charitable associations. 

Currently, there are 1187 religious and Arabic language schools throughout Malaysia 

of all kinds as mentioned above. The distribution of these schools in each state is as 

follows: 

" The National Islamic Secondary School is divided into two kinds: 1) The boarding school 
or Residential school, and 2) Non-boarding school. 
" This category of Madrasah (Islamic or Arabic school) is different from one state and 
another. in some state like Kelantan, this kind of school or Madrasah (SISS) is divided into 
two categories: 1) State Islamic School. This school is fully financed and administrated by the 
state government. 2) Supported or Aided Islamic school. This school receives part of its 

annually expenditures from the state government according to the number of student. )AUle 
the rest of its expenditure comes from various sources. 
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The names of the states National Islamic State Islamic Secondary 

In Malaysia Secondary School (NISS) School(SISS) 

Johore 1 202 

Kedah 1 35 

Kelantan 2 120 

Malacca 2 130 

Negeri Sembilan 2 53 

Pahang 1 17 

Perak 1 271 

Perlis 1 3 

Penang 1 17 

Sabah 1 101 

Sarawak 1 51 

Selangor 3 22 

Terengganu 1 16 

Source: Abd ul Rahman Chik (1990: 02) 

3.4.3. Subjects taught and the methods of teaching 

As previously stated, the madrasah is a place where people receive religious 

knowledge and Arabic language lessons. Thus, the subjects taught in this institution 

are the ones, which are related to the Islamic religion and Arabic language. It is 
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important to note that the system of study in madrasah is basically divided into three 

levels. Each level takes three years. These three levels are usually called: 

(1) Elementary level 

(II) Intennediate level, and 

(III) High level. 

J_4J 

LJ UJ 

The folloWing are the descriptions of subjects for each level: 

(1) In Elementary level, students learn the basic subjects of the Islamic 

teaching. The objectives of these subjects are to enable the students to 

know and practice the basic Islamic teaching and to read the Holy Qur'dn. 

The subjects are as follows- 

-Fiqh (Islamic law),, 

-TauhTdl 'AqTdah (Theology/Faith),, 

-Basic Islamic history 

-'Ilm al-tajwTd 

-Arabic grammar 1 
-9 -9 -`I) 

-Ethics or morals (J' ! IL& "I I ýý) 

-al-maNzat (, Llý-3 i-4 1)33 

33TbiS subject is the selection of Arabic texts in form of advices, proverbs or the saying of the 
famous scholars and so on. The ob ective of this subject is to make students familiar with j 
Arabic language sentences with the hope that they will be easy to study Arabic language in 
future. For example, ý%L4 1-ý J-,. r- -'1-4 ý. ý I, ý. 1 11 -)-S Y and 
so on. 
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(11) In Intermediate level, students learn the same subjects as in elementary 

level. However, two of them are dropped in order to allow for the addition 

of other Arabic language subjects. Ethics and al- maA(uzat are replaced 

by: - 

-al-mz#dIa'ah (reading), ý- a U, II 

-Inshj' (composition) PI 'i 1111 

-Balaghah (rhetoric) 

al-nu, yfiý (Arabic texts) 0.10-9 1- -, 11 

al-tafsTr (Qur'dn interpretation) and ffadi-th I 

(III) In high level, students study further Islamic knowledge (Islamic teaching) 

and Arabic language. These following subjects are additional to those of 

the previous two levels: - 

UýýI Fiqh ( The principle of jurisprudence) 

Viým al-Qur'jn (The principle of Qur'anic interpretation) 

- Mu$alap al-padi-th ( The science of Prophet tradition) 

- 41-adab al-'ArabT (Arabic literature) 

- Mantiq (logic) 

The very important point to be made here, and it is directly relevant to this research is 

that all those subjects in all levels are taught in Arabic. The text books used for those 

subjects were written in Arabic. It is observed here that students learn Arabic 

grammar as an isolated subject. The teaching and learning of Arabic grammar is not 

as a medium to learn the Arabic language. It is clear that its objective is only to enable 

students to understand the Arabic grammar rules and the students then can recognise 
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the functions of the words in sentences in order that they can explain when asked by 

their teachers. 

On the other hand, the knowledge of Arabic grammar, acquired within the learning of 

this subject, would be applied by students in the understanding of other religious 

subjects likefiqh, taubTd. tafsTr and so on. It was observed that when a teacher entered 

a classroom to teach a certain subject, he would ask his students to open the text book 

and then choose one of them to read the current lesson. He would then ask that student 

to explain the function of selected Arabic word in the lesson. Let us say that 

one day a teacher entered the classroom to teach taupTd. The lesson to be learned on 

that day was "The belief in the hereafter". The text of this lesson was: 

___ _______ 4 .�4,. 
___ ___ j '- 

-9 
' 

_A LU I ____ ____ 
- 

-9- 
I ____ 

. 
ý) j-ýI. I -;, 

II LJ, 
U=j 

ý! 
ý 3)*, J. 1a L: ýJ I 

_), 
j. -A )Ijý. ý I 

(D 
'I I 

The translation: The last day is a day in which people shall crowd together in one 

place. And a herald shall call, "Now has truth clearly appeared and vanity been hurled 

down" Thereupon the sinners shall bow their heads. 

The teacher asks one student to read that text and subsequently to explain the function 

of Arabic grammar rules for some chosen words in the text. The teacher continues 

reading this text in full vocalization and translates it with detailed explanation in the 

Malay language so that his students have a full comprehension of that lesson. All 

subjects are taught in the same way in this kind of madrasah or Arabic school. 

1,43 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

ISLAMIC KNOWLEDGE AND ARA131C LANGUAGE 

IN EDUCATION SYSTEM OF MALAYSIA 

4.1. Introduction 

The main objective of this chapter is to describe the status of Arabic language in 

the education system of Malaysia and its relationship with Islamic knowledge as 

a school subject. However, before beginning this discussion, it is necessary to 

have an overview of this relationship in general. This chapter therefore begins 

with a general description of the relationship between language and religion and 

between Arabic language and Islamic religion in particular. Later, the discussion 

moves to an explanation of the education system in order to assess the status of 

Arabic language and Islamic knowledge. 

4.2. Language and religion 

Language, especially in its written form, is thought to have a close relationship 

with religion. If religion is to be followed and practised by human beings, there 

must be a comprehension of the content of the teaching. To achieve this, one 

must be familiar with the language. Pei M(1952: 196) stated that: 
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"The majority of languages have ( as their earliest written document )a 

religious text. It might almost be suspected that writing was developed not 

as auxiliary to speech, but as an aid to religion and a depository of 

religious tradition. Nearly all the great religions of the world have either 

given rise to a language of have carried the obscure dialect that first 

served them to distant areas and world-wide fame"' 

In the light of Pei's statement, it can be understood that language and religion 

are inextricably linked. Historically, every ethnic group and race in the world 

has its individual religion and language. Pei M (1952: 196) added: 

"The Jewish faith has spread Aramaic and Hebrew, not to mention 

Yiddish and Sephardi, far beyond the borders of Palestine. 

Mohammedanism carried not only the Koran, but also the once isolated 

language of southern Arabia to vast regions of Europe, Asia, Africa and 

Oceania, where it influenced, more or less deeply, the native tongues; 

such languages as Persian, Hindustani, Turkish, Malay, Hausa are replete 

with Arabic words, Buddhism transferred the sacred writings of Gotama's 

faith to Tibet, Siam, Indochina, China and Japan". 2 

The important point raised in the above quotation, is that each religion is 

responsible for the spread of language. In connection with the subject under 

discussion, let us take Arabic language as an example. This isolated language of 

'Pei M (1952: 196) 
' lbid P: 197 
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southern Arabia,, according to Pei3 , had spread quickly to vast regions of 

Europe, Africa, and Asia including Malaysia, solely because of the spread of 

Islamic religion. As a result, the Arabic language influenced some native 

languages such as Persian, Hindustani, Turkish and Malay in particular. 

On the other hand, Aramaic and Hebrew languages had spread throughout 

Palestine and its surrounding countries through the Jewish faith, while 

Christianity contributed towards the spreading of two established languages, 

Latin and Greek. These two languages may have been submerged by the 

development of modern languages in the 19t" century, had it not been for their 

religious significance. At the same time, English language had also spread to 

Africa and Asia largely via the religious activities of Christian missionaries. 

Upon their arrival in a foreign country such as Malaysia the initial concern of 

the missionaries was the study of the native language in both spoken and written 

forra. They then translated the Bible into the Malay language and taught people 

how to read and understand its content whilst teaching prayer in the English 

language. The activity of these missionaries was not limited to the translation 

and teaching of the Bible they also established churches,, chapels and schools to 

teach children. By doing this, the English language spread in parallel to the 

Christian religion. This phenomenon was not confined to Christianity, but all 

religions of the world played an important role in the spreading of the language 

to be used by their followers. 

' See quotation on page 145 
4 lbid P: 197 
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This notion of a close relationship between religion and language shaped 

various beliefs and theories,, Crystal D (1982.: 07) described the Qur'dn and 

ATabic language. He said: 

Arabic speakers, for example, feel that their classical language is the most 

beautiful and logical, with an incomparable grammatical symmetry and 

lexical richness. Classical Arabic is strongly identified with religion as the 

language of the Qur'an is held to provide miraculous evidence of the truth 

of Islam. From this viewpoint, it would be self-evident that, as God chose 

Arabic as the vehicle of his revelation to his prophet, this must be the 

language used in heaven, and thus must be superior to all other. 

The above quotation clarifies the view of Arab people towards their language, 

which is believed to be the most beautiful and the language used in heaven. 

What can be concluded here is that the Arabic language is an integral part of the 

Islamic religion. It is therefore, the spread of Islamic religion, which contributed 

to the spread of Arabic. This phenomenon will be described in detail later in this 

chapter. 

'Ciystal David (1982: 07) 
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4.3. Islamic knowledge and Arabic language as a school subject M 
Malaysia 

Historically, there was no separation between Islamic knowledgeý and Arabic 

language in the education system in Malaysia. Since Islam is the official 

religion of Malaysia 75 it has therefore become an obligation upon the 

, government to educate people in Islamic knowledge in addition to other subjects 

such as mathematic, sciences, geography and history. 

Accordingly, a selected committee was set up in 1956 to make general revision 

of education structure and the school system,, which was left behind by British 

colonial rule. This committee, which was chaired by Tun Abdul Razak bin 

Husin, the minister of education then, was known as "The Razak Report". 8 This 

report provided the framework for the educational act which was passed by 

Malaysian Parliament in 1961 which is known as "Educational Act 1961" 

According to this Educational Act, if there were more than fifteen Muslim 

pupils in a class, they should be taught Islamic knowledge by qualified teachers. 

From this point on, the subject of Islamic knowledge started to be taught 

together with other subjects in periods of two hours a week. 

6 cc Islamic knowledge" was the term used before 1986 in education system in Malaysia 
which meant a subject about the Islamic teaching taught at all levels of school system 
in Malaysia, In 1986 this term was changed to "Islamic education" as this new term is 
thought to be more effective and more suitable for the students who learn this subject 
in order to practice in their daily life or in other word, this subject is not only to learn 
and to know its contents but also to practice in order to become a committed Muslim. 
7 See Malaysian Constitution Part One, Article 3(l) 
'Ramli I. P. (Ph. D. Thesis 1994- 37) 
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The implementation of this Act had produced many implications for the 

development of Islamic education in Malaysia. Firstly, Islamic religious 
knowledge began to be taught at government primary and secondary schools; 

secondly, the Ministry of Education was responsible for selecting and training 

religious teachers who were going to teach the subject in schools. However,, 

there was no provision to teach Arabic language as an individual subject in this 

Education Act. The implementation of this Act also resulted in the 

establishment of the Islamic Education Division,, which was placed directly 

under the administration of the Ministry of Education in 1974. However, many 

Muslim political leaders, the Muslim youth movement, and Muslim intellectuals 

have criticised the Act for the inadequate implementation of Islamic education 

in the school curriculum. One hundred and twenty minutes per week of Islamic 

education in schools was considered insufficient for the training of a good 

Muslim. Possibly,, for this reason, the Ministry of Education in 1977 introduced 

another type of Religious School, which is known as National Islamic 

Secondary School (the history of these schools can be found in chapter three). 

The curriculum in this school is divided into three parts i. e. Islamic knowledge 

subject, Arabic language subject and other school subjects such as mathematics, 

Science, English, Geography etc. This was followed by a new decision made by 

A. 1- .. 

the Ministry of Education in 1980 to include Arabic among foreign languages to 

be chosen by students as an option subject at boarding schools and Mara 

Science Junior College. It is clear that the year 1977 was the starting point for 

Arabic language to be a subject taught separately at three types of secondary 
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schools; (1) National Islamic School (2) Boarding school and (3) Mara Science 

Junior College. 

4.4 Status of Arabic language In Malaysian Constitution 

There is no special section or article in Malaysian Constitution which requires 

Arabic language to be taught at any kind of schools. However, section 152 of 

the Malaysian Constitution regarding the national language of Malaysia stated: 

"The national language of Malaysia shall be the Malay language and 
shall be in such script as Parliament may by law provided that (a) no 

person shall be prohibited or prevented from using (otherwise than 

official purpose), or from teaching or leaming, any other language; and 
(b) nothing in this Clause shall prejudice the right of the federal 

Government or of any State Government to preserve and sustain the 

use and study of the language of any other community in the 

.39 Federation' . 

Although this did not stipulate that the Arabic language was compulsory in 

schools, the constitution allowed for teachers to teach any other language 

including Arabic. In the light of this provision in Malaysian Constitution, the 

Ministry of Education has taken initiative to include Arabic language in the 

National Curriculum as a school subject to be taught at the aforementioned 

schools. (NISS, boarding schools and MARA Science Junior College) 

Federal Constitution (1994) Part XII, Article 152 
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However, in 1996 this article in the Malaysian Constitution became more clear 

when the Education Act 1996 (Act 550) passed by Malaysian Parliament which 

stipulated that Arabic was one among other foreign languages such as Japanese, 

German and French. This Education Act mentioned the words "Arabic 

language" unlike section 152 of the Malaysian Constitution where Arabic was 

unspecified, yet in the context of "any other language"']o 

In searching for the reason behind a delay in the recognition of Arabic language 

as an individual subject taught in school, one needs to look at political, 

economic and sociological circumstances influencing its progress. As 

previously mentioned, three European powers had come to Malaysia to colonise 

this country starting with the Portuguese occupation of Malacca in 1511 

The Dutch arrived one hundred years later, and then the British who obtained 

full authority in 1874 through the Pangkor Treaty until full independence was 

achieved in 1957. The purpose of colonisation included economic and political 

objectives, at the same time they tried to control the spread of Islam' 1 or at least 

an attempt at weakening the Islamic spirit in the Malay society. There were 

several agendas or programmes for this purpose employed by European powers 

especially the British. They had the full support of the rulers and the elite groups 

in the Malay community such as penghulu or headmen, who had a strong 

influence over Malay people. One agenda was the introduction of an education 

system, which reflected European norms and values. For example, the division 

between religious and secular education 12 was the most effective agenda to 

" This is also one of 2020 vision's goal. Please refer to page 9. 
" Roal A. S. (1994: 219) 
" Raj aguru and Teng F. Y. (1994 : 03) 
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decrease Islamic influence in the Malay society. In order to obtain a clear idea 

of this colonial programme, let us examine the education system in Malaysia. 

4.5. Historical aspect of education system in Malaysia 

The system of education that is now in existence in Malaysia is a continuation 

of what has already been in existence for centuries. The earliest Malay 

education was closely related to the early life of river people occupying the 

valleys of the waterways, which drain the central ranges on both sides of 

peninsula. For the most part they lived in scattered villages along the banks of 

the main river, the latter being their principle means of communication and the 

natural focus of political control. The majority of the settled population were 

peasant farmers engaged in a largely subsistence agricultural economy. Hunting, 

fishing, rice cultivation and carpentry were the main activities of Malay men, 

while the Malay women were trained to be an obedient wives and good mothers. 

As for boys and girls, they were encouraged to observe what their fathers and 

mothers did in their every day lives and were occasionally asked to do a 

particular work by themselves in order to accustom them to that particular 

work 13 
. This structured life style shaped their character, culture and social 

values. One of the most significant of Malay social values is the importance and 

dignity of the individual. Each person must be treated with appropriate respect 

and care should be taken to avoid giving offence. To this end there exists a 

fairly elaborate system of courtesy behaviour, budi bahasa, which helps to 

" For example, the parents brought their children to sawahpadi (rice farm) in order 
for them to observe how their parents plough the land to plant the rice. At the same 
time,, they help their parents to do a lot of work. 
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pattern many forms of interaction. Budi bahasa, literally means the "language of 

character" and it is through this language that an individual communicates his 

breeding and his sensitivity to those with whom he interacts more fortnally. A 

person who, through his words and actions, displays an insensitivity to the 

dignity of others is often referred to as kasar or coarse,, unrefined and impolite. 

This is contrasted with ideal,, halus, behaviour which is polite, refined, and 

carries connotations of social delicacy and tact. In this case, if an individual 

persists in kasar behaviour or in impolite manner, he will be described as 

"insufficiently educated" or kurang ajar and may even be likened to an animal,. 

a great insult. It seems clear, therefore, that a person's status was centrally 

dependent upon his/her education 14 
. It can be argued that the early education in 

Malay society was generated naturally within the family institution and also 
C. 

from the way of life. This kind of education according to some scholars15 is 

"Malay primitive education", which existed before the coming of Islam. 

When Islam first arrived in the Malay peninsula through Pasai and Acheh, as 

has been described in chapter two, its own system of belief and education and 

its Arabic tongue replaced the "Malay primitiVe education". During this period, 

the form of education in Malay society was a religious one, focusing mostly on 

the teaching of the Qur"an, which became the basis of Arabic language. During 

this period, Malay children started to learn how to read the Islamic sacred text 

from teachers who were knowledgeable in this subject and who came mostly 

See for example T. L. Jarman (1963: 28) 
For example article by Faisal Othman), Kamal Hassan) and Mohamad Dzahir 

Othman published in Pendidikan Islam Malaysia, edited by Ismail Ab. 
Rahman, Bangi(I 993: 12 1). 
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from the Middle East. The venues of learning were mostly in a surau 16 or 
7 Balaisahl 
. Similar activity was also conducted at the teacher's house. In the 

north and north eastern part of the country, this kind of religious study usually 
took place in the institution called fondoq, which has been described in the 

previous chapter. This kind of education in the Malay Peninsula according to 
Roald" is the traditional system, which normally could be found before the 

coming of the British. During the period of British colonisation, Malay 

education had once more received changes in its system, which continued until 

its independence. 

From the above point of view, it is clear that education in Malaysia had passed 

through many stages or eras, which can be roughly divided into four: 

1. Primitive education era or the era before the coming of Islam, 

2. Traditional education era or the era before the British Colony, 

3. The British colonial education era 

4. After independence era. 

This part of the chapter deals with the stages of education in Malaysia to 

determine their concerns with the teaching of Arabic. Since the primitive 

" The small wooden house which specially built for the purpose of performing five 
time prayers not including Friday prayer. Beside the performing of daily prayers, this 
place is also, used to teach the Qur'an reading and basic Arabic language to the Malay 
children and to teach the basic religious knowledge to the Malay adult people. 
" Has the same meaning with Surau, but this word used by Kelantan people. 
" See her book entitled Tarbiyah: Education andpolitics in Islamic Movement in 
Jordan and Malaysia (1995- 229) 
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education era has been touched on earlier, the discussion will cover the pre 
(British era) to that following independence. 

4.6. Education before the British period 

Having examined the history of education development in England and Wales 

in the late fifteenth century, it can be concluded that the education in those 

countries was in the forin of religious instruction. Most schools were associated 

with the religious houses and were designed to prepare people for service in 

church 19 
.A similar situation occurred in Malaysia before British colonial rule. 

Before the fifteenth and seventeenth centuries, Islamic religion was imparted in 

prayer houses or mosques built by the Malay in their kampung villages. Thus, 

schooling was mainly religious, based on Qur'dn reading and its interpretation. 

The development of Islamic education was strengthened when certain religious 

teachers like Sharif Muhammad, Sheikh Dawood bin Abdullah and Sheikh 

'Abdul Qddir migrated from the Middle East to Kuala Terengganu in the 

eighteenth century. 20 These religious figures taught local Malays how to read 

the Qur'an and basic A-rabic language. In 1601 an Arab merchant came to 

Kelantan to sell his merchandise. He communicated with the local community 

using Malay and Arabic language. 21 It is clear that Arabic language was the 

" See for example Stowell, G. vol. 6 (n. y. : 503), David Evans (1979: 8) and Murphy 
(1971: 02) 
20 A. Rajaguru & Teng F. Y. (1994: 04) 
2'Arifin Abd. Rashid (1962: 27) 
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lingua franca then. There is other evidence which shows that the Malay 

community had learnt Arabic language before the British came to their country. 
The evidence is provided in the statement made by Munshi Abdullah, one of the 

prominent Malay linguists and lexicologist quoted by Abdullah Ishak 22 (1991: 

87): 

Dari zaman nenek moyang pun tiada pernah pula orang menaruh tempat 

belajar bahasa Melayu melainkan mengaji Quran sahaja. Dan patut 

belajar bahasa Arab, kerana iaitu berguna kepada agama dan lagi dalam 

akhirat. 23 

The translation: 

Since the period of our ancestors, there has been no place provided by people to 

learn Malay language, except through learning the Qur'dn, and people should 

learn the Arabic language, as it is useful in our religion and hereafter. 

Ishak mentions that Malay society has been leaming Arabic for a considerable 

period through traditional education. However, the education in the country then 

was not systematically organised. There was no proper school system, let alone 

a proper curriculum and syllabus pertaining to both Islamic knowledge and 

Arabic language. 

" See his M. A. theses entitled Perkembangan Pelaiaran, 4gama Islam Sekolah- 

Sekolah Menengah Kerajdan Selepas Merdeka (The development of Islamic subject 

at Government Secondary School After Independence) 1991: 87) 
23 Abdullah Ishak (1991: 87) 
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4.7. Education during the British period 

The British colonisation of Malaysia began officially in 1874 with the signing 

of the Pangkor Engagement between Britain and the Sultan of Perak. The 

British authorities agreed to help restore law and order in the tin mining areas 

between rival Chinese gangs and indigenous Malays, in return for an 
24 

agreement . Looking at the above background of the intervention,, it can be said 

that the British entry to Malaysia was motivated by economic considerations in 

the sectors of tin mining and rubber plantation. The existence of both tin mining 

and rubber plantations especially in Perak, drew British attention from the 

Straits Settlements of Singapore, Penang and Malacca where they already ruled. 

The major problem in developing and exploiting these resources was finding 

labourers. Malaya had an acute shortage of labour. Indigenous Malays were 

scarce in number and showed little interest in working in the new industries. 

Furthermore, these Malays showed little interest in working with the British 

because of religious differences. The colonial authority therefore facilitated the 

immigration of Chinese labours, into the country and this strategy proved 

successful. Malaya received an influx of Indian and Chinese labours to work in 

the tin mines in the states of Perak, Pahang, Selangor and Negeri Sembilan. This 

situation led to the emergence of a pluralistic society in Malaysia. 

"Mangan J. A. (l 993: 148) 
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The British authority were obliged to develop an infrast-ructure of roads, 
hospitals, postal services, railways and more important, schools. According to 
Wicks quoted by Mangan J. A. (1993: 150): 

The early British administrators opted for a cautious preservation of the 
Malay social order, respected the fundamental division between rulers and 

ruled,, developed formal education programmes which served to 

perpetuate this division, and sought to avoid the creation of unrealisable 

Malay aspirations within a colonial conteXt. 25 

The central issue, which needs to be stressed here is the development of formal 

education. Traditional Malay education, as mentioned earlier, was not organised 

systematically and schools were in the form of religious establishmentS26. So 
1) 

it 

was British colonial administration that first introduced the secular system or as 

it is widely known "dualiSM, '27 . This was in line with the social policy adopted 

and directed towards Malay society, now made up of three races; Malay,, 

Chinese and Indian. The Malays are Muslims, while both Chinese and Indians 

are non- Muslims. 

An important aspect that should be pointed out here is the existence of three 

different Christian missions, which contributed to the development of the 

secular education system in Malaysia. They were the London Missionary 

'5 Mangan J. A. (1993: 150) 
" This kind of school in traditional Malay education was usually described by 
European writers or researchers as "Koranic schools ". 

The theory based on the existence of two opposite principles eg. Good and evil in all 
things. See Oxford A dvanced Learner's Dictionary (1995: 3 59). In this context, it 

means the education system where the Religious knowledge is separated from other 
subjects. 
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Society, the American Methodist Mission and the Roman Catholic Mission. 

Their aim was to provide a general education and a better standard of moral life 

based on the tenets of Christianity. 28Accordingly, the education provided by the 

British authority at all levels i. e. primary, secondary and university, was not 

available in the Arabic language medium and at the same time the curriculum 

was not designed for the purpose of promoting Islamic knowledge or Arabic 

language development. 

T. T- 

However,, after the Second World War, nationalistic ideals blossomed among 

Malay people and they started to express their desire to obtain independence 

. 0--- 

from British colonial rule. This circumstance led to the emergence of several 

political parties, which openly criticised the education system introduced by the 

colonial authority, particularly in the area of religious education. Aa result, the 

British colonial power had to set up a select committee in order to make a 

general revision of the education system. Eventually the British colonial 

administration passed an ordinance regarding the implementation of education 

policy in Malaysia which became known as the "Education Ordinance 1952" 

Among the objectives contained in this Ordinance were: 

1. To Provide free primary education for pupils of all races and ethnic 

background from the age of six years to thirteen years. 

2. The fonnation of a school inspectorate and local education authorities in 

order to supervise all teachers including religious teachers, 

28 Che Pee S. (1989: 33) 
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3. To Provide Islamic religious education on condition that this subject 

would be taught by qualified teachers and would be permitted by the 

responsible authority and 

4. Religious teachers would receive their salaries from the govemment. 

The above provisions in this ordinance reflect the changes of British colonial 

education policy after having faced objections from political parties especially 

the Pan Malayan Islamic Party or Pati Islam setanah Melayu (p, 4S)29. 

Another feature of the education system during British colonialism was the 

three-way classification of schools i. e. according to gender, according to 

management and support and according to the language used as the medium of 

instruction. In the first category, schools are identified as either co-educational 

or single-sex, while in the second category, schools were divided into three. (1) 

those which were privately managed but received state supervision or 

inspection, (2) those which were privately managed and fully financed by rich 

individuals or benefactors and (3) the schools which were fully supported by the 

government, or commonly known as "Aided Schools". The third category was 

based on the language used as a medium, whether Malay, English,, Chinese or 

29 Nasir B. M. (1998: 48) 
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Tamil, but there was no Arabic medium. Accordingly, Arabic language began to 

decline. 30 

4.8. Education after independence 

In order to understand the features of the education system after Malaysia 

achieved independence in 1957, it is important to recognise that the borderline 

between these two eras was pervaded by an awareness of nationalism and 

identity. Thus, the period shortly before independence witnessed a resistance to 

any education policy introduced by the British administrators. For example, 

Albdul Razak, the minister of education then,, stressed in his statement when 

intToducing the report of the Education Committee 31 that: 

"We strongly believe that one of the essential elements in the building of a 

united Malayan Nation is that children of all races should learn the same 

things in the same school" . 
32 

In the above statement, Abdul Razak tried to draw public attention to the function 

of education in a plural society such as Malaya. He highlighted the importance of 

an education that would unify the people as a "Nation". In another statement he 

added: 

" See for example Abdullah Ishak (1991: 82) 
" This committee was chaired by him and become known later as "The Razak Report" 
'2 Legislative Council Debates (May 1963: 150) 
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"This report on education, which, I consider is a practical one, lays the 

foundation of a national system of education on which a united Malayan 

Nation will be born and grow into a happy and stately manhood". 

Ramli I. P. (1994: 38) 

Razak prepared the ground for the education policy's transition into the national 

education system and for its acceptance by the people of Malaya as a whole. It 

was designed to satisfy their needs and promote their cultural, social, economic,, 

political and religious development as a nation. It would have regard for the 

intention of making Malay the national language of the country, whilst 

preserving and sustaining the growth of the languages and culture of other 

communities in the country. 

It is important to note that a further committee was set up in 1960 to review the 

Razak Report of 1956. This was known as the Abdul Rahman Talib Report 

committee., which focused mainly on the national education policy. Of course 

there were many new suggestions in this revision of the Razak Report. For 

example the aims of the education system were clearly stated. They were: (a) To 

establish a national system of education; (b) to develop progressively an 

educational system in which the national language is the main medium of 

instruction at all school levels; (c) to preserve and sustain the language and 

culture of each community and (d) to unite the various races and create national 

unity. 

Apart from a declaration of the aims of the Malayan education system, the 

report also -made improved suggestions for the implementation of Islamic 
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knowledge as a sub ect at both school levels i. e. primary and secondary. These j 

suggestions were mentioned in section 13(l) and (2) as follows: 

(I)Atoran-atoran hendaklah dibuat untuk memberi pelajaran Agama Islam 

disemua sekolah bantuan yang mempunyai murid Islam tidak kurang daripada 

15 orang. 

L-X. v Abdul Rahman Talib Report 1960 quoted by Abdull Ishak (1981: 154) 

The translation: Procedures must be made to give Islamic religion lessons at all 

aided schools where there are more than 15 Muslim pupils. 

While another suggestion in section 13(2) is as follows: 

(2) Belanja pengajaran ini di sekolah-sekolah rendah akan dibahagi mengikut 

perjanjian diantara kerajaan persekutuan dengan kerajaan Negeri dan di 

sekolah-sekolah menengah bantuan, belanja ditanggong oleh kerajaan 

persekutuan. 

Rahman Talib Report, 1971 quoted by Abdullah Ishak 

(1981: 155) 

The translation: the cost of implementation of this subject at primary schools 

would be paid by the Federal and the State governments according to the 

agreement made between them, while at secondary school the cost of this 

subject would be paid by the Federal government alone. 

On the basis of these suggestions, Federation govemment passed an education 

act in 196 1, which was known as "Education Act 196 1 ". There was a special 
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clause in this act, which was concerned with religious knowledge as a subject in 

which all government schools must provide the teaching of this sub ect for two j 

hours a week. However, Arabic language did not appear as a subject taught 

separately from religious knowledge, but as an integral part of the Qur'dn 

reading in classes. 

As in other independent countries, Malaysia has placed education policy as the 

number one priority. Thus, education is at the top of the government's agenda 33 

to aid in the building of a united Malayan Nation. Based on this philosophy, 

Malaysia keeps its education system under review in order to meet the national 

needs in economy, politics, and in social and moral areas. For this reason, a 

Cabinet Committee was formed in 1974 to review the implementation of the 

national educational policy. One of the recommendations given in the "Cabinet" 

report was that all Muslim students should have an official examination in 

Islamic knowledge. 34 

The education system of Malaysia in general and Islamic education in particular 

developed continually from year to year. In the seventies, there were symptoms 

of intellectual and moral degeneracy among teenagers and it became an 

obligation upon the new independent country of Malaysia to address the 

resultant social problems. This degeneracy was perceived as having developed 

due to a lack of understanding of religious knowledge among Muslims and 

33 This opinion is a citation from a speech given by Abdul Rahman Yaakub, Minster 

of Education in 1970. This speech made public by Malaysian newspaper Utusan 

Melayu, dated 30.7.1970. 
34 An interview with Ahmad M. Said, the director of Teachers Training Division in 
the Ministry of Education, Malaysia. The interview took place on 22.08.1997. 
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moral ethical knowledge among non-Muslims. Thus grew an awareness of a 
great necessity for a programme that would re-educate attitudes and values 

regarding religion, nation and country. As a result, the government has launched 

the "Malaysianization" policy in order to promote the spirit of cintakakan 
tanahair or "patriotism and the belief in God is compulsory for Malaysians', 35 

. 

Generally, the aim of education in Malaysia is to produce a citizen who seeks 
integration, and self-discipline and who is well trained. The Director General of 

Malaysian education, stated in his speech at the 27h Annual Federation 

Advisory Conference on the I't to 5'ý' of August 1988 that: 

If previously the nation valued education through the aspect of macro, 

now they value it from the aspects of micro. Before, they assessed 

academic achievement through the number of students with excellent 

results in all general examinations, but now they assess how far their 

children have acquired complete and good values in order to become 

good, harmonious and balanced human beings through the formal 

education process. In implementing education, which could lead to 

producing good, balanced and harmonious human beings, we should 

recognise in detail our national education philosophy. Before, this 

-- I- * 
philosophy was only contained in speeches and conversation but today we 

" This is what is called "Rukun negara" or the principle of the National ideology. 
There are five National Priciples: (1) Belief in God (2) Loyalty to king and country 
(3) Upholding the constitution (4) The rule of law and (5) Good behaviour and 
Moralty. 
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could afford to be brave enough to write them clearly for the public to 

read and acknowledge. 
36 

This indicates how society views and values the educational achievements 

among their children. Importance is placed not only on academic achievements,, 
but also on moral and spiritual aspects; such Positive characteristics being vital 

in the creation of complete human beings or LI-a L-"--! I. So the objectives of 

f 11OWS: 37 current Malaysian education according to Ahmad M. Said are as 0 

- Deten-nination, willingness and readiness to live together peacefully and 
possess awareness, a personality and other values as a Malaysian citizen. 

- Respect and obedience in law and order, readiness to work and to 
do anything to become accomplished, respect individual rights, 

show good manners and never dispute others rights and respect, 

and be willing to improve matters by serving the nation. 

- To participate effectively in any national development activities. 38 

In order to succeed in building a disciplined and civilized citizen, a second cabinet 

comirnittee was established in 1980 to make a thorough examination of the 

previous cabinet report. This report stressed that non-Muslim students should be 

" Education Ministry speech record (1992: 102) 
37 He gave this objectives during his talk to a course and workshop held by Ministry of 
Education at Imperial Hotel in Malacca on 22ed to 25'ý'June 1996. This course 
attended by Islamic education and Arabic language lecturers from the Islamic 
Teachers College. 
" The handout sheets of this talk is available at the library in Islamic Teachers 

Training College,, 'Bangi, Selangor. 
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taught Moral Education, while Muslim students should be taught Islamic 

education in normal secondary schools and the Arabic language at National 

Islamic Secondary School. (NISS) 

4.8.1. National Education Philosophy 

Although the National Education System (NES), which has been in existence 

since before independence, already had its philosophy, it was not written in 

formal official termS39. Thus,, the present government took the initiative in 

ensuring that the NES positively achieves its objectives. Consequently, the 

written national philosophy was published in 1988. This philosophy said: 

Education in Malaysia is an on going effort to further develop the 

potential of individuals in a holistic and integrated manner, so as to 

produce individuals who are intellectually, spiritually, emotionally and 

physically balanced and harmonious, based on a firm belief in, and 

devotion to God. Such an effort is designed to produce Malaysian citizens 

who are knowledgeable and competent, who possess high moral 

standards,, and who have personal well being, as well as beIng able to 

contribute to the harmony and betterment of the society and the nation at 

iarge. 40 

"See Ahmad M. Said's handout for his talk on 3.4.97 at Kota Bharu Teachers 
Training College. 
"' Ramli, I. P. (1994: 126) 
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The underlying principle and goals of the National Education Policy and the 
National Education Philosophy are translated into educational programmes and 

activities to achieve the following objectives: 

- To provide pupils with the essential intellectual, affective and psychomotor 
skills in a holistic and integrated manner so as to produce individuals who are 
intellectually, physically, emotionally and spiritually balanced and functionally 
literate. 

- To inculcate and nurture national consciousness through fostering common 
ideas, values, aspirations and loyalties in order to mould national unity and 
identity in a multiethnic society. 

-To inculcate in pupils desired moral values and to promote personality and 
aesthetic development as well as the sense of being responsible, disciplined 

and progressive, enabling them to contribute effectively towards nation 
building. 

The National Education Philosophy (NEP) forms the core of the education system 

in Malaysia. The country must have clear goals in its system and in its educational 
41 

plan. In line with the national ideology or rukunegara, the NEP initially focuses 

on a belief in and a loyalty to God. It is theorised that such belief in God 

dominates the feelings and attitudes of people, enabling them to practise self- 

control and to avoid the negative influence of inhuman acts and the evil-minded. 

In order to ensure that education will produce civilised individuals, a strong 

fundamental philosophy must permeate educational policy, provision and 

The first Rukunegara is the belief in God 
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practice. Education can attempt to function as a solution to various human 

problems so that people can know and understand themselves. The basic 

concepts of the NEP should be grounded in three aspects, i. e. ontology, 42 

epistemology and aXioMology. 43 This, the NEP Will be manifest in individuals 

who are morally balanced in judgment and hannony. Such a person will be 

knowled eable, honest and respectful, caring for their physical and spiritual 9 

health and be able to serve their religion, their race and their nation. 44 

The NEP parameters aim at the following: education as a continuous effort, 

individual potential development, holistic and integrated potential development, 

balanced human beings, Physical, intellectual,, emotional and spiritual elements. 

Belief in God and a Malaysian who is intellectually developed, responsible, of 

good behaviour, confident, able to take care of themselves and contribute 

towards the harmony and peacefulness of the community and nation. 

4.8.1.1. Education as a continuous effort 

Education is a process of acquiring and transforming knowledge, good values 

and expertise. This process occurs continuously from birth until death. In the 

early stages of education, children receive their basic education at home. They 

"A branch of thought concerned with the nature of existence : jW Li-l IjI -i j-i I ý-ý 
" These three elements of knowledge are known in Malay society as Shaiat, Marifat 
and Hakikat. This combination brings in a good outcome. In this context, it is hoped 
that NEP can afford to shape the character of Malaysian citizen to be a good 
men/women ' and at the same time they will give good contribution to build Malaysian 

nation and perfect man kind (J- U Lý L---ý I ). 

'National Education Philosophy white paper issued by the Ministry of Education, 
Malaysia in August, 1988 p, 08. This government White paper is available at the 
Division of Curriculum Development Centre, Ministry of Education, Kuala Lumpur. 
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learn to speak, receive religious guidance, are trained in culturally appropriate 

behaviour, and become healthy and developed physically. Infants begin their 

formal education in Malaysia when they are six years old. Throughout the 

schooling period, children are continuously guided to appropriate values so as to 

develop a well-adjusted personality. They receive a variety of knowledge and 

values, whilst their particular talents and abilities are developed. These 

objectives are mentioned continuously throughout the schooling period. 

After leaving school, an individual's education is still not complete. They 

continue to learn in order to broaden their knowledge, develop particular forms 

of thinking, and improve their expertise and civilised behaviour. There is a need 

to adapt to all kinds of current and future changes. 

4.8.1.2. Individual potential development 

Education plays an important role in developing potential in individuals. Each 

potential could develop into a special talent if given a chance to blossom. 

T-1 - 
I I-ence, efforts to develop potentials in individuals should be planned and 

implemented systematically and enthusiastically. 

4.8.1.3. Entire and integrated potential development 
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People have a variety of basic needs. 45 There is also the need to live 

harmoniously on a communal basis in society. In conjunction, man also desires 

to develop knowledge, aesthesia values and an appreciation of the natural 

world.. 

In individual development, needs and potentialities are not developed 

separately.. All aspects of personal development are inter-related, mind and body 

being inextricably linked. The development of the intellectual, the physical and 

the spiritual through games and sports cannot be separated from social learning. 

Acquiring knowledge to play correctly, to gain expertise, to work together, to 

promote group spirit and to serve the nation are combined to produce a healthy 

r'whole" . 

Too often, the attempt to develop a person's potential focuses on physical needs. 

A focus should be made on fulfilling intellectual and social needs, to ensure that 

individuals have an integrated and well- developed personality. In order to 

mould an integrated personality successfully not only should all potential be 

interrelated, but it must be developed on a basic premise. This premise in the 

context of Malaysian national education is a belief in God, Other educational 

principles must not contradict this religious principle, as this is the first principle 

of the National Ideology or Rukunegara. Hence, all potential must be developed 

through human activities, which are based on the religious values and norms, 

which are practised by the Malaysian community. 

For example, survival, security, status,, self enhancement. 



4.8.1.4. Balanced and harmonious mankind 

A balanced education entails equal emphasis on all human needs including 

mind, spirit, health, emotion and physical development. Harmonious training 

means compatibility and integration between the elements of intellect, spirit, 

emotion as well as the physical. This will produce peaceful and affectionate 

people who, are well behaved, have faith and confidence in God, have a 

peaceful mind and soul, are healthy and active, and work hand in hand with 

other people of similar and different ethnic origins. 

A balanced and harmonious person will have consciousness and awareness 

regarding tasks and responsibility, and will always try to complete tasks as well 

as possible. People need to be tough in the facing of difficulties and the working 

out of just solutions to problems. They need to be able to secure employment to 

be useful to the community and find ways to improve the quality of life of their 

ethnic group and nation. 

4.8.1.5. Focusing on physical, intellectual, emotional 

and spiritual elements 

The NEP placed an increased focus on the physical, intellectual, emotional and 

spiritual element. These elements are outlined in the spiritual criteria: be aware 

and realise there is a creator, be aware and accept responsibility and be 

responsible, appreciate God's gift thus building self-discipline and moulding 

good behaviour. Intellectual criteria are based on a knowledge of reading, 
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writing and calculating. It is important to enable the expansion of ways of 

thinking so that individuals can elaborate,, distinguish, respond, conclude and 

produce creative ideas and be able to make use of knowledge about self and 

others. Emotional criteria: having emotionally calm and controlled behaviour, to 

acquire and to build love. 
) to acquire a "belonging" spirit and integrated 

emotions, appreciate and value beauty and art and physical criteria: to take good 

care of health, to exercise, to improve technical, manipulative and social talents 

and expertise, to make use of physical abilities and to use them for the 

development of the community and the improvement of national productivity. 

4.8.1.6. Belief in God 

Efforts towards a belief in God may produce individuals who are confident that 

the world and mankind do not exist by themselves, but that there is a creator. 

This confidence could support the belief that Nature's rules are God's rules, and 

man should be encouraged to explore natural phenomena. Man must be true in 

God,, be responsible towards God and administer the world for the sake of 

peace. 

Individuals who believe in and obey God must: admit in the existence of God,, 

admit that man and the world do not exist by themselves but are created by God, 

acknowledge that man is created to prosper the world, realise that man is fully 

responsible for what he has done to the world, always work towards improving 

and strengthening religious belief, always work towards improvement and the 

avoidance of malevolent influence. 
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4.8.1.7. To develop a Malaysian who is intellectual and peaceful 

Malaysian people who are knowledgeable, and confident should love and thirst 

after knowledge, enjoy reading and practice their learning throughout their 

lifetime. Once equipped with appropriate knowledge, a Malaysian community 

should be well behaved, disciplined, practice integration, be moral and self- 

disciplined. The process of building morality should be based on knowledge, 

confidence and continuous practise. Citizens must be loyal to God, nation, 

community and themselves. This will create a productive community,. 

responsible for implementing any task effectively, with quality and without 

waste. This will result in producing individuals in the Malaysian community 

who are emotionally calm as a product of a harmonious relationship between 

themselves and God,, between man and nature. 

Once individuals are educated, then they can become productive, innovative and 

administer the country's natural resources. This will produce citizens who can 

serve their country by establishing integration among the races and by practising 
46 

toleration and respecting others. The NEP is accepted by every race in 

Malaysia, even though in the early stages when it was introduced, there were 

many and varied opinions about it. Some said that the NEP would force all races 

with different background and religions to become Muslim. Others said that it 

would eradicate the identity and culture of other races in Malaysia. However 

after detailed explanation given by government through many means such as 

' Bahagian Pendidikan Guru, Kernenterian Pendidikan Malaysia ( Techers Education, 
Ministry of Education Malaysia) 1996: 03. 
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political speech, newspapers, educational pamphlets and so on, eventually all 

races accepted. 

Returning to the teaching and learning of Arabic language in Malaysia, the 

introduction of a National Ideology or Rukunegara and NEP where both 

focused on a belief in God as the important element in the creation of the 

Malaysian citizen. We see that this is in line with the Malaysian Constitution, 

which proffers Islam as the official religion of the country. This situation 

enables government to build not only Islamic schools which offer Arabic 

language but also other institutions, which are concerned with the development 

of Islamic religion in for example Arabic language Centres, International 

Islamic University. Also vital is the school system where the National 

Curriculum has changed in order to adapt to the NEP policy. 

4.9. Conclusion 

The education system in Malaysia can roughly be divided into four stages: a) 

Traditional,, b) pre-colonialism, c) colonial period and d) after independence. 

Traditional education is split into two phases. The first is before the coming of 

Islain,, also known as "primitive education" and secondly, after the coming of 

Islam. Primitive education was based on Malay society's way of life. From the 

earliest ages, Malay society has devoted attention to the training and upbringing 

of the younger generation. However, such training was restricted to an initiation 

into tribal customs and practice in activities such as hunting, fishing and 

fighting, upon which the well-being and security of the tribe depended. After the 
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coming of Islam in the 12ý' century, the situation changed. Malay society started 

to bring up their young generation in an Islamic way. The education then 

focused on the teaching of Islamic knowledge, how to worship Allah and the 

acquisition of the basics of Arabic language through Qur'dn reading. 

Religion and language are closely related. Nearly all religions in the world had 

an important role in spreading languages. The Jewish faith has spread Aramaic 

and Hebrew. Christianity had spread two established languages: Latin and 

Greek as well as English. In the context of Islam, without doubt, it has been 

causal in the spread of Arabic to vast regions of Europe, Africa, Oceania and 

Asia in general and to Malaysia in particular. At the same time, Arabic has 

influenced native languages such as Persian, Hindustani, Turkish and Malay. 

In the context of the development of Arabic in Malaysia, it was taught together 

with Islamic knowledge when the first ordinance of education was enforced in 

1962. This is the result of several recommendations made by the Razak and 

Rahman Talib Reports. However, it was soon recognised as a separate subject 

taught at the government-aided schools in 1978 when national Islamic 

secondary schools were established. This is a result of the recommendation 

made by the Cabinet Report of 1974. 

The development of Islamic education and the teaching and learning of Arabic 

was strengthened when the NEP was introduced in 1988 in order to counter the 

moral 'decline among teenagers. The NEP is the government policy, which 

focused on the belief in God with the hope that Malaysia would be an 
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outstanding example of a multiracial country where the different racial groups 

work and live harmoniously together. 

The factors mentioned above had a direct effect on the development of Islamic 

knowledge and Arabic language. This took the forin. of education policy change 

as well as the introduction of the "Integrated Secondary School Curriculum" 

(ISSC)47 and "Languages Cross Curriculum". According to this new strategy in 

the education system, Islamic knowledge and Arabic language periods were 

increased from two hours per week to six hours per week plus one hour practical 

outside the classroom. 

It can be said that the seventies witnessed a radical change in society towards a 

more Islamic environment especially in the education system. This took the 

form of the establishment of several education institutions, which offered the 

subject of Arabic language. These institutions are: International Islamic 

University, the Arabic Language Centre in Kelantan, and the most important of 

the institutions, which focuses on Arabic language, is the Islamic Teachers 

College. These institutions will be described in detail in chapter five. 

" ISSC is a courageous effort made by government to Islamise the secular knowledge 
like science, geography, mathematic, history and so on. In fact, the use of word 
"Integrated" here is a strategy and a mechanism through which the ultimate objective 
i. e. the establishment of an Islamic system of the National Education Policy may be 
achieve. In the light of this strategy, the teachers who teach whatever subject other 
than Islamic knowledge must relate to the power of God. For example, teacher who 
teach science subject under the topic of "How the rain is formed". he/she must relate 
this theory with the power of Allah. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

ARABIC TEACHING IN THE NATIONAL ISLAMIC 

SECONDARY SCHOOL (NISS) AND 

THE SYSTEM OF ASSESMENT 

1. Introduction 

As mentioned earlier, the teaching of Arabic in Malaysia started in the fondoq 

institutions. Another institution, which is known as a madrasah, emerged C)- - 

in the early nineteenth century. These two institutions played the same role, that of 

teaching Islamic knowledge and the Arabic language, using traditional methods. This 

situation, however, has completely changed due to the fluctuation of economic, social 

and political affairs in the early twentieth century. As mentioned in chapter three, the 

Islamic schools or madrasah are divided into a number of categories'. The National 

Islamic Secondary School (NISS) is among them and they are considered to be a 

modem institution where Arabic is taught as a foreign language. This teaching is 

based on contemporary objectives using modem methods and approaches. Thus,, this 

chapter deals with the development of this kind of school in terms of, its methods and 

approach to teaching and its syllabus for Arabic language study. We shall consider 

first of all the reforms and innovations,. which have taken place in the teaching of 

Arabic. 

' Please refer to chapter three in this thesis 
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5.2. Reform movement in the teaching of Arabic m Malaysia 

The discussion in chapter three of this thesis indicated that the teaching and learning 

of Arabic in Islamic traditional institutions i. e. fondoq and madrasah is not really 

"teaching and learning" Arabic as a foreign language from our modem perspective. 

On the contrary, the teaching of Arabic in such institutions was, generally speaking, 

one of the programmes of the study of Islamic, a study which is obligatory for every 

individual Muslim. Coincidentally,, Islamic sources then could only be found written 

in Arabic language. So, Malay Muslims who wanted to read these sources had to learn 

Arabic. 

For the purpose of reading and understanding these resources, students were required 

to be very adept not only in Arabic grammar, but also in knowledge which is related 

to the Arabic language, such as Bal5ghah (rhetoric) and matýtiq (logic). Consequently, 

the Arabic language was first introduced through a detailed analysis it i of 's rules of 

grammar, followed by application to the task of translating sentences and texts into 

the Malay language. Therefore, learning the Arabic language was nothing more than 

memorizing grammar rules in order to understand and manipulate the syntax and 

morphology ( 1-3 
-3 -II), with little or no systematic attention paid to 

listening and speaking. 

Now however, the methods of teaching and learning Arabic language in Malaysia 

have entered a new phase of rapid change during the last two decades,, when both the 

objectives and the methods of teaching this language have shifted from "'reading 
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comprehension" to "oral proficiency". Students are no longer expected to have 

mastered Arabic grammar and its literature, but they are required to be more skilled in 

using Arabic language for communication. The change of objectives in the teaching of 

this language has led to a change of method and approach. As both methods and 

approach have a close connection with the instructors,. there is a need for change in 

the teacher training programme, and also there is a need for a new system of 

assessment to measure the students' achievement in this language. 

There are many factors, which contributed to the radical change in this field. The first 

and the most important of these factors was the awakening of Islam, which has spread 

rapidly throughout the world in general and the Islamic countries in particular. With 

this awakening, the Arabic language has commanded attention as a language to be 

learnt and spread not only because of its significance in the study of the Qur5n and 

Ijad7ith, were written in this language, but also because Arabic language constitutes a 

means of communication among Muslims. In addition to this, the Arabic language is 

necessary for uniting these great nations intellectually, spiritually and socially into 

one nation 
2. It is important to realise that the A-rabic language is also a cultural 

heritage shared by the entire Islamic population of the world. In addition,, the Arabic 

language was utilized for a long period of time to record the great contributions 

eminent Muslim thinkers made in the fields of science,, literature and the artS3. 

For these reasons,. the number of Islamic movements grew by leaps and bounds in 

Malaysia in the early nineteen seventies. Among the most influential was the national 

union of Malaysian Muslim students or as its called in the Malay language Persatuan 

See Madkor (1985: 03) 
See lbid P-. 04 
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Kebangsaan Pelajar Islam Malaysia. This movement,, commonly known as PKPIM,, 

bias played a prominent role in political and campus affairs ever since its 

establishment in 196 1. It was the first student involvement in propagating Islain in 

Malaysia since the country gained independence from the British colonist in 1957,, 

when secularism was very strong. This union, called on the government to provide 

for the immediate application of Islamic law and the improvement of the teaching of 

Islam and Arabic in the country. It cannot be denied that the motivation for the 

establishment of this union came from the political and Islamic movement in the 

Middle East, especially in Egypt 4. 

This student union was the forerunner of several Islamic movements that are now in 

existence such as Malaysian Muslim Youth Movement (Angk-atan Belia Islam 

Malaysia). This Islamic movement, which is commonly known as ABIM has done 

much to promote alternative approaches to Islamic thought and its ideas have received 

widespread support and attention from nearly all categories of Muslims. ABIM has 

made a lot of changes especially in the use of Arabic language. For example, the 

expression "annual meeting", previously known in the Malay language as 

(perhimpunan tahunan) has been changed to the Arabic phrase. al-mutamar al- 

sanawi j This movement also encourages its members to 

use Arabic language in their daily lives such as the greeting phrases like ! ý)ý i 

ahlan wa sahlan, (hello, welcome) J-ý-ý faddal (please), ya 

akhT (0 my brother ) and so on. This practice can be seen in other areas in economics 

and business; for example, several ten-ns in these fields have been changed to Arabic 

words. For example, one of the insurance companies uses an Arabic name for its firm 

Roald, A. S. (1994.2840 
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i. e. takaful 3ý A number of banks and financial institutions have followed this 

example A.. - --.. - such as Bank al-muribapah ýI Ic Another bank uses Arabi 

word for its activity i. e. Bi' bithaman jjil J--:?. & -ý- ýt ý (a scheme of 

mortgage) 

The above mentioned example shows that the status of Arabic language in Malaysia is 

improving and its influence is increasing. As a result , it 
is no longer seen as a dead 

language, which must be studied in the traditional way but rather as a living language, 

which can be used in economic,, business and political and social life. In other words, 

the Arabic language is beginning to be used not only by Islamic scholars who are 

responsible for religious affairs but also by experts in other fields and ordinary 

citizens. 

The principle underlying the activities of these movements is to propagate Islam by 

means such as discussions, public talks, conferences and so forth. On 2-4 April 1972 

the first Malaysian Islamic Education Conference was held in Kuala Lumpur on the 

suggestion of these Islamic movements. There were many representatives from 

various associations, government agencies, the teaching profession and 

who were invited to take part. A resolution recommending the improvement of the 

teaching of Islam and the Arabic was among others, which were passed at the 

conference. From the above facts , it can be concluded that the period of the early 

nineteen seventies was a turning point in the history of Islamic and Arabic education 

in Malaysia. 
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As time went on this reform gathered momentum due to the changes which occurred 

in government policies especially after the "Cabinet ReporC 15 in 1974. In this report 

(in one clause of the new Islamic education act passed by parliament) the term 

"Islamic knowledge", which was used in previous education acts, was changed to the 

new term "Islamic education". This meant that pupils in every level of education 

should not only study Islamic knowledge but also be educated and trained in how to 

practise Islamic teaching in their everyday lives. As a consequence of this, the 

government decided to build National Islamic secondary schools. 

5.3. National Islamic Secondary Schools (NISS) 

The idea underlying the establishment of this kind of religious school is to offer an 

alternative to Muslim parents who are interested in educating their children in Islam 

as well as secular subjects. It is important to note that the Malaysian government 

realised that up until this time, Muslim children experienced a situation where the 

quality of religious knowledge they had received at traditional Islamic schools did not 

prepare them adequately for the modem world. They were not taught a proper concept 

of Islam. In other words, they learnt Islamic knowledge solely for the purpose of 

worship rather than to enable them to gain as well the knowledge they needed to 

enable them to develop their nation and country. These circumstances had led to a 

situation where the Malays could not compete with the other races that live in this 

country- as its citizens, especially the Chinese who had already preceded the other 

races in seeking knowledge. In a country, which was supposed to be an outstanding 

' The year 1974 witnessed an important change in Malaysia when the second Prime Minister 
Tun Abdul Razak made a whole revision on government policies in one Parliament Session. 
The Education Act 1961 has been amended in order to give more attention to the Islamic 
education and the teaching of Arabic. 
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example of a multiracial one where the different racial groups worked and lived 

harmoniously together6, the above situation i. e. the imbalance of knowledge should 

not occurred. On the contrary, the goverment hoped that all races should receive the 

same right in all aspects especially in education. For this reason, Malaysian 

government has directed the Ministry of Education to identify a number of religious 

secondary schools,, which was then funded and administrated by "the Islamic 

Councils" or it is commonly known in the Malay language as Ma/lis Agama Islam in 

each state throughout Malaysia to be taken over and administrated by the Ministry of 

Education,, Malaysia (MEM). 

On the first of January 1977, thirteen Islamic secondary schools, which had been 

under the administration of the Islamic Councils in some stateS7, were taken over and 

put directly under the achninistration of the Ministry of Education and fully funded by 

this Ministry. These schools were to be called the National Islamic Secondary 

Schools, and the Ministry of education, Malaysia continues to set up more schools 

like these every year. At the present time there are thirty-two such schools in the 

country. 8 

5.3.1. Organization and administration of the schools 

in terms of organization, these schools are divided into two categories: (1) fully 

residential schools (2) semi-residential schools. The former are called Sekolah Asrama 

' See Abraham Collin E. R. (1997: 02) 
7 These first thirteen the National Islamic secondary schools are two in Perlis, Three in 
Penang, two in Malacca, one in Terengganu, one in Johore, two in Kelantan, one in Sabah and 
one in Sarawak. 
' Please refer to chapter three in this thesis. 
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Students who are accepted in this kind of schools 

are required to stay in the school hostel. These are the National Islamic Secondary 

Schools of Labu,, Negeri Sembilan, the National Islamic Secondaiy School of Kajang, 

Selangor and Kolij Islam Kelang. The latter is called Sekolah harian berasrama or in 

Arabic ý, I -iý I -iJ I ý--, L-4 j-, j-J I, -II. Students who are accepted in these 

have a choice whether to stay at the school hostel or stay at home with their parents. 

These schools are administered by the "Islamic Education Division" or as it is 

commonly known in Malay, "Bahagian Pendidikan Islam " (BPI). This "Division" 

received its new name in 1997 i. e. the "Department of Islamic and Moral Education" 

or "Jabatan Pendidik-an Islam Dan Moral " (JAPIN4). This department is a 

goverm-nent agency under the Ministry of Education. Its main task is the management 

of Islamic education and it provides strategic planning and specific training in 

strategic management for Islamic education managers. 

The annual Report of the Ministry of Education issued in 1998 said that the Ministry 

of Education gave special attention to NISS in order to make sure they were 

successful in educating children and providing comprehensive monitoring and 

consultation. 

"This year, the quality of education in NISS focused on providing a 

comprehensive monitoring and consultation to all NISS through a special 

mentor programme known as Consultation for Excellence in NISS. In this 

programme, each officer in the Islamic and Moral Education Department 
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became a mentor to NISS and provided linkage between the school and 

department in problem-solving and communicating new ideas"9 

This department has three divisions i. e. Management, Dakwah and Leadership, and 

Curriculum. The curriculum division is responsible for the development of Arabic 

language teaching at NISS and other schools under MEM. The Annual Report of 

MEM stated: 

"In 1998,, the 2d year of implementation of Arabic for the Primary School 

New Curriculum,, the department also provided special support to teachers 

from schools implementing Arabic as an elective in its trial stage". '() 

5.3.2. Admission and selection of students 

As secondary schools, NISS accept students who have completed six years study at 

government primary schools in Malaysia with good results in the Primary School 

Evaluation Test or (Ujian Pendaian Sekolah Rendah) (UPSR). Because the 

competition for places at these schools has increased over the last few years, the 

Ministry of Education, Malaysia through the Department of Islamic Education and 

Moral (JAPIM), has imposed additional requirement on students who wish to enter 

them. From 1990 onward,. any student, who wishes to enter NISS,. must sit a special 

"Qualification Tesf'. This test is intended to measure his/her ability in reading and 

writing basic Arabic letters and the Jawi script, It is hoped that all students who show 

Amual Report for MEM (1998: 104) 
" lbid P: 104 
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sufficient ability in this area of knowledge, will be able to learn Arabic easily in these 

schools. On the other hand. 
., students who want to apply for admission to these schools 

must also show good qualification in other subjects such as Science, Mathematics, 

Geography and English language. Students who study at these schools are expected to 

excel in both religious and secular subjects. As mentioned earlier, the purpose of the 

establishment of this kind of school is to educate students not only in religious 

knowledge but also in subjects, which will enable them to survive and succeed in the 

modem world. 

5.3.3. Selection of teachers and its main problem 

Unlike other Islamic Secondary Schools, which offer only religious subjects, the 

National Islamic Secondary Schools offer both religious and non-religious or secular 

subjects. Thus, the teachers must also be from two specialities i. e. religious and/or 

Arabic language teachers, and teachers of secular subjects. It must be stated here that 

according to common practice in Malaysia, Arabic teachers comprise those who have 

not specialised in the language and have little interest in its mechanics. However,. the 

lack of suitably qualified and committed staff has led to the arbitrary selection of 

graduates from Middle Eastern universities. This is one of the major problems 

associated with the teaching of Arabic in Malaysia. 

Zamal -Abidin (1990) expounds this problem, which is encountered by the 

"Department of Islamic Education", (a government agency, which is responsible for 
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the teaching of Islamic knowledge and Arabic language) is the lack of qualified 

Arabic language teachers. He mentioned in his paper work" as follows: 

C. 5. 
j ,, 

Cr-A ýj VI C>4"L-l 
I16i:? 

J1c- ____ _____ 

4] J- '_, 
4 .. - ' 

4_i - --- 4- 
.'a 

41 It 3 0-3) 

)aA4A4j 12 I ti- % 13 , 

Translation: The main problem faced by this department up to now is the lack of 

teachers who have specialised in Arabic language and the teachers who are teaching 

Arabic today do not possesses Arabic qualification; in addition to this they also do not 

have the motivation to be Arabic teachers. The number of teachers who are teaching 

Arabic language today is 303. Just forty teachers out of this number specialised in 

Arabic language. This means the number of Arabic teachers who are qualified, 

constitute only 13% of the total. 

It is evident that the lack of qualified Arabic teachers is becoming a big problem for 

the government. Many attempts have been made by the government to solve this 

problem. Among these attempts is the establishment of co-operation with the 

authorities who are responsible for promoting the Arabic language, whether at a 

national or international level. At national level, the Department of Islamic Education 

set up the co-operates vAth local universities to send a number of Arabic teachers to 

His paper work entitled L--ý Z-11 .. I '-ýj I ; -) 
131 LJ-') 

presented in Arabic language Seminar which held at International 1slamic University, 
Malaysia in August 1990 P: 13. 
12 Zainal Abidin (1990: 13) 
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be trained in the new methods of teaching a second language. On the international 

level, this Department sent a number of teachers to overseas universities such as the 

University of al-Malik Saud, Riyad, the International Arabic Language Centre in 

Khartoum, Sudan, the University of Salford, the University of Leeds, the University 

of Exeter and the University of Wales, Lampeter in the United Kingdom. 

5.3.4. Syllabus and its contents 

In principle, the syllabus applied in NISS is the one, which was designed by the 

Department of Islamic Education under the Ministry of Education. (After the NISSs 

were taken over from the Islamic Affairs Council under the local state governments). 

Before this syllabus was designed, two main factors were taken into consideration: 

1. The principles and foundations for the educational environment. In this 

case,. the meaning of the educational environment is the current situation in 

Malaysia. For example, Malaysia today needs the contribution and support 

of its citizens especially Malays. This factor must be considered in the 

formation of a school syllabus. 

2. Response to the needs of the present situation in the fields of study, which 

give students an opportunity of further study in Arab countries. For this 

reason,, the Ministry of Education, Malaysia has adopted the syllabus from 

Arab countries especially from the University of al-Azhar in Egypt as a 

pattern to help design the syllabus for non-Arabic speaking students. 
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5.3.4.1. Contents of the syllabus 

Between 1987 and December 1989, the syllabus for Arabic in NISS was altered from 

the existing syllabus to an integrated one. This new syllabus includes the four aspects 

of language skills: listening, speaking, reading and writing as well as related skills 

such as the understanding of Arabic proverbs and so on. However,. these four skills 

must be adapted to the needs of standard Arabic grammar. The details of this syllabus 

are as follows: 

1. Listening and speaking. With the acquisition of these two skills, it is hoped 

that students are enabled to: 

1.1. Listen intently to the sounds, and intonations used in various situations 

and distinguish the differences between them. 

1.2. Listen and understand Arabic words, sentences and phrases in the 

conversation. 

Listen and understand the verses from al-Qur'dn. 

1.4. Listen and try to follow what is being read or recited from the Qur'dn. 

1.5. Listen and understand facts, ideas and argument in Arabic language. 

1.6. Receive orders and instructions and try to deliver them to others. 

1.7. Express greetings to friends and further replies. 

1.8. Pronounce the numerals and use them correctly. 

1.9. Deliver announcements,. news, speeches, greeting, condolence and 

reports. 

1.10. Ask questions to glean important information produced by the mass 

media. 

1 I. Ask questions in order to interpret orders, commands and instructions. 
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1.12. Ask questions on various listening subjects to identify their purposes 

generally. 

1.13. Explain meanings, synonyms, sentences and phrases. 

1.14. Describe important points, ideas, events and themes on various subjects. 

1.15. Explain ideas using visual aids, slides etc. 

1.16. Explain individual and social events in certain situations as well as 

current issues. 

2. Reading. Within this skill, students are hoped to be enable to: 

2.1. Read poetry and prose with correct pronunciation of the Arabic sounds 

and intonation. 

2.2. Read and understand various synonyms, sentences and phrase. 

2.3. Read al-Qur'dn properly and correctly. (Following the -rules of reading al- 

Qur'dn, 

2.4. Read al-Qur'dn and understand its meaning. 

2.5. Know how to look up the words in dictionaries. 

2.6. Read silently on various subjects and understand them as well as 

recognise the roots of words by using dictionaries. 

2.7. Read silently various materials and understand ideas, facts and 

conclusions from those materials. 

2.8. Read conversation and participate in role play. 
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3. Writing. After mastering or manipulating this skill, students are expected to: 

3. I. Write sentences and paragraphs in a clear Arabic handwriting. In this 

respect, students are expected to manipulate at least one or/and two kind of 

Arabic writing such as Nasakh I) or Raq 'ah ( 
->-I 

1 1- -: - 

3.2 
. 
Dictate sentences and paragraphs (poetry or prose) correctly. 

3.3 
. 
Complete paragraph by using correct words, phrases, proverbs and 

familiar quotations (J L, - "I IjI) 

3.4. Fill in any fonTi with correct information as required. 

3.5. Make a note of what has been heard or read from any source. 

3.6 . Write sentences, paragraphs and essays with correct grammar rules. 

3.7. Summarise text from various source. 

3.8. Build sentences with their parts: jumlah khabariyah and inshd'iyah 

imperative, prohibitive and vocative. 

3.9. Write a variety of letter forms such as formal, infon-nal etc. 

3.10. Write announcements,, news,. dialogues, statements and speeches. 

3.11. Translate an essay from Arabic to Malay and from Malay to Arabic. 

3.12. Write an essay on various topics such as reports, imaginative stories,, true 

stories and conversations. 

11 -3 ). Write down the declension -tj 'I I of the words and sentences. 

4. Sound System or Phonetics By learning this system, 

students are expected to: 

4.1. Pronounce and distinguish between Arabic alphabet sounds and master 

the sound of consonants 4,1-3 .-I. 

4.2. Master the sound of vocals and the outlets of Arabic letters. 
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4.3. Master the attributions of Arabic letters I ýý 14ý. For 

example MahjFir and mahmfis- As for the former is the sound in which the 

contact ( in the larynx) is made and the breath nafs is not at all involved 

during the voicing sawt. This is the state of the throat and mouth in the 

articulation of mahj? 7r sounds. 

Grammar. 

Grammar is an important source of practising the language. Therefore the teaching of 

it must be planned carefully in order to develop right usage of language. This 

grammar is divided into three parts: morphology, syntax and pronunciation and 

intonation. The topics for grammar learning are as follows: 

5.1. Morphology: 

5.1.1. Noun and its parts -A----A I ,, 1-3 'Y I 

5.1.2. Verb and its parts I- ii I 

5.1.3. Particle and its parts 4L - -, a I ,, 1 
-9 -ý I 

5.2. Syntax 
-)L--J 

IýI 1ý ', I: 

5.2.1 Nominal Sentence ý 
1, -ýý 'y Iý1 

5.2.2 Verbal Sentence 1 

4 5.2.3 . Phrase 

5.2.4 Position of declension It covers nominatives,, 

acCusative, genitive and appositive. 

5.2.5 Numerical ýj ý 3t .a1 -9 ý)aI 
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5.2.6 Annexation Ij 

5.2.7 Vocative 

5.3.5. Textbooks 

When the Ministry of Education first took over the NISS from the Islamic Council in 

each state in 1977, the schools used various types of textbooks for teaching Arabic. In 

other words,, in the beginning, NISS used the same textbooks as they were used when 

NISS was under the Islamic Council. As observed,, the method of teaching Arabic in 

NISS before the Education Ministry took them over was "grammar and translation ". 

Accordingly, the textbooks reflected this limited method. The administration by the 

Education Ministry perceived a need for changes in objectives,, in examination 

systems and in the material resources that available for pupils. 

In order to fulfil this need,, the Ministry of Education has published a new textbook 

pAI called "al-Arabiyyah' I. This textbook was written by selected 

experienced Arabic teachers from various institutions in Malaysia under the 

supervision of language experts from ISESCO, Prof Dr. Mahm5d al-Hijd2ffi, Dr. 'All 

al-Qdsim7i and otherS13 . The detail of this textbook and its contents are as follows: 

" Ministry of Educafion Malaysia, Syllabus for Arabic language in Secondary School, Kuala 
Lumpur, (1989: 10) 
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5.3.5.1. General description of textbook 

1. This book has five volumes: three volumes for lower secondary school 

(from form one to forrn three) and two volumes for intermediate level (from 

fon-n. four to five), together with five extra reference books and guide books 

for teachers. Each volume contains twenty lessons. Each lesson has its own 

text and various integrated drills. The additional books contain topics for 

conversation, some new texts for reading as well as drills to train students 

towards the new approach in the examination system for foreign languages. 

2. In every volume of this book, the authors consider the integration of 

language skills and grammar, the latter being gradually integrated in the first 

volumes., so that the student learns the grammar in a practical context rather 

than a theoretical one. In the first two volumes,, listening and speaking skills 

are the main focus. The skills of reading and writing are only taught in the 

second volume after the student has mastered the first two skills. Learning 

syntax al-napw systematically as a subject appears only in volumes four and 

five. For this reason,, in these last two volumes,, after every lesson, there is an 

explanation of a grammar point followed by appropriate exercise. 

3. In the first three volumes,, the Malaysian environinent is used as the basis 

for selecting topics as the contents of the book. In the first volume the topics 

echo Malaysian daily life. In volume four however, the subject matter 

embraces Islamic and Arabic culture such as the importance of learning or 

seeking knowledge in Islam, life in Islam, the importance of maintaining 
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health, Arabic Islamic civilization and the modem world. As for volume five, 

the topics have become more advanced such as society, economy, pilgnms,, 

Islamic value,, learning and survival of the nation (Uivmah). This book is used 

to teach students Islamic education and Islamic value by concentrating on 

Islamic topics such as Islamic value (al-akh1dq al-Isldmiyah), worship in Islain 

and Islamic festivals together with some verses from al-Qur'dn. In addition,, 

any value that is non-Islamic is not referred to in this book. 

5.3.5.2. The linguistic content (41 4j 1, --ý I) 

The vocabulary selected for this textbook is based on the following factors: 

a. Experience in writing a book for teaching Arabic to non-Arabic speakers 

in another language. For example, experience in writing a book for 

teaching Arabic to English- speakers. 

b. The frequency of words appears in this textbook according to the usage in 

Malay society. For example, the word "rice" '-)-) 
ý. 

" coconut" 

"buffalo" Lw-ý-4 I- and so on. Such words appear more often than other 

words, - which are not familiar in Malay society such as "bread" 

"milk" ý>ý, "apple" and so on. 

c. The topics of the lessons usually cover culture and Islamic religion. 

These vocabularies are taught in standard Arabic 14 (not colloquial) ý--+--A Lxw 
. 

In 

addition,, the words are those used and understood by Arabs in all Arab countries. This 

14 However,. some scholars like Calderbank, suggested that it is better to start teaching Arabic 
to non-Arab speakers with colloquial. See Agius (1992: 04). 
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is to help students to express their own opinions on the environment, society and 

modem needs, using a standardised communication. 

2. The vocabulary selected to be taught to the students in this textbook amounts to 

some five thousand words. The detail is divided as follows: 

Volumes Vocabulary 

One 600 Arabic words 

Two 600 + 250 Arabic words from 

kit5b al-mukht5r (extra refe- 

rence book) (EB) 

Three 600 + 250 Arabic words from 

EB 

Four 850 +400 words from EB 

Five 850 +400 words from EB 

3. The cultural content 

It is important to realise that the new trend for the teaching of foreign language is to 

include. the cultural aspect in its study programme. This is achieved through the 

textbooks. By doing this, the role of the teaching of foreign language is not only as a 

conveyer of language skills, but also as a cultural information system, which can offer 

further interest and enjoyment. 
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In this context,, the authors of this textbook have included the cultural element, which 

is related to two aspects i. e. religion and Malay culture. Although these two aspects of 

cultures are not equally represented in every volume, they generally serve a 

comprehensive aim. Hence we can see that the content of the book in the first three 

volumes is about everyday activities, which are relevant to the environment of 

Malaysia, various in Volume four and five, the focus is on Islamic religion and its 

civilisation or 

Religious elements have been inserted and the theories of Islam are thoroughly 

explored, although this is not obvious in the first three volumes. 

The details of the contents are as below: 

Volume One: 

a. Personal information: Introducing each other, Birthday,, Sex (male or female),, 

country, religion and address. 
ý13 3 

4-3 
1 L-4 

j -j 4 

b. Family: My family,, Our house,, Living in the house, Two sons, In the evening 

and so on. Sj 4 '11 Ix4 

These topics give a picture of Malaysian family culture. 

c. Daily activities: Visiting, Authentic Oppontunity, Food Etiquette and Prayer 

and other worship rituals. A-L--A 

4-31 
L4 -0 "4 

d. School: Students, Teachers, Class. 

e. Hobbies: My hobby, Sport, Vacation. 
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Volume Two: 

a. Islam: Islamic festivals such as Prophet's birthday, Friday prayer, al-Mudun 

al- mashharah, (the famous Islamic cities) and Islamic historical places: 
J-ýA 

- 

b. Manner or Behaviour. Cleanliness,, A healthy mind in a healthy body, Helping 

A Muslim. I 1ý -, I C-, ý jjI "' 1,3 (3 

and soon. 

c. Home environment,, Villagers, Working in the city. 

5.4. Arabic language syllabus used in NIS S 

Syllabus used in NISSs should be reviewed in conjunction with a detailed discussion 

on the language syllabus in general and the comment on the syllabus used in NISS in 

particular. Unlike the teaching and learning of other subjects, the language-teaching 

programme has a special syllabus and teaching methodologies. Thus, this section 

deals With the language syllabus in general. 

5.4.1. Language syllabus in general 

It is generally recognised that in any language-teaching programme, the syllabus,, 

whatever form it. takes , is an important aspect needed at least for the guidance of 
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teachers and for students' assessment. On the other hand,. a syllabus is required in 

order to achieve effectively two elements: pragmatic efficiency (economy of time and 

money), and pedagogical efficiency (economy in the management of the learning 

process). 

In this respect, it is important to review the types of language syllabus available at 

present. The "language syllabus" in terms of the basis on which it is constructed, can 

roughly be divided into three main categories: content -based, skills-based and 

method-based syllabus' 5. A content-base syllabus is constructed on the basis of 

content., which can be sub-divided into linguistic, situational, topical or 

functional/notional. While skills-base syllabus is constructed on the basis of language 

skills,. which include receptive skills (i. e. reading and listening) and productive skills 

(i. e. writing and speaking). Skills-based syllabus could also be constructed on the 

basis of the process by which skills are acquired. The third kind of syllabus is the 

method-base one. This syllabus is designed on the basis of either the process by which 

language is learned or the task by which the acquisition of language system 

unconsciously Occurs 
16 

5.4.2. Comments on NISS syllabus 

Having examined the syllabus and textbook used in NISS, it can be categorised as the 

"Content-base" syllabus, which is constructed on the detail of Arabic grammar and is 

followed by the vocabulary. If we look closely at the syllabus used in NISS, we can 

examine its purposes as follows: 

" See Yalden (1984: 14 and 1987: 86). 
16 "te (1988: 46) 
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I- The teaching and learning of the Arabic language in this kind of school 

is obviously different from that in the Islamic secondary schools under 

the administration of Islamic Council in every state in Malaysia. 

2. Learning Arabic in NISS attempts to combine learning Arabic for 

religious and for specific purpose. It endeavours to educate students in 

the Arabic language so that they can use this knowledge to understand 

al-Qur'dn, Vadith and other religious sources. More than that the 

student will appreciate and take pride in the A-rabic language as the 

language of the Holy Qur'dn. At the same time,, it also aims at 

educating students in A-rabic as one of the means to acquire 

knowledge. Nevertheless, this syllabus did not ignore the importance 

of communication in Arabic although this country is not an Arab 

country. Therefore, learning Arabic for general purposes i. e. speaking, 

listening and reading have been inserted in its purpose so that students 

can communicate among themselves in Arabic. 

3. The main idea of these purposes is to make Arabic in NISS a practical 

language and not a "subject" to be learned by the students as has 

happened in other situations such as the fondoq and madrasah. Arabic 

is also intended to be a "tool" in conununication for those who are in 

an Arabic speaking country or when they travelling and meet Arabic 

speakers. 

4. Looking at the textbook used in NISS i. e. ': 'al- 'Arab iyyah" there are 

apparent moves towards the fulfilment of these purposes. It tries to 

make Arabic a living language, which is spoken by teachers and 
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students. It changes some of the teachers' attitudes toward this 

language. In the past, teachers taught solely rules of grammar, giving 

little scope for the creativity of either instructor or instructed. 

5.5. System of assessment 

It is generally recognised. that in any study programme, whether it be linguistic, 

scientific or any other subject, assessment has always been considered as the 

indispensable equipment to ensure the success of the programme. Assessment plays 

an important role in measuring the achievement of students during certain times at 

certain levels of their study. 

Besides being a means of evaluating the success of any programme of study in 

general, assessment is also recognised as a tool to ensure the effectiveness of a 

language syllabus in particular. Thus,, the discussion of a syllabus Will not have been 

completed without the discussion of the assessment. This discussion is continuation 

of the earlier discussion of language syllabus. 

As mentioned earlier,, there are three types of language syllabus (please refer to 

section 5.4.1 in this chapter). The skills-based syllabus is thought to be the most 

appropriate to the teaching of Arabic as a foreign language in Malaysia and the time 

has come for every board, authority party or agency to change from the traditional 

Arabic language syllabus, which is based on the content of Arabic grammar rules,, to 

the new language syllabus, which is based on skills or proficiency. This new type of 

language syllabus must be applied in all kinds of institutions, centres and schools 
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offering Arabic language in Malaysia especially NISS. Although some parts of the 

Arabic language syllabus used in NISS has been designed based on skills, it covers 

only the four language skills i. e. listening, speaking,, reading and writing were 

covered. The other areas of linguistic studies such as grammar, phonetic and the 

assessment system have not yet been addressed. Assessment is thought to be the most 

important area requiring change as it I ion is so closely linked to the others, any attract' 

to the assessment system will create an overall effect. Therefore,, this section will deal 

with the new system of assessment where students' abilities are measured by the 

stages of proficiency rather than the content of linguistic knowledge. This new system 

is known today as "proficiency approach"'. 

5.5.1. Proficiency approach to the teaching of Arabic 

There are several ways of measuring ability in foreign languages performance. 

According to the traditional methods like grammar-translation, the ability of the 

learners was measured by their success in reading and comprehending texts. This 

meant if a learner could read and understand the text welt, then translate it into his/her 

own language, that student was considered to be of high ability in the foreign 

language. No attention was paid to his/her ability in speaking and listening. 

Consequently, Arabic language learners did not receive a "rounded" education when 

they studied Arabic. Those learners of other languages however, such as French, 

German etc. gained fluency in speaking and listening to the target language. 

Those who are involved in the Arabic language teaching profession have begun to be 

aware of these problems. They found that students of Arabic have very little ability in 
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speaking. In fact, they cannot do anything with the language they have learnt. Thus,. 

they have difficulty in dealing With the basic survival aspects in daily life. For 

instance,. they may face difficulties in giving and asking for information, describing 

things and understanding instructions. It is a fact that students of other languages like 

English, French etc., have the ability to do at least some things with the language in 

real life situations. These students experience the problem in telling their friends about 

daily activities such as reserving a hotel room or buying a train ticket or asking for 

information. 

These shortcomings led individuals,, linguists, educational movements, school 

administrators, curriculw-n designers and A-rabic teachers in Malaysia to take the 

initiative in solving such problems. Consequently, a series of seminars for improving 

the teaching of Arabic in Malaysia were held from time to time. Eventually, an 

agreement was reached in a seminar, which was held in June 1984 in Kuala Lumpur. 

This seminar was attended by Arabic teachers and representatives from agencies, who 

are responsible for the teaching of Arabic and Islamic knowledge. One of the 

resolutions concerned the change of the system of assessment in Arabic language 

teaching at all levels including NISS. This new assessment system is the "proficiency 

approach" in language teaching programmes or as it is commonly known "Proficiency 

Guidelines" 

The proficiency approach of the Arabic teaching programme first emerged In the late 

seventies,, and its continuing popularity in the eighties, has shaped the 
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teaching/learning process of foreign language in many ways 17 
- 

The proficiency 

approach is a new phenomenon in language teaching/learning, which emphasises a 

balance between content., linguistic and sociolinguistic accuracy. In other words, the 

system of assessment, method of teaching and instructional material developed 

according to this approach should satisfy these requirements. To get a clear idea of 

how to use this approach in the Arabic teaching programme, one should look 

thoroughly at the system of assessment in Arabic teaching in the past and make 

comparisons With the this system. 

There are four language areas, listening, peaking, reading and writing. These four 

aspects of language are called "language skills" in the teaching/learning of a foreign 

language. The guidelines were based on these four skills of language. Each skill has 

its own level of proficiency, which is measured by the students' abilities to use Arabic 

in daily life. 

The guidelines are divided into four main levels: Novice, Intennediate, Advanced and 

Superior. This means each linguistic skill is divided into these four levels. Novice and 

intermediate are subdivided into three levels; low, medium and high. Advanced is 

divided into two levels: advanced and advanced plus. The superior level is not divided 

because students who have achieved this level can be considered as expert users of 

Arabic. They have full command of the language appropriate, accurate and fluent With 

complete understanding. They are able to understand, speak, read and write 

effectively in most formal and infort-nal exchanges on practical, social, and 

" See article by Lutfi Hussein entitled A Proficiency Approach to Teaching Colloquial and 
Educated Spoken Arabic. This article was published in Educated Spoken Arabic: What, ny, 
How? Proceeding of the Leeds University Workshop July 1990, edited by Agius Dionsius and 
Shiviel Avihai, University of Leeds, Departinent of Modem Arabic Studies, (1992: 17) 
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professional topics as do native speakers. The examples of this guideline are as 

follows: 

First guideline is "Novice": 

This level is characterised by the ability to communicate in Arabic in an extremely 

limited way. Students at this level can only understand general meanings in very 

familiar situations. They frequently have problems in understanding and expression. 

They can only understand a few words of the native speaker, which are very common 

and have high frequency in social conventions for example: - cI t-' 4V6ýa -1 

LJL 
_____ I _____ LU i_: 

Ih I 

��. LJ1JU 

etc, They also can understand and say the names of well-known cities and Arab 

countries like : 

and so on. 

Normally, a person who wishes to study Arabic but has no basic knowledge of the 

Arabic language is put in this category. 

Second guideline is "Intermediate": 

Arabic students at this level can understand short conversations especially on a daily 

life topic. They can be called "modest Arabic language users". They have partial 

command of the language and can cope with the overall meaning in most situations. 

Though they are likely to make many mistakes, they are able to communicate with 

people in their own field. It means if they are students at History Department, they can 
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only talk and describe the words, which are relevant to their study. They are able to 

ask and answer simple question like: 

_ý 

jj i LQ ?14 J-i 1--i ,1L"(. ýLi L-3 J-J L4 

ýD-9 <lýýý3 L-4 ý 
->-.. 

, *, ,ýý., j L4--2,. 
-9-. Ä ý>" ? ý_i j-, ij 1-1 Z-., 21 

Third guideline is "Advanced": 

Students at this level are able to communicate with native speakers and they can read 

and write with consistent understanding. They have fully operational command of the 

language with only occasional unsystematic inaccuracies. In other words, they can 

communicate with native speakers without making many grammar mistakes. They can 

also talk in a general way about topics of current events and academic activities. They 

can tell stories,, describe things and explain their problems to their friends in past, 

present, and future time in both negative and positive form without making many 

mistakes. For example they can talk about their family and so on as follows: 

A-X-A 

LJ \_ 
' 

Ls 
L. 

-4 
II 

jW 

I Lii IIj J__ I ___ L 

4-"_) 
. 
1.4-J 

u "-Z. 
Ii 

-) 
jý 

L. _-4 
J-- 
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Fourth guideline is "Superior" 

This is the highest level in this new system of evaluation. Students at this level are 

n U. 
able to read newspapers, articles and other printed materials in Modem Standard 

Arabic (MSA). They can also follow or take part in arguments, discussions and 

debates. They can be called very good or expert A-rabic language users. Their ability 

in communication is almost the same as that of native speakers. 

5.5.2. Advantages of this approach 

As these guidelines are the result of observation and inspection made by those who 

are involved in the Arabic teaching profession, it is possible that these guidelines are 

more complete and effective in comparison with the old system of learning where the 

nil- ability of the students using the language was qualified by their ability in reading texts 

and translation. 

My personal experience of foreign language teaching and learning is one of the 

sources supporting this approach. I have been teaching Arabic in Malaysia for the past 

twenty-two years. The students were given texts, which were not relevant at all to 

their life and their environment, for instance,, a text about Yusof al-Thaqafl With a 

story, which happened a hundred years ago. They were asked to read with full 

vocalisation or They were also asked to translate the text into their own 

language and had to answer several questions from the text. When they have finished 

doing those exercises they would be evaluated and their abilities measured in those 

particular fields i. e. reading with full vocalisation, understanding the content of text 
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and answering questions. In this case, if the students are able to achieve a high score 

in such exercises they would be considered as high-ability students in Arabic but if 

they attained a low score, they would be considered as low ability students. 

Based on that old system of teaching and learning Arabic language, it is obvious that 

the objective of foreign language study is to learn a foreign language in order to read 

its literature, or other printed materials, and therefore, grammar rules are the major 

focus in this system. Little or no systematic attention is paid to the language skills. In 

, &I- 

this system, students eventually learn all about a language but they do not learn the 

language itself 

From this point of view, the application of this new approach is very useful and it has 

many advantages. On the other hand it is something new, which led to the changes in 

the field of Arabic language teaching. These advantages are as follows: 

1. The students' abilities in manipulating a language become objective. If we 

observe the old system of assessment, students' abilities cannot be seen 

obviously because there was no means to measure their abilities objectively. 

This new system is like a ruler with calibrations 1,2,3 to 12 or 24, to measure 

an object like a wood etc. and yet, through this system it is very easy to put the 

students in the correct category. For example, we can say that a student is in 

intermediate or advanced level. 

2. It can help students learn a foreign language systematically. Using this method 

of assessment they know what their level is. If they are in the novice level, 
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they can adapt themselves to a suitable level and therefore, it is very easy for 

teachers or instructors to choose appropriate teaching/learning material. 

3. It can motivate students to learn at a higher level after they have successfully 

undergone the various stages. In addition, it is easy for those who wish to 

continue their studies because they have already known where they should 

start their new lessons. 

4. The four language skills: listening, speaking, reading and writing are a major 

focus in this system. They do not learn areas of language in isolation as in the 

old system. 

5. As a result of applying the proficiency guidelines, we can see the importance 

of three factors in learning a language i. e. function, content and accuracy. The 

students must be strong enough in these factors before they can move from a 

low stage to a higher one. If they are weak in any of these areas there must be 

adequate improvement before moving to the next level. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

ARABIC TEACHING USING COMMUNICATIVE APPROACH 

IN NIA'AHAD MUIjAMMADI SCHOOL,, (NISS) FALAIjIYYAH 09 
AND IN THE SMART SCHOOL 

6.1. Introduction 

As was mentioned in the previous chapter, there are two kinds of Islamic 

secondary schools, involved in teaching the Arabic language in Kelantan, 

Malaysia. The first is the Arabic school, which use Arabic language as a 

medium of instruction in the Islamic subjects, and the second is the National 

Islamic Secondary School (NISS), which uses the Malay language as a medium 

of instruction except in Arabic language subject. The methods and approaches 

used in the teaching of Arabic at these two schools differ for the objectives are 

different. The teaching of Arabic in the Arabic school is geared towards 

enabling the students to read and understand Arabic books or kutub Arabiyyah, 

while the NISS is geared to the spoken language. Thus, the methods used in 

teaching Arabic language at these two kinds of schools are different. This 

chapter examines closely the methods and approaches used by teachers of 

Arabic,, which are more observed in the classroom at these schools on 26th and 

27th. ýeptember 1999.1 The observation was undertaken in form three. There 

were 33 fifteen year-old boys and girls who had been studying Arabic for four 
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years in the class. The objective of this observation was to watch closely how 

the teacher taught the students at this kind of school and to identify the methods 

he used by recording what was observed in a table divided into two columns: 

one headed "Observation" and the other "Principle" and followed by the 

researcher's comments. 

6.2. First observation (rhe grammar-translation method) 

This observation took place on 26'ý' September 1999 at 9.10 to 10.30 am. 

(Double period). As I entered the classroom, the students were in the middle of 

reading a passage in their textbook. The passage entitled: "Min khutab al-raTs 

JamC71 'Abd al-Ndýir" was one of the speeches by President Jamdl 'Abd al- 

N5-. *Ir. The example of text was as follows: 

:D -", I -9-ý I L+--, 3 I 
I a-A 

ifl_, . 

_____ 

Z, LJ it w. U 

I I. . 
O'>J-6 I 1. A 

�I, I ____ I 

NýIItI 
->ý 

L: jj 
1---, 

A V--Ij 
I ij 

. 
1-i I 

ýrj 
týý 

t--4 sIjIý-41ý 

. ;, ý --, 3 i'ý li 

'The observation were recorded using camecorder and 8mm tape. 
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L. -I 
4L 

�___flJ j 4J_flj . _) 'z ____ _____ 

I_i LS .'. I 

4. ). ý 1 
Lai I<jIý N---. i 

It L-4 I 

Lrj '% I J", A 

j 
_.. 

>-L-4-J 
I- Ll 

4JI 

H 
.1dH 

L4 Li 

_ýI 

4 m. 
L+.. 

j 
u-s 

V.: 
ý3 iiL. 

4v 

L-4j LI, 
3 4 

L. 
Ir. 

I 
J, ) týI, ýj 

Lý 
I 

L4-1 Ll 

III ______ I t. J U 

A"rý 14 
-Ilrý 

Ij A 

Ii 

I91 tL 4'JJ 

I Lj 
441 a-A--4 )J--4 

ýIIL4 

In L--4 
LD i 

'D aU 

1_), L+. 
4 V c: j " 

-N 

0 

3, 

it Li_3 -Ij IL 
___ 

ot 4 
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To begin with, the teacher read the passage line by line very carefully with full 

vocalisation. The students listened attentively to the teacher's reading and 

sometimes they put down a sign or dabt ( la -iý; - ) on their own copies of the 
A r- 

text. Aner the teacher had finished reading the passage for the first time, he 

read the passage again but this time he did not read the passage straight through 

but he read sentence by sentence and he translated each sentence into Malay 

language word by word and explained its meaning. The students listened to the 

teacher as he gave the translation and sometimes they wrote down the meaning 

of a word or whole sentence,, which they found difficult. Later, the teacher 

asked the students in Malay if they had any questions. One boy raised his hand 

and asked "What is the meaning of Yuakkidu ,', ? "The teacher replied 

in Malay "Menekankan "' (Stress). Another student asked what the word 

"Fi7an "() meant? The teacher replied in Malay 4' sangat " (indeed). 

The class continued in this way until the students had no more questions. Next, 

the teacher asked them to answer several oral questions, which is related to the 

grammatical points. The teacher identified one sentence in which they were to 

explain the position of the words and their ftmctions as well as the vocalisation 
L- 

flarakdt. The sentence was as follows: 

A number of students tried to make an irdb (grammatical explanation) for this 

sentence and the teacher corrected them when they made mistakes. Next, the teacher 

quoted a number of sentences to be translated by the students themselves orally in 

turn and he corrected them when they made mistakes. The sentences were as follows: 
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al-khutab al-siydsah wasTlah muhimmah 

InnanTash'aru bi al-sa'ddahfi'lan 

Fa innT anzuru ild al-amim 

.LL_. Ii 

_______ 

I. 
� 

_______ ______ 

e L--A VI v-J 11 L-i 

In addition to the above activities, the teacher also asked them to answer some 

comprehension questions. These were oral questions again in Arabic and were 

followed by a translation from the teacher. The examples of these questions are 

as follows: 

J? J" 
.1 

jj ul I 

jg 
9ý- 

,S 

U 

L-1-3 I, I1. --r- ý11 .2 
LA 

-J l ____ 

T16.1,1 . 11 '. ;A, .1ý; ý I 
", . --t 

ýý 1-ýJ 

t-A 6S Ij I-I 

Then,, the teacher asked the students to turn to a page in their text where there 

was a list of words. The introduction to the exercise told the students that these 

words were taken from the passage they had just read. The students saw words 

talama, L, -. j t-I ta. SMIIM, such as like: al-musdwah, 11 -j 

mu'awwid7u, mutabadin, zirjT andsoon. 
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They were instructed as follows: The following words are taken from the 

passage you have just read. Give the Malay translation for every one of them. 

You may refer back to the reading passage. The students opened their exercise 

books and started answering the questions. The teacher walked around the 

classroom watching the students as they completed the exercise. He helped 

several students when he noticed they were in difficulties or had made a 

mistake. 

The teacher then told the students to stop working and check their work. So, 

each student reads the question and their answer one at time, the teacher 

listened carefully and corrected them when necessary or called on another 

students to supply the correct answer. The class went on in that way for about 

twenty minutes before moving to the grammar discussion. In this part of the 

lesson, the teacher selected at least three sentences which contained grammar 

points like: fi'd, ( J------i ) fa"il, ( J--r-L--i ) zaraf, ( L-i -ýý ) ýifat, ) isim 

kdna, ( Dt-se - khabarkdna, ( ýjl badal, (J-ý---4) maydarmuawwal) 

(Jj ýý -) %, -. and so on. These sentences are as follows - 

Ya'khuzu sabTlahu 

p¶ �I 
____ 

InnanT asharu bi sl-saildati al-yauma 

2I _______ 

Inna at- masfiliyah at-kubra allatT amamand 
I1 11 

4 a 
L-41 It ýjl 

walakin PTnama wajj*ahnC7 al-umfir bada al-thaurah 
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.......... j9 jA11-i :>j 
L-. 

4 i: )-ý i 

Inna MiFa la ta, ýIup illa an takfina baladan zirj'iyan 
I; -I 

-) -3 

1, I. ý) j 

Wald yumkin an takiýnafi Miýra pnd'atan 

4a _____ _____ 

The teacher asked the students to read those sentences with full vocalisation and 

requested them to translate into Malay before he gave the rules of grammar 

points related to those sentences. Later the teacher gave an additional discourse 

about the grammar rules, which are found in this passage. Example of grammar 

niles: - 

The Demonstrative pronouns 

The relative pronouns 

The Interrogative pronouns 

The diptotes Mi Id yansari,, f 

; 
-ý 

Iý %I ý 

1 
1,1 

I1 

LJ 
" 

The three radical verb al-f'il al-thulfithT ýLý I J--, --Lj I 

6.3. Comments on first observation 

Sitting behind the students in the classroom, listening to the teacher who was 

conducting the class, the researcher was able to make a number of observations. 

The observations will be listed in the left column; from these observation 

researcher will give the comments in the right column: 
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Observation Comments 

I. The class was reading The goal of learning Arabic language is not for 

the passage about the communication as the passage was not connected 

speeches by Jamal Abd with the students every day life and isolated from 

Nasir. their environment. 

2. The teacher read the The teaching of Arabic language is focused on 

passage vAth full ability in reading. The students will read Arabic 

vocalisation. carefully in order not to make mistake in 

vocalisation. or harakat. The student's ability in 

Arabic language is measured by their ability in 

reading with the right vocalisation. 

3. The teacher asks 

students in Malay, if The ability to communicate in Arabic language is 

they have any question not a goal of the study of Arabic language. in this 

and all discussion are way, the students are not motivated to use Arabic in 

in Malay language their communication with the teacher or their friend. 

4. The teacher asks 

students to rpake Frab This activities indicates that the lesson had focused 

for selected sentences. on teaching and learning grammar and mastering in 
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recognising the position for the words in the 

sentences. By this way the students will be able to 

understand the meaning, 

5. The students are given 

a list of words to be Learning and memorising words separately from 

translated into Malay situation, without having put in the sentences can 

and memorise them. not develop the ability in communication. 

6, The teacher decides 

whether an answer is This sort of the style in teaching language shows 

correct or not. If the that the teacher used his power in the class and he is 

answer is incorrect, the less democratic in education. This teaching style is 

teacher selects a diffe- called "teacher centred" and did not lead to the 

rent student to supply communicative language teaching. 

the correct answer or 

the teacher himself 

gives the right answer. 

7. The teacher conduct 

dialoque. 
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Based on the above observation, the teaching of Arabic language at Maahad 

M4ammadi school which use Arabic as a medium of instruction is that of 

reading comprehension rather than oral proficiency. 

6.4. General comments 

Having analysed the remarks on this observation, the researcher was be able to 

comment on the teaching and learning of Arabic language at this kind of school 

in general. These comments are as follows: 

The purpose of teaching and learning Arabic at this school is to enable the 

students to read the Qur', dn and Arabic literature. To do this,, students need to 

learn about the grammar rules. In addition, it is believed that studying a foreign 

language provides the students with good mental exercise which helps to 

develop their minds. 

The roles of the teacher and students are very traditional. The teacher is the 

authority in the classroom The students do as he says so that they can learn 

what he knows. This results in the students' knowledge being limited to what 

they have learnt in the text 

As for the characteristics of the teaching and learning process, the students are 

taught. to translate from one language to another. Often what they translate 

' See for example Richard and Rodgers (19 86: 1) 
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concerns some aspect of the culture of the community that speaks the language. 

For example the passage of "Min khutab JamdI Abd al-Ndz§ir" which they 

studied in the classroom described the situation and the development in Egypt 

during the presidency of Jamal 'Abd al-N4ir. This had nothing to do with the 

Malaysian community, but it could have led to a discussion of development in 

Egypt and perhaps some information about that country. 

The students studied grammar deductively; that is, they were given the grammar 

rules and examples, told to memorise thcm, and then were asked to apply the 

rules to other examples. They also learat grammatical paradigms such as verb 

con . ugation. The students memorised the native language equivalents for the 9 

foreign words. 

Most of the interaction in the classroom was from the teacher to the students. 

There was little student initiation and little student-student interaction. The 

literary language is considered superior to the spoken language. 

6.5. Second observation (Audio-visual method) 

This observation took place at the National Islamic Secondary School,, 

Fala4iyyah, Kelantan, Malaysia. This school uses the Malay language as a 

medium of instruction except in the subject of Arabic language. The idea 

behind the establishment of this kind of school has been described in a previous 

chapter. However, it is necessary to give a brief history of this school in 

particular. 
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This school was founded in 1940 by Tuan guru-' Haji Wan Adam bin Wan 

AM 
A 1% ullah with the name Madrasah Al-Faldpiyyaah 

after the name of the school where he studied when he was in Makkah al. - 
Mukarramah. At the beginning, the school was a two-story building. The top 

floor was a MUPIId4 and the ground floor was the classroom where students 

studied the the Qur'dn reading and basic Arabic as well as the basic Islamic 

knowledge. 

Three years later, on Iý1.1943, the school was taken over by the "Kelantan 

Islamic Affairs Council" and several educational changes were made. The 

number of teachers had increased to four and the number of pupils had also 

increased to seventy five. 

In the year 1977 the school was taken over by the Ministry of Education and in 

1984 it moved to a new building and it is has a students' hostel with 

accommodation for 200 students. Up to the year 1984 the school accepted boys 

only. In 1989 the number of students was 566 with 43 teachers and 10 non- 

teaching staff5 

The observation took place on 26.9.99 at 11.30 in the morning. The class 

observed was Fonn Three. The subject was Arabic language. Entering the 

'The special title of learned person in Islamic knowledge, very pious, unselfish and 
honourable man. 
'Prayer place like surau. 
'Ministry of Education, school profile (1994: 6) 
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classroom, the first thing the observer noticed was that the students were 

listening to the teacher who was presenting a new dialogue, a conversation 

between two people. All the instruction was given in Arabic. Sometimes the 

teacher used actions or gestures to convey a meaning, but not one word of the 

student's mother tongue was used, After the teacher had acted out the dialogue, 

he said: "All right, class, I am going to repeat the dialogue now. Listen 

carefully, but no talking please'. The dialogue was about two people are 

walking in a street in a town. They know each other, and as they meet, they stop 

to talk. One of them is named Salim and the other one is Bdkir. The 

conversation is as follows: 

Salim: Al-Saldm 'alaikum yZi Bdkir. 

Bakin Wa 'alaikum as-salam yd Sdlim 

Salim: How are you? 

Bakir: Fine, thanks. And you? 

Salim: Fine. Where are you going? 

Bakir: I am going to post office. 

Salim: I am too. Shall we go together? 

Bakir: Sure, Let's go 

L4 Lý ý<ýIr. ý ýLý I 

TIAJ" 4iý< 

�" 

I ý, UJ 1 4, s -1 <. 
4rJ 

) y-. A ýIUI 

I-a-A 
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1ý 

The teacher repeated the dialogue once again and asked the students to listen 

carefully. Then the teacher made the whole class repeat each line of the 
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dialogue after him. They repeated each line several times before moving on to 
ý1- 

the next line. When the class came to the line "I'm going to the post office", 

they stumbled a little bit in their repetition. The teacher at this point stopped the 

repetition and used a backward build-up drill. The purpose of this drill was to 

break down the troublesome sentence into smaller parts. The teacher started 

with the end of the sentence and had the class repeat just the last two words. 

When they could do this correctly the teacher added a few more words, and the 

class repeated this extended phrase, Little by little the teacher built up the 

phrases until the entire sentence was being repeated. The repetition of dialogue 

was as follows: 

Teacher: Repeat after me: post office 

Class: post office 

Teacher To the post office 

Class: To the post office 

teacher: Going to the post office 

Class Going to the post office 

Teacher: I'm going to the post office 

I 

IA4 

Ný 
->. i-J I ý.. Il --, , 4-J) ý., ýI 

I I. II ýrJ) I.: I-A 31 

a-ý 
-). 

ýJ I c. 1', S- 
ýrl 

i L., 4-A ý L. L. 
-a 

I 

Class: I'm going to the post office 

Through this step-by-step procedure, the teacher was able to give the students 

help in pronouncing the troublesome line. Having worked through the line in 
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small pieces, the students were also able to take note of where each word or 
--I. - phrase began and ends in the sentence. 

After the students had repeated the dialogue several times, the teacher gave 

them a chance to adopt the role of Bdkir while he said Sal-im's lines. Before the 

class actually said each line, the teacher modelled it. The class was actually 

experiencing a repetition drill where the task was to listen carefully and 

attempted to copy the teacher" s model as accurately as possible. 

Next the class and the teacher switched roles in order to practise a little more, 

the teacher was saying Mkir's lines and the class were saying Salim's lines. 

Then the teacher divided the class in half so that each half could try to say on 

their own, either Bakir's or Sal-Im's lines. The teacher stopped the students from 

time to time when he felt they were straying too far from the model, and once 

again provides a model, which he made them attempt to copy. To practice 

further the lines of this dialogue, the teacher had all the boys in the class take 

Bdkir's part and all the girls take Sallm's part. 

The teacher then initiated a chain drill with four of the lines from the dialogue. 

A chain drill gave students an opportunity to say the lines individually. The 

teacher listened and could tell which students were struggling and would need 

more practice. A chain drill also allows the students use the expressions in 

communication with someone else, even though the communication is very 

limited. The teacher addressed the student nearest to him with " al-Salam 

'alaikum FarTd ", - vi, >ý Lý e5ýIr, e, N--J 1. He in turn,, responded with 
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"'Wa "alaikum al-Saldm ya ustddz" iI', -f L-. 4 ýie<ýIr, j. The 

teacher said " How are you FarTd? " He answered "Fine, Thank you and you?. 

The teacher replied "Fine. Thank you" This practice went on for about fifteen 

minutes. 

Finally, the teacher selected two students to perform the entire dialogue for the 

rest of the class. When they were finished, two others did the same. Not 

everyone had a chance to say the dialogue in a pair that day, but perhaps they 

would take sometimes this week. 

The teacher moved next to the second major phase of the lesson. He continued 

to drill the students vvith language from the dialogue, but these drills required 

moie than simple repetition. The first drill the teacher led was a single-slot 

substitution drill in which the students repeated a sentence from the dialogue 

and replaced a word or phrase in the sentence with the word or phrase the 

teacher gives them. This word or phrase is called the cue. 

The teacher began by reciting a line from the dialogue, "I am going to the post 

office". Following this, he showed the students a picture of a bank and said the 

phrase, "The bank". He paused, then said, I am going to the bank". This activity 

went on for about fifteen minutes. 

Finally, the teacher increased the complexity of the task by leading the students 

in a multi-slot substitution drill. This is essentially the same type of drill as the 

single-slot the teacher had just used. With this drill however, students had to 
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recognise what part of speech the cue word was and where it further into the 

sentence. The students still listened to only one cue from the teacher. Then they 

had to make a decision as to where the cue word or phrase belonged in a 

sentence also supplied by the teacher. The teacher in this case started off by 

having the students repeat the original sentence from the dialogue, "I am going 

to the post office I,, ', 5 ,jý LrL-A !IýIa. -ij II*. 1. " Then he gave them 

the cue "she v--. A". The students understood and produced, "She is going to the 

post office , -ý i ., 39. -I! -*, ', -. A". The next cue the teacher 

offered was "to the park -A ;, I 4-J) " The students hesitated at first; then they 

responded by correctly producing., "She is going to the park 

The teacher continued in this manner until the lesson was over 

about an hour later. 
f 

6.6. Comments on second observation 

Compared with the first lesson observed at Mahad M4ammadi School, this 

Arabic lesson is obviously different in many aspects. 

The purpose of teaching and learning Arabic at this school is to help students 

communicate in Arabic language. To do this, students need to be drilled for 

communication through conversation lesson given by the teacher and they were 

asked to repeat it many times in order for them to obtain new habits in the target 

language and overcoming the old habits of their native languages. 
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The roles of the teacher and student are no longer traditional as it was in the 
6(. /'N - Grammar-Translation" method. The traditional idea of grammar as a body of 

knowledge has been replaced by the concept of "pedagogical grammar". This 

means the teaching of grammar as a tool to guide students in using language 

correctly as the native speakers do. 

As for the characteristics of the teaching and learning process, the students are 

+a 

Laught the new vocabulary and structures through dialogues. The dialogues are 

learned through imitation and repetition. Drills (such as repetition, backward 

build-up, chain, substitution, transformation and question and answer) are 

conducted based upon the patterns present in the dialogue. Students' successful 

responses are positively reinforced. Grammar is induced from the examples 

given; explicit grammar rules are not provided. 

In terms of interaction between students and teacher and between students and 

students, there is student to student interaction in chain drills or when students 

take different roles in dialogues, but this interaction is teacher-directed. Most of 

the interaction is between teacher and students and is initiated by the teacher. 

The skill of listening and speaking are emphasised where the teacher asked the 

students to listen to the dialogue several times before they were asked to read and 

repeat the dialog. This indicates that the method used in this teaching was the 

"Audio-lingual". 

Generally speaking, the teaching of Arabic at this school is different from that of at 

Ma'ahad Muhammadi School in terms of method and objectives. 
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6.7. Arabic teaching in the "smart schools"' 

An exciting development of education system in Malaysia is the creation of "Smart 

Schools". This new type of schools are being planned to meet the requirements of 

"Multimedia Super Corridor"6 and to create a new generation of Malaysians who are 

more creative and innovative in their thinking, adept with new technologies, and able 

to access and manage completely the information explosion. 7 

The "'smart schools" initiative has five main goals. Two of these goals are targeted at 

the individual. Firstly, to encourage all-round development of the individual covering 

the intellectual, emotional., and spiritual domains, and secondly, to provide 

opportunities for the individual to develop his or her own special strengths and 

nil abilities. The third goal related to the needs of society, whereas the fourth and fifth 

goals are targeted at the system of education, that is to democratise education so that 

every child has equal access to learning, as most parents, the community and the 

private sector, in the education process. " 

6 "Mulimedia Super Corridoe'(MSC) is a 25 km by 50 km (9m by 30m) zone extending from 
Kuala Lumpur City Centre (KLCQ in the north to the new Kuala Lumpur International 
Airport (KLIA) in the south. The MSC offers a unique environment combining World-leading 
"informafion technology" (IT) and physical infrastructures with a comprehensive, investor- 
friendly -package of incentives and support, in which multimedia companies can develop new 
technologies and applications. In addition, the MSC will be home to the world's first 
comprehensive framework of cyberlaws, covering digital signatures, multimedia intelleemal 
property protection, computer crimes, telemedicine, electronic government. (See Malaysian 
daily news papers Dusan Malaysia on l6th July 1995) 
7 See the collection of Prime Minster's speech (Dato' Sri Dr. Mahathir Mohammad), which are 
available at Kota Bharu Teachers College Labrary. 
" The speech by the Minster of Education Malaysia, published by the daily Malaysian 
newspapers Berita Harian on 13th July 1997. 
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The following integrated set of strategies will be employed to achieve these goals: 

- An emphasis on thinking, language and values across the curriculum. 

- The introductions of vertical integration, whereby students progress at their 

own pace, yet remain with their own age cohort. 

- Teachers function more as "facilitators of leaming" rather than "'purveyors 

of knowledge". 

- Learning being to a large extent of self-directed. 

Information technology will be a prime enabler in implementing all these strategies, 

supported by the appropriate people, skills, policies and processes. 9 There are 

currently about 7000 primary and 1500 secondary schools in Malaysia. The 

government envisages that all will be converted to he smart schools by the year 2010. 

The first phase of the implementation will begin in January 1999 with 90 schools. 

These constitute the pilot, a sampling of the array of schools in Malaysia. Broad 

deployment to the remaining schools will start from January 2000 using a phased 

approach. 

Technology is the driving force behind the implementation of the "smart schools" in 

Malaysia. Multimedia technologies will create the enabling infrastructure for new 

teaching learning and management process, the connectively to the external 

constituencies and the educational network to link all the "smart school". 10 

9 Education Ministry's policy, published by Malaysian weekly newspapers Berita Minggu on 
17'h may 1997. 
"' Education Planning and Research Division (EPRD), the Ministry of Education Malaysia, 
Kuala Lumpur, 1996, P: 2 5. 
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As mentioned earlier, one of the integrated set of strategies, which will be employed 

to achieve the foals of the "smart schools"' is an emphasis on "thinking" and 

"language". In the light of the above strategies, the teaching and learning Arabic in 

Malaysia has witaessed a remarkable shift where it will be adapted with the 

challenges in new technological age. All materials which is used as teaching aids are 

in form of network-based programme or computer-based language learning, (CLL). 

6.7.1. Example of daily lesson-plan for Arabic in smart school 

The leaming of Arabic at the smart schools is quite different from that of traditional 

ones. The teaching and learning activities are based on authentic material, places and 

environment as much as possible. For this purpose, the teaching and learning usually 

takes place outside the classroom. The following is an example of lesson plan for 

Arabic class took place on 1'hJune 1997 at a smart school in Kuala Lumpur: 

Subject A-rabic language 

______ ________ _______ I 

2. Year/Form Four the number of students 15 year old boys and girl 

3. Time 120 minutes (not including preparation and journey time) 

4. Topic A visit to the Egyptian Cultural Centre in Kuala Lumpur 

jjý 
'Y Ij-S 

ýrj L; I 
J-- 

IL 

Language skills: 

- Descnption 

Z--ý jÄ1ý ý--4 ýj1a4 11 

______ 
.I 
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- Comparison 

- Reading signboards C-1 I -, Do 1-ýý 

- Answer the questions ly 1 ; L-4 L-.: ". I 

6. Language contents Grammar and vocabulary 

j41 

7. Previous knowledge : Students have learnt about the histoncal places in Cairo 

8. Teaching aids Computer with e-mail and handout 

ju 

9. Value 

: .ýi J-ýý 
Lj VI a--ý I ý: - ->-L iýý- JJU I 

: Arousing love for Islamic heritage 

e---4 
u--. 

g 
21 

Lti 1 i--LJ 1 Z., -31 L_ý ý 

10. Behavioural objectives: Iý., I, -i I -, YI 

By the end of the lesson, the students will be able to : 

01'. 
7.1 N 1. t it ýL-, -. -ý L, - 

-) ,III W--i 

- Speak to an officer at Egyptian cultural centre in Kuala Lumpur over 

telephone asking permission to visit the centre. 

- Give instruction to the class member to be ready with necessary preparation 

for this visit. 

- Write what they noticed and observed at the centre. 

- Communicate with the officer in charge at the centre. 
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6.7.2. Steps of implementation 

There are three steps to be followed by the teacher to implement this lesson plan for 

the teaching of Arabic in this school: (1) Pre-lesson (2) During lesson (3) Post-lesson. 

1. Pre-lesson: 

There are several aspects to be identified by the teacher before he starts the 

lesson. This is in accord with a new education policy in Malaysia i. e, "language 

across the curriculum". " These aspects are as stated in the daily lesson plan from 

no. 1 to 10. 

" Language across the curriculum is a concept which is integral to the implementation of the 
"new secondary school curriculum7' (Kurikulum baru sekolah menengah) (KBSM). This 
concept has a close relationship with teachers' and students' ability to meet personal, social 
and education goals. Language across the curriculum does not focus on special knowledge 
regarding education, but rather on language development in and across a broad range of 
subjects. In shoM LAC replaces the previous practice which concentrated on language as only 
a subject. LAC puts more focus on how a language user engages language to understand, 
appreciate and nurture experience, and on how language can be used to enhance cognitive, 
affective and psychological development. 
The aims of language usage in the Malaysian school curriculum has been discussed since the 
1970s. The LAC concept was presented by the w-tited Kingdom Department of Education and 
Scince in the Bullock Report (1975). In Bullock Report (1975: 514,515) as quoted by Ranfli 
(1994: PP: 192,193 and 194) stated that: 

- Each school should have an organised policy for language across the 
curriculum, language and reading development throughtout the year of 
schooling. 

- Language competence grows incrementally, through an interaction of 
writing, talk reading and experience, and the best teaching deliberately 
influences the nature and quality of this grows. 

Based on the above statements, Bullock (1975. - 514 and 529) as quoted by Ramli (1994: 194) 
produced two recommenations: 

Every school should devise a systematic policy for the development 
of reading competence in publis of all ages and ability levels, 

To bring about this understanding every secondary school should 
develop a policy for language across curriculum. The responsibility for this 
policy should be embodied in the organizational structure of the school. 
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2. During the lesson: 

In order to develop the ability of communication, the teacherwould assign cach 

student work to do during the lesson. For example, student "A" is responsible for 

finding a list of embassies of Arabic countries located in Kula Lumpur, which 

have cultural centre through Internet, newspaper, magazine or the foreign 

ministry's pamphlet and give a suggestion to the class. Student "B" is in charge to 

contact the suggested embassy over telephone, e-mail or by writing a letter to 

obtain the permission for a visit. The task of student "C" is to inform the school 

head teacher and ask for permission for this visit. Student "D" is assigned to 

identify the necessary things to be taken on the visit and write them down in a list. 

Student "F' is responsible for the transportation. Student "G" is given a task to 

write a speech draft, which will be read by the delegation leader at a meeting with 

the officer of the centre. This is followed by other tasks given to the rest of riflccn 

students in the class. 

3. Time management 

Teacher sets the dateline when each student must complete his/her task and 

when he or she does so, the delegation leader calls for a class meeting. 

Delegation leader chairs the meeting. In the meeting each student read a report 

of his or her task and the teacher would comment on his or her reports and give 

a suggestion if their tasks are not carried out satisfactorily. Then the teacher 

- Every teachers' pro service training must cover langu3ge in education 
in an intcradis-plinary, cross-curriculmn approach. See Ramli (1994: PP: 
192,193,194) 
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maps out the itinerary with the officer in charge at the centre and tells the 

students the exact date of the visit. The teacher also sets the date of submission 

for the report, and the date of the next activity. The teacher arranges the follow- 

up activities and puts them in a timetable. This activity is to train students in 

time management. The timetable is as follows: 

Dates and times Activities Student in charge 

7.6.97 

8.30 a-m. Departure All students 

10.15 a. m. Arrival at the, centre All students 

10.30 a. m. Entering the centre All students 

10.35 a. m. Welcomed speech by the All students 

officer at the centre 

10.45 a. m. Speech by students The chief delegation 

representative 

10,55 a. m. Watching video about All students 

Cairo city 

11.25 a. m Discussion about the Student assigned to lead 

content of the Video the discussion 

11.35 a. m. Reading books, magazine All students 

and newspapers 

12.05 p. m. Discussion and notes on All students 

reading topic 
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12.15 p. m. I Leaving the centre I All stud nts 

8.7.97 9.00 a. m. 

9.05 a. m. 

Class meeting 

Report of the visit 

Teacher and all students 

Each student in charge 

6.8. Comments on Arabic teaching in "smart school"" 

Arabic teaching in the "smart schools" helps students learn to communicate through 

activities, which are communicative in themselves. 12 The visit to the Egyptian cultural 

centre gives the students more opportunities for listening, speaking, reading and 

writing in Arabic, In addition, they are exposed to an authentic environment of the 

target language. Students are free to use their knowledge of Arabic without help from 

their teacher, and each student is given a task to organise the visit. In carrying out 

his/her task,, * a student must consult others in order to coordinate his/her work. 

Michael Grenfell (1997) states: 

" There are 'many activities that help students learn to communicate, which are not in 
themselves communicative. For example, students may be asked to say certain things which 
everyone is aware of beforehand. They are asked to repeat phrases and words, and they read 
things a number of times in order to continue to study the language long after they have 
obtained the meaning. See Sidewell (1993: 02). 
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"This communicative take-over has come about with an apparent general 

consensus within the profession that this type of language learning is best 

suited for our pupils. It is not wholly because materials are more attractive,, 

authentic tasks more motivating, and the reduced emphasis on grammar less 

punitive for the full ability range. To communicate is now seen as the way and 

the means to learn language" 

Michael Grenfell (1997: 28) 

The above statement clearly supports the idea that Arabic teaching in the smart school 

is totally different from that in traditional Islamic school because it exposes students 

to the real environment and authentic materials. This is in line with the new language 

teaching policy as stated above i. e. "To communicate is now seen as the way and the 

means to learn language. 1>1 

The teacher is a facilitator, consultant, counsellor or the manager of classroom 

activities rather than purveyors of knowledge. " According to this idea, one of 

teachers' major responsibilities is to establish situations likely to promote 

communication. During the activities teachers act as an advisors, answering students" 

questions and monitoring their performance. At other times he might be a "co- 

14 
communicatof'), engaging in communication with the students, Students are, above 

all, communicators or a member of group who is communicating with others. They 

are actively engaged in negotiating and speaking over telephone with Arabic speaker, 

" See article by Barbara McDevitt published in Language Learning Journal, September 1997, 
p: 34. 
" Littlewood (1981) as quoted by Freeman (1986: 13 1). 
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writing the letter and preparing a report of their work. They learn to communicate by 

communicating. LJ 

The characteristics of the "communicative approach"',, the lesson are carried out with 

a communicative aims in a real environment -J I .-', YIýI. This accords with 

the principle of "communicative approach" 

6.9. The principle of communicative approach in language teaching 

Ishak Reab (1993) states that the language itself is 5 
1j for communication' . In Arabic: 

I- 
ýrj Ir1 -1 1 

____H____ 

According to him, there should be no "communicative approach" because the 

teaching of language itself means to teach students to communicate. His opinion, 

which differs from those of the mainstream linguists, however, can be reconciled by a 

thorough investigation of the theory of foreign language teaching. 

Palmer (1917) stated: 

" Language is a series of natural phenomena. It is the medium by which 

thoughts are conveyed from one person to another, consequently all words or 

combinations of words used orally or by writing must be considered as coming 

15 Ishak Re*ab stated this opinion in an "Arabic language seminar" held at the Islamic Teachers li 
College in Bangi on 21 st-2 3ed August 1993. 
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within the scope of language. Language is also the mirror of thought and both 

reflector and reflected are conventional. " 

Palmer (1917: 29) 

Looking at the above quotation, it seems evident that there is a close relationship 

between language and thought. From our everyday experience we can say that much 

of our thinking is facilitated by language. it is clear that the function of language is to 

externalise our mind and to convey a message to others through combination of words 

or sentences. Ishak Rejab could have meant that the function of a language which 

help people express their intention, but on the other hand, there are many ways people 

learn to use language in order to express their mind effectively. Thus, language needs 

to be leamt using a communicative approach. 
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Sidewell (1993) stated that the activities in a foreign language teaching are all geared 

towards communication, even students who learn the grammar rules analytically, but 

they still learn to communicate because the grammar is a tool which enable students 

to use language correctly, however, some activities are not "communicative" in 

themselves. The important point to be focused here is the difference between 

"communication" and "communicative". In order to illustrate how conimunIcative 

activities differentiate themselves from activities that are not communicative (but 

which may form part of the path to communication), an example is given below: 

The teacher gives his students a passage. He asks them to read and understand it, then 

answer several questions. The example of the passage is as follows: - 

____ JL" �)J)k_. A LJ3 - 

.2 

11 A--ý I 
4-. cý jIa 

I- 1 4- j L-A ý 
ýý 

Z-rý 
jI -i, " 11 1 

-ý-I-S-5 

14-rý ýr-i 
L+-r-j ". j LA 

____ A____ _______ ___ 
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4-A 

L. A I 

______ ______ I____ 1LI ii 

1 ___ L.. _i 
jt I ______ t ____ 
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i 
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After the students read and understand the passage, they are asked to answer several 

questions based on their understanding. The questions are as follows: 

1. LimCidzd kanat taftak-hiru al-arnab? 

2. Litnadzi ighti(at al-payawilnit min al-arnab? 

3. 'Aljmd ittafaqat al-payawanit? 

4. Limddzj ikbtdrat al-ýayawJndt al-sulaAOt li musdbaqat al-arnab? 

5, Mj athar istihzj'al-arnabfi nafs al-sulaAOt? 

The above activities according to Freeman (1986) are not communicative in 

themselves. They however; help students communicate because they are required 

to answer the questions. To help explain they are not communicative, Freeman 

(1986), Richard and Rodgers (1984) and Sidewell (1993) state that activities that 

are truly communicative have three features: (1) Information gap, (2) Choice and 

(3) Feedback. 

An information gap exists when one person in an exchange knows something that 

the other person does not know. For example, if two individuals know today is 

Tuesday and one asks "what day is it today"? if the other answers, "Tuesday", the 

exchange is not really communicative. Students read the passage carefully in the 

lesson and acquire knowledge of the content. The questions given by the teacher 
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are therefore about what they already know. So, there is no "information gap" 

This teaching therefore is not communicative, but it does however lead the 

students to communication. 

In communication, the speaker has a choice of what he/she will say and how. If 

the exercise is tightly controlled so that students can only say something in one 

way, the speaker has no choice and the exchange, therefore, is not communicative. 

In an exercise where students are required to repeat a certain part of a dialogue 

after the teacher, or to answer a question by repetition, (see second observation in 

this chapter Arabic lesson at NISS), the exercise is not communicative because 

the students have no choice to use their own words. Real communication has not 

therefore occurred. In other words, the person who is making the communication 

must be free to choose his own words and expressions. "Choice" is therefore one 

essential feature of communication. 
16 

The third communication feature is "feedback" 17 
or "Unpredictability" 18 

. The 

receiver of the communication has to pay attention, because he/she does not know 

what the other person is going to say. So the receiving person is in a state of 

uncertainty or ignorance, and as a result pays attention and notices. The key point 

here is that the communicator must also pay attention in order to monitor. If the 

communicator already knew, he would not need the "feedback". This 

"Unpredictability" is one of the communication features. 

" Sidewell (1993: 02) 
17 Freeman (1986 : 132) 
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In the communicative class an effort must be made to ensure that the activities of 

students include these three features as far as possible. The teachers should expect 

their students to be able to cope with the unexpected and the new things, and to be 

able to originate communication. 

The teaching and learning of Arabic in the smart school is conducted according to 

the communicative approach because students carry out their individual or in 

"pair tasks" in cooperation. They are therefore more able to learn language 

through communication. 

The differences between the communicative approach and other methods such as 

" grammar translation"", "direct metho&' and "Audio-fingual", can be seen through 

the interpretation made by Finocchiaro and Brumfit (1993) as observed by 

Richard and Rodgers (1984). They made comparison between "Audio-lingua"' 

method and "communicative approach": 

Audio-lingual Communicative approach 

1. Attends to structure and form more Meaning is paramount 

than meaning. 

2. Demands memorization of structure Dialogues if used, centre around 

- based dialogs. communicative functions and are not 

normally memorized. 

3. Language items are not contextualize Contextualization is a basic premise. 

" SideweU (1993: 02) 
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4. Language learning is learning 

structures, sounds, or words. 

5. Mastry, or "over-learning" is sought. 

6. Drilling is a central technique., 

7. Native-speaker-like pronunciation 

is sought. 

8. Grammatical explanation is avoided. 

9. Communicative activities only come 

after a long process of rigid drills 

Language learning is learning to 

communicate. 

Effective communication is sought. 

Drilling may occur, but peripherally. 

Comprehensible pronunciation is 

sought. 

Any devIce which helps the leamers is 

accepted, varying according to their 

age, interest, etc. 

Attempts to communicate may be 

encouraged from the very beginning. 

and exercise. 

10. The use of the students native lang- Judicious use of native language is 

uage is forbidden. 

I I. Translation is forbidden at early 

level 

12. Reading and writing are deferred 

till speech is mastered. 

accepted where feasible. 

Translation may be used where students 

need or benefit from it. 

Reading and writing can start from 

the first day, if desired 

13. The target linguistic system will be 

learned through the overt teaching The target linguistic system will be 

of the pattems of the system. leamed best through the process of 

struggling to communicate. 
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14. Linguistic cOmpetence is the 

desired goal. 

15. The teacher controls the students 

and prevents them from doing any - 

Communicative competence is the 

desired goal (i. e. the ability to use the 

linguistic system effectively and 

appropriately) 

Teacher helps in any way that motivates 

them to work with the language. 

thing that conflicts with the theory. 

16. "Language is habit" so effors must Language is created by the individual 

be prevented at all costs. 

17. Accuracy, in terms of formal 

correctness, is a primary goal, 

18. Students are expected to interact 

with the language system, embod- 

ied in machines or controlled 

materials. 

19. The teacher is expected to specify 

the language that students are to use 

20. Intrinsic motivation will spring 

Ic- - from an interest in the structure of 

the language. 

often through trial and error. 

Fluency and acceptable language is the 

primary goal: accuracy is judged not in 

the abstract but in context. 

Students are expected to interact with 

other people, either in the flesh, through 

pair and group work, or in 

their writing. 

The teacher cannot know exactly what 

language the students will use. 

Intrinsic motivation will spring from an 

interest in what is being communicated 

by the language. 
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6.9.1. Teaching of Arabic 

approacW') 

Raj ihT ( 1990) stated: 

grammar using the "communicative 

___ ___ ___ ___ 

L 

English translation: It seems to us that the traditional method of teaching grammar in 

Arabic schools is one of the factors which make students bored when learning Arabic. 

There is evidence to show that the number of students who fail in Arabic grammar is 

higher than in other subjects. 

This situation, according to Rajihi, is a reality, it occurred both inside and outside 

Arabic countries. Accordingly, many attempts have been made to improve this 

situation. As a result, several modifications have been made to the Arabic grammar 

syllabus. For example, some Arabic linguists rearrange the Arabic grammar topics 

according to their easiness and difficulty. Others make it easier by changing the style 

of explanation of the grammar rules As a result, in 

1984 several Arabic linguists such as Ibrahim Yusof and Muhammad al-Rifa'i wrote 

an Arabic grammar textbook in cooperation with some universities in Saudi Arabia, 

ISESCO and other Arab countries. This book entitled "Arabic grammar made easy" 

was published in 1984 and it is being used 

widely in Arabic schools both inside and outside Arabic countries for the teaching of 

Arabic grammar.. A similar initiative has also been taken by the Ministry of Saudi 
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Arabia to change the pattern of Arabic grammar textbooks, which are used in both 

primary and secondary schools in this country. This new pattern grammar book is 

entitled j-, -J IAiII, I -go--s . 

According to Rajihi, the modification of grammar book texts cannot solve the 

problem as long as the concept of Arabic grammar itself is not understood clearly. In 

other words, the position of gran-miar in the context of teaching Arabic as a foreign 

language today must be understood clearly by the Arabic linguists. 

As mentioned in "A review of literature" (refer to the Introductory Chapter), grammar 

is divided into two categories: (1) Grammar as a discipline of knowledge, which is 

commonly called j-11 (2) Pedagogical grammar, which is usually called 

4p 441, 
-, 1 

-3 - *, 1. The former means a branch of knowledge that is totally 

-C-. - 

tocused on the description of the language structures without any connection with its 

application. Whereas "Pedagogical grammar" (PG) is when grammar is studied as a 

means to help learners to understand the fimctions of Arabic words and later on to 

enable them to use these functions during their writing and speaking. 

In the context of the teaching of Arabic grammar according to the communIcative 

approach, PG is very relevant. This is because the concept of the "communicative 

approach" does not aim to produce students who are masters in "grammar" in any 

foreign language, but students who know grammar as a means of learning the 

language in. enables communications. 
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6.9.2. Examples of teaching Arabic grammar using the 

"'communicative approach" 

According to the traditional method, the teaching of Arabic grammar is no other than 

an explanation of the rules, which must be applied to certain grammar points. For 

example, in the teaching of "Arabic prepositions" I"j, the teacher 

explains a number of these prepositions and asks students to memorise them. These 

prepositions are LS , Lj -) , u- . 
Later the teacher 

explains in detail the rules of these prepositions when they are in the sentences. The 

students also must know the vocalization of the words which come after these 

prepositions. The following is an example of the teacher's explanation: 

3t 

L-A I 
4--Lr, 

S 
-) 

-, -. 31ý 
-)ý 

"s 
Lý 

I<01 

Later the teacher gives the simple sentences as an example. These sentences have no 

connection with students' daily life, For example, <I the book is 

on the table,, sI, -, -, ý., i<iýu the dog slept under a tree and so on. The 

teacher gives example in as -short sentence as possible. 

The important point here is that the teacher focuses his explanation on the rules of 

grammar .. -j t without paying attention to the various meanings of 

prepositions and the teacher does not explain how to use these prepositions to express 

their mind in a communication context. 
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In communicative approach, the teaching of preposition, for example, the teacher 

needs to explain the various meaning of these propositions so that students will have a 

choice to use them in conversation. This means students learn not only the function of 

declension of these prepositions -j I 'I IýI -' --I but they also learn how to use 

them. 

In support of Rajihi's opinion, it is suggested that there must be a reform movement 

in the teaching of Arabic grammar in order to make the teaching of Arabic more 

interesting. This reform movement is proposed to be called " Applied Arabic 

grammar" ,; 4ý I- -, 11 4-4-ýýJ . 

The following is a list of various meanings of Arabic prepositions which should be 

taught to students instead of the grammar rules regarding the Arabic position: 
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The meanings The examples 

from (place) 

from (time) L- 

made of 

some of !A 

on account of 

than A_4 

in 

into 

among LD Ls--- 
'Li Cý-4 

about j 

with 
11 L4 

. 
>. I 

possession L-3 it 'A 

besides 44 -1 

in spite of/ although 

: to 41 1j 13 L4 

possession 
-,, ,-a 

of (in regard to) -) 

for (purpose) 

time at which A-j Li L-: 4 I a, _) 
I 
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from 

at LS-., L 
Cabout 

I 
Lý, I---4 

I 

, A: like Ij), I ; L'-Jý 4--'-s -Ls II ýý -a-A 
I 

II as 4-L. Li L I 
'. 41 t: -, ); r- Lj 

I -Lc-: on II 
4-L. Cý 4-"-u ý, ýa, -5 

1 

upon I I. A Lj 

against (ý--j Lj ItI 

-)-. 
4 

1 

according to 4-3 -I ýý 

obligation 4u, -1-" 

It 

superiority 

ground and basis 4 -ý j -I-r- It-U 
I 

LD j-, ý I-, in spite of jI 

by, at 

ZIA. " by means of 

in ýD j 

after intransitive verbs 
Ijjo L-:?. 

with/ instrument 

price 
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CONCLUSION 

There is evidence to show that the Arabic language first arrived in the Malay 

Peninsula in the twelfth century A. D. via Arab Muslim traders from Yemen and 

Hadaramaut. In the fifteenth century A. D, the Arabic language started to be 

taught widely through the fondoq institution. Its main objectives were to enable 

Malay Muslims to read the Holy Qur'dn, Ijadi-th and to understand Arabic 

. >., Lj 14, Islamic books < There were several methods of 

teaching and learning Arabic during that time. One of them was "Listening" or 

"A bsorptive')" which was known as menadah kitab in Malay. This method was 

originally from the balaqah (circle) system., which was used during the early 

times of Islam in Mecca. In the late nineteenth century however, the fondoq 

institution began to decline as a result of changes in the method of study in the 

Middle East, especially in Cairo, and the establishment of the famous Islamic 

school in Mecca A-4: J 
-9 --IIN-II in 1872. This led to the rise of 

madrasah institution commonly known as "Arabic school". Most of these 

institutions were funded and administrated by the "Islamic Affairs Council") 

under the local state government. The teaching and learning of Arabic infondoq 

and madrasah institutions were focused on the study of Arabic grammar. 

In the early I 970s,. Arabic entered a new phase in its development. It was no 

longer the pure religious language, but was an international language officially 

announced as one of the languages of the United Nation in 1973. Consequently, 

the traditional trend in teaching and learning Arabic changed. New methods and 
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approaches have been introduced, and the term the "teaching Arabic to non- 

Arabic speakers" came into usage. This led to the development of what has 

come to be known as the "Communicative Approach to Arabic Teaching". 

These two tenns are known in Arabic as: 

Vi 
I--" "I III 

Jq-ý 
I. 

The establishment of the "Khartown International Institute of Arabic Language" 

in Sudan in 1974 under the supervision of the Islamic Educational, Scientific 

and Cultural Organization (ISESCO) is the first effort to promote the teaching 

of Arabic as a foreign language (TAFL) using the above two new methods. This 

was followed by the establishment of the Arabic Language Centre For Non- 

Arabic Speakers in the University of al-Malik Sa5d, Saudi Arabia in 1975. 

At the same time, a new education policy, which gives more emphasis to 

religious knowledge, both in theory and practice, was introduced in Malaysia, In 

line with the new education policy, Arabic language is to be taught as an 

effective second/foreign language. This has led to a change in the trend of the 

teaching and learning Arabic, In the late 1970s, a number of Islamic secondary 

schools,. under the adminislration of the "Islainic Affairs Council" in the various 

state government areas, were taken over by the Federal Government and they 

are now fully funded and administrated by the Ministry of Education. These 

schools are known as "National Islamic Secondary School" (NISS). The 

teaching of Arabic in NISSs no longer focuses on the teaching of Arabic 
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grammar, but it enables students to utilise the Arabic language in a meaningful 

and relevant way, both in the pursuit of further knowledge and experlences and 

in an everyday context where a need to communicate exists. The new Arabic 

syllabus, which focuses on the four language skills: listening, speaking, reading 

and writing is designed to replace the traditional syllabus, which focused on 
A- 

iuabic grammar.. 

Once the Arabic syllabus changed, the system of assessment needed to be 

changed also. For this reason, the Nfinistry of Education introduced the 

"proficiency guideline" to assess the students' achievements based on their 

-I'k' , abilities in the four language skills. This new system of assessment howeverý$ is 

only used at school level and not at the national examination level, 

The implementation of the new method of teaching Arabic and the introduction 

of the new syllabus requires a new pattern for textbooks. The Ministry of 

Education has therefore made periodic revision to the existing Arabic 

textbooks.. Up to 1990, two series of Arabic textbooks, which are geared 

towards the communication objectives, were introduced. One of them was 

published in 1986 with the title "al-Arabiyyah". This was followed by another 

Arabic textbook in 1992 with the title "al-Arabiyah al-'jliyah ". This textbook 

is aimed at students in Form four and five at secondary school, 
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In response to "Wawasan 2020" (the vision 2020)1 the ýC smart school" was 

established in 1996. Teaching Arabic in such schools is conducted using the 

communicative approach, in a new technology-based Arabic teaching 

environment. The students are exposed to modern means of communication 

using Arabic software, e-mail, telephone and a series of visits to the embassies 

of Arabic countries included. These activities are designed to expose students to 

authentic Arabic environments. In the year 2000 another communicative Arabic 

textbook was published with the title 

The research shows that there are four methods of teaching and learning foreign 

languages i. e. Grammar-Translation, Direct Method, Audio-visual and 

Communicative Approaches, Grammar-Translation is an old teaching method 

which forces students to learn everything about language rather than language 

itself For example, students learn grammar in detail but they are not trained to 

use these grammatical rules for speaking and communication. Eventually, 

students face difficulty when they are in Arab countries or when they need to 

use Arabic. This is the weakness of Grammar Translation method. 

The "Direct Method" and "Audio-visual"' method emerged when linguists 

realised that the Grammar Translation method does not help students With 

speaking. These two methods of foreign language teaching are based on two 

skills of language i. e. listening and speaking. However, grammar is taught 

inductively. Students do not have to learn everything about grammar but they 

' Vision 2020 is a strategic blueprint to accelerate and maintain overall development of the 

country. For more detail, please refer to the Introductory Chapter. 
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learn during the context of passage and this makes it easier for students to learn 

a language, at the same time as learning how to use languages. 

The Communicative Method emerged during the late 20 th century. This new 

approach focuses upon real communication. In other words, the Communicative 

method is geared towards teaching students to actually communicate with native 

speakers. This has led to a transformation in the role of language teachers. Their 

role is far more proactive in that they act more as facilitators, whilst the students 

themselves are more fully involved in the learning experience. 

In the researcher's opinion, the Communicative Method is perhaps the most 

useful approach, in so far as it exposes the student to everyday life. As such, I 

would whole-heartedly recommend that all schools in Malaysia adopt this 

method. 
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Daily Lesson Plan - English Year 4 
for 

Smart school level 5 and above 
I- Sub 

, 
ject EA)glish Lmiguage 

2, Yea I' FO LI t' 
3. Time 90 minutes 
4. Enrolment 3 () 1) u T) i Is 
5.1"Opic Wild, tame and domesticated animals, 
6. Sub-topic PC ts 
7. Language Skills 17.6 To describe and compare animals, and do guided writing 

17.9 To redd paragraphs and write answers to 
comprehension questions 

17,2)2 To write a letter. 
8. Language contents 1. Girammar: 

1.1 Adjectives, 
e. g. strong, big, beautiful, colourful, curved. 

1.2 Conjunction "and" 
e. g. The giraffe has a long neck and four strong legs. 

Vocabulary: bear, buffalo, cat, cock, cow, lion etc. 

9. Previous knowledge: Students have leamt: 
(a) about animals, 
(b) how to write friendly letters. 

10. teaching aids Computers with e-mail, software (Ejlcarta Grolier), flip 
chart, electronic passage, worksheets with graphic 
organisers, metacognitive questions , md reflective grid.. 

11. Value : Love For animals. 

12. Behavioural objectives- By the end of the lesson, the students will be able to 
(i) access information about different types of animals 

fromEncarta Grolier. 
(i i) categorise animals into two groups: 

(a) suitable as pets, 
(, b) unsuitable as pets. 

(ill) compare and contrast one animal which is suitable to 
he kept as ,. I pet with another animal which is 

unsuitable to be kept as a pet., using a graphic 
Organiser. 

(IN') read ,i passage and answer five comprehension 
question,,, 

(v) write a letter and send it through e-mail. 
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13. Lesson procedure: 

Procedum Students' Activities 
Set Induction Students who keep animals at 

(5 min. ) home ai-e a..,, ked to talk briefly 
aboUt thCnI. 

Development 
(75 niiii. ) 

Students go to designated 
computers to access, 
information about any 2 
animals, from Encarta 
Grolier, 

2. Students get into groups of 
five, Each student talks 
about the animals hekshe has 
selected. 

4 

5 

6 

Students classify all the 
animals selected by the group 
members into two categories, 
i. e. Suitable and unsuitable as 
pets. then justify their 
classil'ication. 

(a) Group leaders take turns 
to present their work. 

(b) Students answer 
metacognitive questions. I 

Students in their group select 
one animal from each 
category, then compare and t: ý 
contrast the two animals 
based on specific 
cl)('11-acteristics. 

Student. s display their group 
results on flip charts, and 
movearound to give 
comments on the other 
grollps, work. 

Facilitator's Activities 
Facilitator uses probing question-, 
to facilitcate the discussion. 
Facilitator infuses value - Love 
for animals. 

Facilitator supervises and assists 
the students. 

Facilitator ensures that all 
members take part in their group 
discussion. 

Facilitator di s tributes worksheet 
I and clarifies any doubts raised 
by the students. 

Facilitator makes evaluation 
based on observation checklist. 

(a) Faci I itator encourages peer 
evaluation and discussion . 

(b) Facilitator facilitates using 
probing questions. 

Facilitator distributes worksheet 
2 and clarifies any doubts raised 
by the students. 

Facilitator makes evaluation 
based on observation checklist. 

Facilitator ensulýe's that students 
give relevant comments. 
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Procedure Students' Activities Facilitator's Activities 
Develop"ietit 7, (a) StUdents review and (a) Facilitator provides necessary 

CV, 110, 'ft tile feedback in assistance to upgrade the 
groups, then modify their final worksheet. 
work (if necessary). 
(b) Students answer (b) Facilitator facilitates using 
rnetacognitive questions probing questions. 

8. Students go back to their own Facilitator assists the students to 
COITIJILIter stations to skim access the passage and the 
and scan a passage entitled questions on the computer. 
"Hanizah And Hj ý Pet" 
(Appendix I) for information Facilitator rerninds, the students 
to answer five of the time-frarne set for the 
comprehension questions reading exercise. 
individually. 

(SILIclents self-assess their own 
performance and record their 
own scores as indicated by the 
software.. 

9. Each student writes a letter Facilitator helps the students to 
describing about his/her pet write the letters using the 
and e-mail it to all the other following facilitation techniques: 
members of the group. (i) questioning, 

(ii) focusing circle, 
(iii) mirroring. 

Closure Students complete the reflective scusses students' Facilitator di. 
(10 min) grids individually and keep them reflections in class. 

in their portfolios. 

14, Enhancement activity : (j) Students choose one of the letters received and reply it 

through e-niail, or 
(1i) Students e-mad their letters to peers in other 

classes/schools/states, or 
(iji) Students decide on a new aninial to be kept as a pet 

and look for as much information as possible about 
the animal. 
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